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The development of methods to better estimate the hydrologic 
.response of a watershed and the application of these methods in prac-
tice is the science and art of hydrology. That aspect of hydrology 
known as streamflow forecasting undertakes to predict the outflow from 
a given catchment, in tenns of flow rate as a function of time, in 
response to a given precipitation event under given initial conditions. 
This capability is vital to effective planning for urban/industrial 
development, flood control hydroelectric power, navigation, water pol-
lution control, and general water resources management. 
The hydrologic cycle is rather easy to describe in qualitative 
terms. The principal components of the cycle have been identified and 
the interactions between the major components are well known. However, 
the extension of this qualitative knowledge about the hydrologic cycle 
to obtain quantitative results is a difficult task. Perhaps few basic 
quantitative concepts exist in hydrology, compared to other fields. It 
may never be possible to develop hydrology into a mathematically pre-
cise science; however, predicting watershed response from basic hydro-
logic data became a sophisticated science with the advent of digital 
models of the hydrologic cycle. Research into such simulation models 
began at Stanford University in 1959 (1)(2)(3), and with the growing 
availability of large, high-speed computers, hydrologic modeling became 
1 
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popular. Most latter-day models perform a quantitative analysis of 
hydrologic regimes by establishing continuous mathematical relationships 
between elements of the hydrologic cycle, using digital computers to 
carry the calculations forward in time. The mathematical relationships 
developed attempt to reproduce realistically physical processes in the 
model. Experimental results and analytic studies are used where pos-
sible to assist in defining the necessary relationships. 
Precipitation and potential evapotranspiration are the basic in-
puts to most conceptual models, and actual evapotranspiration, stream-
flow, and soil moisture levels are generally obtained as output. The 
term 11 conceptual 11 indicates that the model reproduces the concept of a 
process rather than being a physical replica. The model must simulate 
basin response on a continuous basis, rather than treat only isolated 
events. In other words, calculations are made on selected time inter-
vals continuously, whether or not precipitation is occurring, to simu-
late the entire spectrum of watershed behavior. Data requirements for 
the development and application of these complex hydrologic models are 
vast. Several years of streamflow must be simulated using actual pre-
cipitation data and computed evapotranspiration demand. Synthesized 
flows are then compared to actual recorded flows, and model parameters 
adjusted by hydrologists until acceptable simulation accuracy has been 
achieved. Only when so verified can the hydrologist claim that the 
model is a sound tool for predicting stream behavior. 
While the digital simulation model is a recent development, numer-
ous researchers during the past decade have succeeded in integrating 
hydrologic empirical/mathematical relationships into comprehensive para-
metric models that synthesize flows accurately for most hydrologic 
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events. And if the model is conceptually correct, it should be appli-
cable to any basin under all hydrologic circumstances. Unfortunately, 
this is often not the case. For a number of possible reasons the model 
may fail to perform properly in response to a given precipitation event, 
even though verification against historical flows indicates the model is 
properly calibrated for the watershed. Part of the simulation problem 
could be that the temporal runoff process, which is physically non-
linear, is modeled by a linear mathematical function--a unit hydrograph. 
Some of the error may be due to averaging precipitation over the entire 
basin, when in fact the comnon intense convective rains are likely to 
cover only a fraction of the watershed during a storm event. Since a 
uniform distribution of rainfall over a basin may be more the exception 
than the rule, any hydrologic model that requires such an averaged 
{lumped) rainfall input has inherent deficiencies. Of course, the rain 
gage network is seldom optimum, so that an exact delineation of the true 
rainfall pattern is probably impossible. However, more often than not, 
sufficient point rainfall values are available such that the analyst can 
at least determine "heavy upstream or downstream 11 rainfall distribu-
tions, thus allowing for sub-area (distributed) rainfall input to the 
model. If one ther. structures the model to couple the sub-area rain-
fall input to an inflow channel response function {time-delay histogram 
with variable K storage routing capability), rather than.apply a basin 
averaged rain to an outflow unitgraph, there is opened up the possi- . 
bility of simulating flows under storm conditions that cannot be handled 
consistently with existing modeling procedures. A distributed input 
model also provides separate soil moisture accounting with each sub-area 
(zone), effectively maintaining individual zone moisture storages that 
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could allow for better low flow reconstitution while improving high flow 
simulation during non-uniform rains. 
Besides treating watersheds with basin averaged rainfall, typical 
hydrologic models view the catchment as lumped parameter systems. By 
11 lumped 11 it is meant that each parameter value obtained during calibra-
tion represents an average value for that parameter over the entire 
watershed in question. It is well known, of course, that certain physi-
cally realistic parameters in a model, like infiltration capacity or 
lower zone aquifer storage capacity, may take on widely differing 
values across a watershed. One cannot help but be intrigued at the 
possibility of establishing unique parameter sets for each rainfall 
zone (distributed parameters), thus recognizing, for example, the low 
infiltration-low moisture storage and high runoff characteristics of 
. the basin headwaters versus the downstream hydrologic characteristics 
of an alluvial plain. However, whether or not it is possible to intel-
ligently ascertain such unique parameter sets and improve simulation 
significantly is an open question. 
The improvement in streamflow synthesis possible through the design 
and use of a multi-zone (distributed) hydrologic model to account for 
the spatial variability of rainfall and parameters is a fertile area for 
research. A study of this nature requires the following: 
1. Assemblage of a hydrologic data base of sufficient size and 
accuracy for several watersheds so as to allow detailed hydrologic model 
research. 
2. Construction of a conceptual hydrologic model simulation system 
(computer program) utilizing a proven soil moisture accounting procedure 
and capable of handling catchment distributed (zonal)precipitation input 
only, or both distributed input and distributed parameters. 
3. Calibration of both the lumped catchment model and multi-zone 
models for each watershed. 
4. Evaluation through statistical analysis and analytical pro-
cedures the performance characteristics of all three model types. 
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This report presents the methods and results of such an investi-
gation on eight watersheds in the southeastern United States with a 
total record period of 55 years. Chapter III describes the watersheds 
selected for model research. Chapter IV elaborates on the generation 
of a hydrologic data base, and Chapter V explains the conceptual model 
formulated and applied. Chapter VI details research procedure and dis-
cusses the performance characteristics of the hydrologic model oper-
ating in three simulation modes. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Though the science of quantitative hydrologic modeling is young, 
the research effort expended to promote and improve simulation models 
is considerable. Each new model seems to generate a family of 11 spin-
off models, 11 each of which represents a particular author's effort to 
better reconstitute the hydrologic behavior of watersheds in a given 
geographical area. Since a hydrologic model is nothing more than a 
collection of quantitative hydrologic concepts that are given mathe-
matical representations, there is the potential for an infinite variety 
of these simulation systems. However, published literature on dis-
tributed models is almost nonexistent. 
Early simulation studies were reported by D. R. Rockwood (4) in 
developing digital methods to monitor flow in the lower Columbia River, 
and by Professor Hardy (5) of the University of California in developing 
techniques for the simulation of flood flows in rivers (5). The first 
comprehensive discussion of the present version of the Stanford Water-
shed Model was published by Crawford and_Linsley (6) in 1966. The 
Stanford Watershed Model is complex, but truly conceptual in nature, 
and is probably the most widely studied and applied parametric model in 
the world. It might justly be termed the father of modern-day digital 
simulation models. Since originally published in 1962, several reports 
have appeared 1n the literature describing modified versions and 
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applications (13)(14)(15)(16)(17)(18). The talents of the Corps of 
Engineers and National Weather Service were combined to create the 
Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir Regulation (SSARR) Model reported 
by D. M. Rockwood (7) and V. P. Schermerhorn (8). First developed in 
1957, the model proved capable of simulating flows due to both rain-
fall and snowmelt runoff under a variety of anticedent conditions over 
the Columbia River Basin. While perhaps not truly a conceptual model, 
the SSARR soil moisture accounting procedure is simple and effe~tive. 
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Small watershed models have proven effective and are popular with 
many water resource agencies of the Federal Government. The Department 
of Agriculture Hydrological Laboratory (USDAHL) Model (9) was developed 
from a 2.37 square mile experimental watershed in Ohio, and is capable 
of continuous streamflow simulation. While proven for smaller catch-
ment application, Linsley (10) is of the opinion that the model is not 
particularly adaptable to large watersheds. The U. S. Geological 
Survey and Soil Conservation Service employ similar catchment models, 
with apparent emphasis being placed on high runoff flow simulation. 
Sittner, Schauss, and Monro (11) report on a four-component hydro-
logic model that has been tested extensively on large watersheds. It 
is a complete simulation system utilizing an antecedent precipitation 
index type rainfall-runoff relation to compute surface runoff. Two 
important features of the model are the ease of adjusting parameters to 
observed flow and the sequential development of the four basic parts 
with a minimum of interaction. Burnash, Ferral, and McGuire (12) have 
developed a streamflow simulation model to reconstitute flow by includ-
ing all the significant components of the hydrologic cycle in a simpli-
fied manner, which is consistent with observed soil moisture profiles. 
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Each parameter/variable has a physical counterpart, and certain key 
parameters can be derived from historical hydrographs. Thus, the cali-
bration procedure becomes easier and one may have more confidence in 
the physical significance of the developed quantities. 
Multi-zone hydrologic modeling attempts appear to be rare. Per-
haps this is due to the general satisfaction with the simulation results 
from total area catchment analysis. And where models have been used in 
such a fashion, the emphasis has been on improving snow melt input to 
the simulation package. In the multi-zone mode, the SSARR Model (8) 
has demonstrated ability to simulate snow accumulation and depletion in 
an area which has a semi-permanent seasonal snow pack as well as ephem-
eral snow. Sugawara and others (19) have developed an interesting 
hydrologic model that conceives of water being held in storage in a 
series of tanks arranged one above the other, with individual tanks 
representing various storage zones in the soil mantle. This configur-
ation is a suitable representation of the rainfall-runoff process in 
humid regions. For arid or semi-arid catchments, a variation--sometimes 
called the Composite Tank Model--is used. The Composite Model consists 
of two or more simple tank models arranged side-by-side in rows with 
the outflow from each row feeding into the adjacent row. The outflow 
from the last vertical row supplies the channel system. The several 
rows represent zones in the catchment, the lowest corresponding to the 
zone nearest the channel system. As hydrologic conditions make seasonal 
progression between wet and dry, the zones nearest the channel system 
may be more moist than those farther away. The Composite Tank Model, 
then, may perhaps be visualized as a distributed parameter model of 
sorts. Certainly it is an extremely flexible model since changes in 
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the values of model parameters can actually change the structure of the 
model. Anderson (21) has applied multi-zone modeling concepts to a 
laboratory basin while Burnash (22) has attempted to distribute 
Sacramento Model parameters by working 11downstream to upstream 11 over a 
basin in calibration mode to determine components of flow .. 
Morris (2) has investigated the use of the Stanford Model pro-
grammed to run in the distributed mode. As reported by this author at 
the First Conference on Hydrometeorology of the American Meteorological 
Society, the calibration of a distributed input-distributed parameter 
model is feasible, and indications are that significant improvement in 
simulation accuracy may be obtained under certain hydrologic conditions. 
However, the literature search failed to yield any information on other 
simular studies regarding multi-zone conceptual model design and appli-
cation. The relative performance of multi-zone modeling versus catch-
ment total area modeling remains unknown. 
CHAPTER III 
SELECTED WATERSHEDS FOR MODEL TESTING 
Introduction 
Whether for the purpose of hydrologic model development or 11 simple 11 
basin calibration, an extensive historical data base, reasonably free 
of error, is mandatory. For researching a distributed model, the re-
quirements are even more strict: the watershed must be geographically 
located so as to be exposed to numerous non-uniform precipitation 
events, exhibit hydrologic characteristics such that the lack of rain-
fall uniformity produces a different hydrologic response from that 
caused by a uniform precipitation event and, finally, an adequate pre-
cipitation gage network must exist so as to allow at least a crude de-
termination of areal rainfall differences. Since for the purposes of 
this investigation snow is to be excluded, the modeled basins must also 
be mostly snow-free. After considering more than 25 watersheds in the 
southeastern United States--an ideal climatic regime for intense, iso-
lated air mass type thunderstorms--eight basins were selected, seven 
headwater and one local area catchment, ranging in size from 233 square 
mile drainage area to 1162 square miles. Soil type and topographical 
maps combined with personal knowledge of the basin response habits . 
served as the basis for final selection. Precipitation gage networks 
are typical for most catchments the hydrologist is likely to deal with, 
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and appear to be adequate for distributed model research. Basins with 
more dense gage networks can be found, but in the author 1s opinion, the 
use of such catchments would preclude the extension of distributed 
model research results to other areas where gage networks are not ideal. 
Three watersheds are in Mississippi, two in Louisiana, and one each in 
the states of Arkansas, Missouri, and Tennessee. Tables I through VIII 
present summary gage data for each basin useful to the model researcher, 
and pertinent river gage histories that may have a bearing on simula-
tion performance. The simulation period of record chosen for model 
study was based on not only the quality of streamflow records for any 
given period, but also the quality of precipitation data. For modeling 
purposes, a continuous record of high quality data at least five years 
in length is desired. 
Elk River - Fayetteville, Tennessee 
Fayetteville, Tennessee, is centrally located in Lincoln County 
about midway between the headwaters and the mouth of the river. The 
drainage area of the Elk River at Fayetteville is approximately 897 
square miles. The river has its origin in Grundy County in the eastern 
part of the Highland Rim physiographic province, a gently rolling area 
cut into deep narrow valleys by the streams. The stream then flows 
southwestward through Tennessee and Alabama before entering the 
Tennessee River above Wheeler Dam. In Lincoln County, the river flows 
along the southern edge of the Central Basin province, an area char-
acterized by numerous short valleys of comparatively smooth land sep-
arated by steeply sloping hills and sharp, narrow-crested ridges. These 
hills and ridges are spurs and remnants of the Highland Rim. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - FAYETTEVILLE, TN 
BASIN: ELK RIVER above FAYETTEVILLE, TN 
GAGE NUMBER 03582000 
GAGE TYPE Water Stage Recorder - 1965 to present 
GAGE ZERO 650.58 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 827 mi~ 
897 mi (planimetered area) used in study 
PERIOD OF RECORD• 8/34 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 35°08'04", Long 86°32'23", Lincoln 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 County, on right bank 100 feet down-
stream from highway bridge. 
1 8 miles southeast of Fayetteville. 
4.0 miles upstream from Norris Creek. 
At mile 93.9 from Mouth. 
MAX FLOW 41,600 cfs (28.63 feet) on 3/16/73 
MIN FLOW 67 cfs (.75 feet) on 12/9-11/1970 
AVG FLOW 40 Years 1,430 cfs 
BANKFULL FLOW ·9700 cfs (19.6 feet USGS Gage) 
QUALITY OF Excellent: 1966' 1969 
RECORDS 
Good: 1964, 1965, 1967-68, 1970 
REMARKS Flow regulated by Wood Reservoir since 1952, and 
Tims Ford Lake since December, 1970. 
Simulation period of record: 10/64 - 9/70. 
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TABLE II 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - IMBODEN, ARK 
8 AS IN: SPRING RIVER at IMBODEN, ARK. 
GAGE NUMBER 07069500 
GAGE TYPE Water-Stage Recorder - 1964 to present 
GAGE ZERO 254.07 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 1162 mi2 1965-1972 
1183 mi 1973-1975 
PERIOD OF RECORD 2/36 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 36°12'19", Long 91 ° 1 0 ' 19" , SE 1 I 4 , 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 NE 1/4, Sec. 15, Tl8N, R2W, Randolph 
County. Additional Changes: 1.8 miles 
upstream from Harding Creek; 8.2 miles 
upstream from Eleven Point River. 
MAX FLOW 78,500 cfs (28.42 feet) on 1/24/49 
Approximately 125,000 cfs (32.1 feet) during 
8/1915 prior to records 
MIN FLOW 215 cfs on 8/1/36 
AVG FLOW 39 Years 1385 cf s 
BANKFULL FLOW Approximately 6800 cfs (12. 0 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: 1965 through 1971 
RECORDS 
REMARKS Low Flows regulated by Power Plant at Mammoth Springs 
44 miles upstream, through 1970. 
Simulation period of record: 10/67 - 9/71 
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TABLE II I 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - PATTERSON, MO 
BASIN:. ST. FRANCIS RIVER near PATTERSON, MO 
GAGE NUMBER 07037500 
GAGE TYPE Water Stage Recorder - 1965 to present· 
GAGE ZERO 370. 45 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 956 mi..:. 
PERIOD OF RECORD 10/20 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 37°11'40", Long 90°30'10", NE 1/4, 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 Sec. 16, T-29 N, R. 5 E, Wayne County, 
near left bank on downstream side of 
pier of bridge on State Highway 34. 
1.0 mile upstream from Clark Creek. 
3.0 miles east of Patterson. 
MAX FLOW 79,200 cfs 3/11/35 (gage height 30.70 feet), 
from rating curve exteDded above 55,000 cfs; max 
imum gage height, 31.0 ft. 4/14/45 (backwater 
from Wappapello Dam); Maximum stage known 33. 8 ft 
(present datum) in 8/1915, from floodmarks (disc 
100,000 cfs from rating curve ext abv 55000 cfs) 
MIN FLOW 8 cfs on 8/28/36 to 9/1/36 
AVG FLOW 52 years 1072 cfs 
BANKFULL FLOW 14289 cfs (16.0 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: 1965, 1967, 1968 
RECORDS 
Fair: 1966, 1969, 1970-72 
REMARKS Poor records during periods of no gage heights on: 
10/18/67 - 12/6/67 
12/12/67 - 1/22/68 
8/9/68 - 9/30/68 
Simulation period of record: 10/67 - gj72 
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TABLE IV 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - LAUREL, MS 
BASIN: TALLAHALACREEKat LAUREL, MS 
GAGE NUMBER 02473500 
GAGE TYPE Water-Stage Recorder - 1964 to present 
GAGE ZERO 201. 37 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 233 miL 
PERIOD OF RECORD 9/38 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 31°40'50", Long 89°06'55" in NE 1/4, 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 ME 1/ 4, Sec. 8, T. 8N., R. 11 W. , St. 
Stephens meridian, Jones County. 
On right bank at downstream side of 
bridge on State Highway 15. 
0.5 mile upstream from Gulf, Mobile and 
Ohio Railroad bridge. 0.5 mile southeast 
of city limits of Laurel. 
MAX FLOW 23,300 cfs 4/14/1974 (Gage height, 23. 38 feet 
from Floodmark): Maximum stage known since at 
least 1880, about 26 feet 12/9/1919. Flood in 
4/1900 reached a stage of about 24 feet from 
information by local residents. 
MIN FLOW 1.8 cfs 11/3/52, 10/31 and 11/1/63: Minimum 
Gage height, 1/21 ft. 10/31, 11/1/63. 
AVG FLOW 36 Years 335 cf s 
BANKFULL FLOW 1600 cfs (13.0 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: 1964, 1965, 1969, 1971-1972 
RECORDS Fair: 1966-1968 
Poor: 1970 
REMARKS Poor records during periods of no gage heights on: 
7/24/65 - 7/26/65 
Simulation period of record: 10/64 - 9/72 
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TABLE V 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - COLLINS, MS 
BASIN: LEAF RIVER Near COLLINS, MS 
GAGE NUMBER 02472000 
GAGE TYPE Water Stage Recorder - 1964 to present 
GAGE ZERO 197.48 above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 752 mi 2 
PERIOD OF RECORD 9/38 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 31°42'251i, Long 89°24'25", in NE 1/4 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 ·Sec. 33, T.9 N., R.14 W.~ St. Stephens 
meridian, Covington County. 
On right Bank at Downstream side of 
bridge on U. S. Highway 84. 
9.5 miles northeast of Collins, at 
mile 114.5 from Mouth. 
MAX FLOW 54,200 cfs 4/14/74 (gage height 32.6 ft. from 
Floodmark); Flood in 4/1856 reached stage about 
33 ft., and the flood in 4/1900 reached stage 
of 32 feet, from information by local residents. 
MIN FLOW 55 cfs on 8/28-30/1957 
AVG FLOW 36 years 1,052 cfs 
BANKFULL FLOW 6171 cfs (14.0 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: 1969, 1970, 1972 
RECORDS 
Fair: 1965-68' 1971 (See Below) 
REMARKS Poor records during periods of no gage heights on: 
1/16/65 - 1/22/65 
2/2/65 - 2/12/65 
12/10/71 - 5/3/72 
Simulation period of record: 10/64 - 9/72 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - EDINBURG, MS 
BASIN: _P_E_A_R_L __ RI_V_E_R_at_E_D.....,I_NB_U_R_G...,__M..,...S_-----------
GAGE NUMBER 02482000 
GAGE TYPE Water Stage Recorder - 1964 to present 
GAGE ZERO 341. 67 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE .AREA 898 miL. 
PERIOD OF RECORD 8/L8 to present. Gage height records col 
lected in same vicinity since 1908 con-
in renorts of National We~ther Servi~e 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 32°47 '55", Long 89°21'10", in 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 SW 1/4, SW 1/4, Sec. 13, T.llN., 
R.93., Choctaw meridian, Leake County. 
On Right bank 20 feet downstream from 
bridge on State Highway 16 at Edinburg. 
At mile 387.5 from Mouth. 
MAX FLOW 31,400 cfs 3/8/1935: Maximum gage height, 26. 72 
feet, 4/15/1974. The flood in 3/1902 reached a 
stage of 29.0 feet from reports of National 
Weather Service. 
MIN FLOW 1.7 cfs on 10/5/1954 (gage height, 1. 02 feet) 
AVG FLOW 46 Years 1,080 cfs 
BANKFULL FLOW 5230 cfs (20.0 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: 1964 - 1971 
RECORDS 
Fair: 1972 
REMARKS Simulation period of record: 10/64 - 9/72 
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TABLE VII 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - GLENMORA, LA 
8 AS IN: CALCASIEU RIVER near GLENMORA, LA 
GAGE NUMBER 08013000 
GAGE TYPE Water-Stage Recorder - l~o4 to present 
GAGE ZERO llO. 77 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 499 miL 
PERIOD OF RECORD 8/43 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 30°59'45", Long 92°40'25", SE 1/4, 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 SE 1/4, Sec. 4, TIS, R.3W, Louisiana 
Meridian, Rapides Parish. 
On right bank on downstream side of 
bridge on State Highway 113. 
1.0 mile upstream from Prairie Branch. 
4.6 miles northwest of Glenmora. 
MAX FLOW 59,900 cfs (21.55 feet) on 5/19/53 
MIN FLOW 15 cfs on 9/27, 9/28, 10/7-9/1954, 10/18/56 
AVG FLOW 32 Years 728 cfs 
BANKFULL FLOW 12,600 cfs (15.95 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: Except as listed below. 
RECORDS 
REMARKS Records Fair during periods of no gage height on: 
6/7/65 - 7/22/65 11/6/69 - 1/8/70 
10/9/70 - 10/14/70 12/3/70 - 1/5/71 
2/26/71 - 4/6/71 6/26/72 - 8/7/72 
9/11/72 - 9/30/72 
Simulation period or record: 10/64 - 9/72 
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TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY RIVER GAGE DATA - OBERLIN, LA 
BASIN: CALCASIEU RIVER near OBERLIN, LA 
GAGE NUMBER 08013500 
GAGE TYPE Water-Stage Recorder - 1964 to present 
GAGE ZERO 39. 43 feet above MSL 
DRAINAGE AREA 753 mi" 
PERIOD OF RECORD 8/22 to 1/25 and 9/38 to present 
HISTORY OF GAGE Lat 38°38'25"~ Long 92°48'50", NW 1/ 4, 
LOCATION SINCE 1964 NE 1/4, Sec. 7, T.5S, R.4W, Allen Parish. 
Near right bank on downstream side of 
bridge on State Highway 26. 
3.0 mile northwest of Oberlin. 
15 mile upstream from Whisky Chitto 
Creek. 
MAX FLOW 72,800 cfs (26.53 feet) on 5/19/53. 
Flood 6/1886 reached stage of between 22 feet 
and 23 feet, present datum. 
MIN FLOW 30 cfs on 9/28-29/56 and 10/17-19/56. Min. gage 
height 1/68 ft. on 9/20-23/1970 and 7/20/71. 
AVG FLOW 39 Years 1821 cfs. 
BANKFULL FLOW 14,400 cfs (18.5 feet) 
QUALITY OF Good: Except as listed below. 
RECORDS 
REMARKS Fair records during periods of no gage heights on: 
1/2/65 - 1/5/65 1/13/65 - 1/26/65 
2/18/65 - 2/23/65 5/1/65 - 5/25/65 
Simulation period of record: 10/64 - 9/72. 
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The average fall is about three feet per mile for the reach above 
Fayetteville. The minimum elevation within the basin is about 640 feet 
MSL near Fayetteville, while the maximum elevation is near 2,000 feet 
MSL along the upper reaches of the basin. Width of the flood plain 
along the river length of 110 miles varies considerably due to rough 
topographical features. 
Spring River - Imboden, Arkansas 
The Spring River at Imboden, Arkansas, has a drainage area of 1162 
square miles. The headquarters of the river originate in South Central 
Missouri and flow southeastward to the gage, located near the community 
of Imboden, Arkansas. The basin is totally within the Arkansas Valley, 
a synclinal feature lying north of and parallel to the Quachita Moun-
tains, underlain by Pennsylvania Sandstone and Shale. 
The surface drainage pattern is well defined and has been created 
mostly by stream meandering and side hill drainage. The Spring River 
flood plain ranges from a few hundred feet to about 0.75 mile wide. 
The Channel slopes approximately nine feet per mile--a rather steep 
slope, indeed. The ground elevations range from 300 feet MSL at the 
lower end of the basin near the gage to 1100 feet MSL in the upper 
watershed reaches. The total length of the river is about 90 miles. 
St. Francis River - Patterson, Missouri 
The St. Francis River at Patterson, Missouri, has a drainage area 
of 956 square miles, and headwaters in southeastern Missouri near the 
town of Farmington. The river flows generally southward to the 
Patterson gage. The basin is located within the Mississippi Alluvial 
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Plain, which is a flat to slightly undulating surface underlain by 
Pleistocene and recent alluvial and terrace deposits. The stream flows 
through alluvial valleys consisting of 10 to 50 feet of silts and clays 
underlain by sand and gravels 30 to 150 feet thick. The river slopes 
about three feet per mile in the upper reaches and flattens to about 
0.5 feet per mile along the lower end. The flood plain varies from 
about 300 feet up to a maximum of 1.25 miles in width. The basin is 
30 miles wide at its maximum extent, with the ground varying from 390 
feet MSL in the flood plain near Patterson to 1025 feet MSL along the 
drainage divide in the upper reaches of the basin. The total length of 
the river is nearly 69 miles. 
Tallahala Creek - Laurel, Mississippi 
Tallahala Creek at Laurel, Mississippi, drains an area of 233 
squre miles. The river originates in southern Mississippi and flows 
southward to the gaging station at Laurel. The entire basin is 
located within the Southern Pine Hills district, which is a predomin-
antly sandy terrain underlain by geological units of Oligocene, Miocene, 
Pliocene, and Quaternary ages. The highest watershed features are 
hills and ridges where blanket deposits, generally referred to as the 
Citronelle Formation, have not been completely eroded. The well de-
fined surface drainage pattern has been created by stream meander and 
side hill drains. The Tallahala Creek flood plain ranges from 0.5 to 
1.0 mile wide; the channel slopes approximately 5.5 feet per mile. 
Ground elevations vary from 200 feet above mean sea level in the flood 
plain to 625 feet MSL in the upper reaches of the basin. The total 
length of river is approximately 75 miles. 
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Leaf River - Collins, Mississippi 
The Leaf River at Collins, Mississippi, has a drainage area of 752 
square miles. The headwaters of the Leaf originate in southern 
Mississippi and flow southward to the gage location. The entire basin 
is located in the Southern Pine Hills Physiographic district, which is 
a predominantly sandy terrain underlain by geological units. The high-
est elevations in the basin are hills and ridges where blanket depos-
its, generally referred to as the Citronelle Formation, exist. The 
drainage pattern has been developed generally from stream meander and 
side hill drains. The Leaf River flood plain ranges from about 0.5 mile 
wide up to nearly 1.5 miles wide. The Channel slopes approximately five 
feet per mile. The ground elevations range from 215 feet MSL in the 
flood plain near the gage to 500 feet MSL along the upper drainage 
divide. The total length of river is near 48 miles. 
Pearl River - Edinburg, Mississippi 
The Pearl River at Edinburg, Mississippi, has a drainage area of 
898 square miles with the headwaters originating in central Mississippi. 
The river flows generally southward for a few miles and then turns 90 
degrees and flows west to the river gage at Edinburg. The basin is 
located within the Jackson and the Southern Pine Hills Groups of physi-
ographic features. In central Mississippi the outcrop of the Jackson 
Group forms the Jackson Prairie, a district characterized by gently 
rolling terrain developed on nearly impermeable clay. The watershed 
southern drainage, however, is in the Southern Pine Hills district, a 
predominantly sandy terrain underlain by geologic units. The highest 
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areas in the district are hills and ridges where blanket deposits 
generally referred to as the Citronelle Formation have not been com-
pletely eroded. The surface drainage pattern is made up of numerous 
tributaries feeding the main river to form a spider effect. · The Pearl 
River floodplain ranges from about 0.25 mile wide to about 1.5 miles 
in width. The Channel slopes average 3.5 feet per mile. Ground ele-
vations range from 370 feet in the flood plain near Edinburg to 610 
feet MSL in the upper reaches of the basin. The total length of river 
is approximately 53 miles. 
Calcasieu River - Glenmora, Louisiana, and 
Oberlin, Louisiana 
The Calcasieu River rises in the pine hills of northwestern 
Louisiana near Leesville at an elevation of 390 feet. The river flows 
initially in a southeasterly direction for about ten miles, and then 
takes a 45 degree turn and flows easterly for about 20 miles. The 
stream at this point again changes course toward the southeast and 
continues to flow in this direction until a tributary, Cypress Bayou, 
joins it near Hineston, Louisiana. The bed of the river drops from an 
elevation 390 feet at its origin to elevation 150 feet by the time it 
meets Cypress Bayou. Beyond this, the river flows with a·gentler slope 
south toward the Gulf of Mexico. The river bed drops another 70 feet 
by the time it reaches Oakdale, a distance of 76 miles from the head-
waters. The total fall of the Calcasieu River from its headwaters to 
the lower reaches is about 320 feet, for an average fall of approxi-
mately four feet per mile. However, the slope 1s about seven feet per 
mile the first 30 miles from its source. 
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The basin is made up of two geologic areas: the upper area within 
the East Texas Timber Belt and the lower area within the Pine Flats. 
The East Texas Timber Belt is a district developed on the sand and clay 
strata of the Claiborne and Jackson Groups and, in some areas, overlay-
ing Quaternary deposits. The Pine Flats are low, gently sloping to 
nearly flat terrain underlain by Quaternary deposits. 
The watershed to Oberlin is about 75 miles long and up to 15 miles 
wide. The basin divide on the west and north is only a serial of low 
hills and ridges. In the lower reaches of the basin, the divides be-
tween the Calcasieu Basin and adjacent watersheds are very low and 
barely distinguishable. The watershed may best be described as con-
sisting of two parts: a high land plateau of pine forest with an 
average elevation of 250 feet, and a lower flat, agricultural land with 
an average elevation of 120 feet. 
Except for the headwater areas, the Calcasieu River flows through 
a very meandering channel in a flood plain varying from a few hundred 
feet to nearly one mile in width. Along the upper reach~s of the basin 
the river meanders so much that it is made up of several interwoven 
channels 11 criss-crossing 11 one another. The total drainage area above 
Oberlin is 723 square miles. The local area catchment, also modeled in 
this report, is the drainage below Glenmora. 
Isochronal Analyses 
The concept of "building" the headwater or ungaged local area 
hydrograph at a flow point by routing runoff over the contributing area 
above the river gage is not new. Clark (30) and Kohler (31) addressed 
the runoff distribution problem by assuming an inflow hydrograph that 
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is derived by lagging runoff over various basin zones in proportion to 
the travel time above the gaging station. To the gage inflow there is 
then applied storage routing, resulting in a basin outflow hydrograph. 
A channel response function in the form of a 11 time-delay histogram" 
allows one to fabricate an inflow hydrograph which has channel lag 
built into it but not storage attenuation. A time-delay or time-area 
histogram requires the division of the watershed into 11 N11 sub-areas 
where each area is defined as a function of drainage time. Boundaries 
of sub-areas are known as isochrones, which may represent 11 X11 minutes 
or hour intervals depending on the size of the basin. Since the con-
cept of the time-delay histogram and its relationship to the distri-
buted model is covered in detail in Chapter V, little need be said 
about its use at this time. Suffice it to say that an isochronal anal-
ysis, as discussed in the following paragraph, was completed in order 
to locate travel time zones (sub-areas) across each of the eight 
research watersheds and compute time-delay histograms. Once the iso-
chrone positions are so identified, zones may be selected over which 
one has the option of computing individual mean zone precipitation (MZP) 
and maintaining individual zone soil moisture accounting. The methodol-
ogy is discussed next. 
A six-hour isochronal analysis was performed for each catchment 
through a four-step procedure: 
1. Estimate an average water speed along the entire stream system 
that would occur during flood flow. This information was approximated 
by measuring main stem watercourse length and determining unit hydro-
graph time base. Then main stem length divided by unit graph (UG) time 
base equals average speed. For example, given a watercourse length of 
20 miles and a UG time base of ten hours, the average watercourse 
speed computes to be 2 MPH. 
2. Using water speed computed in step 1, compute distance trav-
eled in six hours. For the example case, this comes out to be 12 
miles. 
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3. Using distance determined in step 2, mark off a topographical 
map of the watershed distances up main stem and all tributaries in 12-
mile (6-hour) increments (distances measured above river gage). 
4. Connect all points of equal distance above river gage; thus, 
the 6-hour isochrone positions are determined. 
More sophisticated isochronal analysis techniques are reported in 
the literature (32)(33) that make use of basin slopes and concentration 
time, but were rejected for use in this study due to the fact that the 
time-delay histogram is subject to change during the calibration/model 
fitting process. A simplified procedure which determines isochrone 
areas by backrouting a UG was also rejected, as prior experience dictates 
that a time-delay histogram so derived may be in considerable error. 
To compute the inflow time-delay histogram, one need only to then 
measure (planimeter) the area between isochrones, which represent area 
drained in 6-hour increements, and normalize by dividing each sub-area 
by the total drainage area. To account for the spatial variation of 
rainfall by assigning zones (sub-areas) for mean areal precipitation 
computations (MZP), the rain gage network was examined to see whether 
or not a two or three zone breakdown could be justified. Also consider-
ed at this time to assist in zone positioning were the physiographical 
and soil features of the basin. Figures 1 through 8 display for each 
test watershed the location of rain gages, final zone delineation, and 
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Figure 8. Oberlin Basin Map, Zone Delineation, and Precipitation Gage 
Network 
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computed inflow time-delay histogram. The total drainage area for 
Oberlin consists of the local area (Figure 8) plus Glenmora drainage 
(Figure 7). When simulating Oberlin, however, the Glenmora observed 
hydrograph is routed downstream to the Oberlin gage, so that the catch-
ment model then applies to only the local area. The total area time-
delay histogram is included in Figure 8 solely for the purpose of 
illustrating local versus total area histogram differences. The zone 
demarcation line for all eight basins always falls along an isochrone. 
It should be pointed out that the location of rain gages on the maps is 
not to exact scale. Also, ~everal gages used to estimate missing basin 
network precipitation data (Chapter IV) are not shown due to their 
distance from the watershed. And finally, mention should be made that 
a few precipitation stations carrying zero weight, when computing areal 
mean rainfall (Chapter IV), are shown on the maps but not noted in the 
station weight tables (Chapter IV) for the Edinburg and Oberlin water-
sheds. 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA CONSIDERATIONS AND REDUCTION PROCEDURES 
Introduction 
This chapter sunmarizes the data reduction techniques utilized by 
the author at the Lower Mississippi River Forecast Center to establish 
model calibration and research data files on the UNIVAC 1108 3G system. 
The computer is located at the NASA Slidell Computer Complex. Vast 
amounts of hydrologic data are required to perform model research on 
any significant scale, and thus 1t becomes necessary to have the means 
for efficient data reduction and retrieval through the use of computer-
ized data manipulation and processing routines. In the final processed 
form, data are stored on magnetic tape for use by the hydrologic model. 
These input data tapes are blocked by monthly records, with each type 
of data in a specific sequence. A standard month length of 31 days is 
used with 124 values for six-hour data and 31 values for daily data. 
Data values are in binary code with the data field on tape 11 zeroed 11 for 
the excess days during months with less than 31 days. The sequence in 
which each data type is entered for each monthly block is: 
Seguence Number Tape Type of Data 







Daily potential evapotranspiration (PE) 
Mean daily streamflow (MDF) 
Instantaneous (six-hour) streamflow (6 HRQ) 
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Even when sufficient time and computer resources are available, 
the mass processing and reduction of hydrologic data is a complex and 
difficult job. Any conceptual, parametric hydrologic model is data 
bound. Linsley (10) stated there is no point in trying to make a simu-
lation model with greater accuracy than the stream gaging. His comment 
can be expanded to include precipitation, and to a lesser extent, poten-
tial evapotranspiration. For study purposes, the hydrologic data base 
must be the best obtainable. Editing of data must be done in a sytem-
atic day-to-day fashion. Figure 9 illustrates from left to right the 
data processing steps to establish model calibration/research files. 
Precipitation 
Hourly and daily precipitation raw data on magnetic tape were 
retrieved from the National Climatic Center (NCC) Environmental Data 
Service (EDS), NOAA, Asheville, North Carolina. Daily observational 
data tapes received from NCC included not only once-daily (24-hour) 
precipitation values, but also additional station climatic data such as 
max-min air temperature and snow on ground. All raw data were ordered 
by states, and then through multi-processing steps, individual station 
hourly rainfall and daily rainfall values were extracted to complete 
the basic station precipitation file for each watershed. 
Estimation Theory 
The extraction of hydrologic intelligence from precipitation data 
requires knowledge of 1ts variation over a watershed. Since precipita-
tion is normally measured as a point value, and since the rain gage 
network is seldom dense, one must estimate the rainfall depth at 
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various locations across the catchment from known precipitation reports. 
Any method of areal analysis, for example, isohyets, Thiessen weights, 
or grid point weights involves, implicitly or explicitly, inferences 
concerning the depth of rainfall at all points over the basin. The 
theory of estimation (l/distance2) utilized in mean areal precipitation 
computation can be attributed to Mr. Walter J. Sittner (23), as dis-
cussed in NOAA Tech Memo NWS Hydro-14 (24). The procedure to be des-
cribed is an objective formulation that produces an estimate of the 
rainfall at a point as a function of that at surrounding points, and is 
taken directly from Hydro-14. The method is the result of a great deal 
of unpublished development and experimentation over many years, and has 
been verified on both an empirical and theoretical basis. Only the 
mechanics of the method will be discussed. 
Let a point X be a location on a watershed map where it is desired 
to estimate precipitation. North-South and East-West lines drawn 
through point X divide the surrounding area into four quadrants, num-
bered I through IV, counter-clockwise from the northeast. Figure 10 
illustrates the procedure. Let points A, B, C, and D be the four 
points closest to X in each quadrant where rainfall is known. The 
estimate of rainfall at X is now computed as a weighted average of 
that at the other four points (A, B, C, D). The weight is equal to 
the reciprocal of the square of the distance (l/d2} from point X to the 
known rainfall point. If there is no known precipitation in some of 
the quadrants, only the quadrants with precipitation are used. 
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l: p • w 
P = _1_n __ n 
x n ( 4.1) 
l: w 
1 n 
Px = precipitation to be estimated at any point x 
P = known precipitation at point closest to point x in each 
n 
quadrant 
W = 1/d2 = weighting factor where d is the distance from point 
n 
x to known precipitation point in each quadrant 
A variation of the method recognizes as a special case the situation 
where known precipitation points are found in only two quadrants and 
those two are adjacent; that is, I and II, II and III, III and IV, or 
IV and I. In this case, the estimate is given as EPW rather than 
EPW/EW. This has the effect of reducing estimates to zero as the 
points move from a precipitation area toward an area of no reports. 
This is probably the most logical treatment for this indeterminate and 
rather ununsual situation [source (24) p. 3-3]. The estimating tech-
nique described can never result in a point estimate that is greater 
than the largest amount observed or less than the smallest. 
The basic estimating method can be used in a number of ways. The 
precipitation at network stations which fail to report in a particular 
event can be estimated. After the hourly and daily precipitation data 
has been extracted for a watershed, a computer program searches the 
hourly data to estimate missing periods of record and distribute per-
iods for which only an accumulation value is available. The algorithm 
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for estimating missing or accumulative hourly precipitation data is as 
follows [source (24), p. 3-ltj: 
where 
· Ax = hourly precipitation at the station being estimated 
i = station being used as an estimator 
n = number of estimators 
A. = hourly precipitation at the estimator station , 
Nx = monthly characteristic precipitation at the station 
being estimated (default = 1) 
Ni = monthly characteristic precipitation at the estimator 
station (default = 1) 
di,x =distance from the station being estimated to the esti-
mator station 
(4.2) 
If only an accumulation value is given, the hourly value is computed by 






Tx = accumulative amount at the station being distributed 
Ti = total precipitation amount for the period of missing 
time distribution at the station being used to estimate 
the distribution 
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Equations (4.2) and (4.3) will handle the general case of missing 
data or accumulative data. For special cases, the following rules 
apply: If no valid estimator station is available, the hourly precip-
itation for that hour is set to zero and a message printed. If missing 
time distribution extends more than two days into the succeeding month, 
then the entire period is set to missing data and a message printed. 
The missing data period is again estimated using equation (4.2). If no 
station can be found to estimate a period of missing time distribution, 
then the accumulated amount is left in the last hour and again a mes-
sage is printed. 
At this point in data reduction, all hourly precipitation stations 
have a complete record free of missing or accumulative hourly amounts. 
Next, the daily precipitation is converted into hourly, month by month, 
by using the hourly precipitation stations to determine distribution 
of the daily values. Converting daily precipitation into hourly is a 
two-pass operation. On the first pass, daily precipitation observa-
tions are distributed but missing data are ignored. Equation (4.3) is 
used to distribute the daily observations, where Tx is now the daily 
precipitation observation and r1 is the total precipitation since the 
last daily observation at the hourly station being used to estimate 
the daily amount. Once the daily amount is estimated, it is distrib-
uted as in pass one. The reason for a second pass is so that not only 
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can hourly precipitation stations be used to estimate the missing daily 
amount, but so that the amount from a daily station will be used if it 
is the closest station, in a particular quadrant, to the station being 
estimated. In this case, Ax in equation (4.2) is now the daily precip-
itation since the last daily observation at the hourly or daily station 
used as an estimator. For special cases the following rules apply: If 
no station can be found to distribute a daily observation, then the 
total amount is left in the hour of the time of observation and a mes-
sage is printed. If missing time distribution extends more than two 
days into the succeeding month, then the entire period is set to miss-
ing data and an appropriate message printed. If no valid estimator 
station is available for a missing daily amount, the daily amount is 
set to zero and again a message is printed. At this point in the pro-
gram, all hourly and daily stations have continuous hourly records 
free of missing or accumulative amounts. 
Computation of Mean Basin/Mean Zone Precipitation 
The estimating procedure so far has been applied to the analysis 
of an actual event in which precipitation amounts are the variable. 
Using the same concepts as discussed in Hydro~l4, it is possible to 
compute a set of station weights, similar to Thiessen weights, which 
can be used to compute areal rainfall averages. Consider a basin 
covered with a fine grid, as shown in Figure 10. For a particular pre-
cipitation event, the estimating procedure described could be used to 
compute the rainfall at each grid point (grid line intersections) that 
falls within the basin. The arithmetic average of all of these grid 
point rainfall amounts would be the basin average rainfall. Station 
weights that will produce a basin average rainfall equal to the one 
computed in this manner are known as "grid point weights. 11 
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Station weights can be computed as follows: at each grid point 
falling within the basin, perform the estimating technique~ as far 
as locating the four reference stations and computing the weights. Then 
normalize (adjust to unity) the weights, and assign each weight to the 
appropriate station. After this procedure has been repeated for each 
grid point, the total (sum) weight assigned to each station, after being 
normalized, is its grid point weight. Applying the resulting station 
weights, six-hour mean basin precipitation (MBP) or mean zone precipi-
tation (MZP) for an area containing, say, five rain reporting stations, 
A, B, C, D, and X, would be computed as: 
where 
P = rainfall for the six-hour period at a station 
W = station weight 
A special case exists where a station is located at the grid point. 
That individual station is simply given unit weight. Predetermined 
weights may be entered to compensate for topographical irregularities 
or unusual aspects such as present in mountains. The use of a finite 
number of grid points is an approximation to the exact solution where 
·rainfall at every point over a watershed is known. The greater the 
number of grid points, the closer the approximation. Sensitivity anal-
yses for this type of computation have indicated that adequate results 
will be obtained if 100 or more grid points fall within the basin. 
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Increasing the number of points above 100 refines results slightly, but 
beyond 150 points there is no perceptible change [source (24) p. 3-lo]. 
Having determined station weights, as discussed above, for the 
test basin in question or for the zones within the basin, the final 
step was to compute mean basin (total area) precipitation and mean zone 
precipitation. Tables IX through XII display computed station (grid 
point) weights for the eight test basins used to basin-average or zone 
(sub-area) average precipitation values. Stations which reported hourly 
rainfall are noted by (R) and, of course, were used to distribute daily 
amounts. It is clear from these tables, as would be expected, that 
stations may take on quite different weights for a zone than for the 
basin total area, and the resulting mean zone precipitation can thus 
differ significantly from mean basin precipitation. Computation of 
mean areal precipitation was then simply accomplished by going through 
the entire rainfall file for each area (basin total area or zone area), 
multiplying the hourly precipitation by the station weight for all 
stations within the area, and summing these results to create a mean 
areal hourly precipitation sequence. ·The results were output in six-
hour increments for use by the hydrologic model. 
Potential Evapotranspiration 
The concept of potential evapotranspiration (PE) has proved to be 
useful in present-day agriculture and hydrology. PE was first defined 
by Thorntwaite (25) as "water loss which will occur if at no time there 
is a deficiency of water in the soil for the use of vegetation." More 
recently, Van Bavel (27) wrote "Potential evapotranspiration can be 
defined for any situation in terms of the appropriate meteorological 
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TABLE IX 
STATION WEIGHTS FOR IMBODEN AND FAYETTEVILLE 
BASIN: IMBODEN1 ARK 
R Al N GAGE LOCATION TOTAL ZONE 1 ZONE2 ZONE3 AREA 
ALTON (R) .06 .00 .04 . 09 
CORNING (R) .00 . 01 .00 .00 
HARDY (R) .22 .35 .45 .03 
WEST PLAINS (R) .18 .00 .01 .31 
WHEELING (R) .03 .00 .01 .06 
BLACK ROCK . 05 .38 .01 .00 
EVENING SHADE .03 .16 .02 . 00 
MAMMOTH SPRINGS .22 .00 .38 .20 
POCAHONTAS .02 .10 .02 .00 
SALEM .19 .00 .06 .31 
' 
~AS IN: FAYEITEVILLE1 TN 
RAIN GAGE LOCATION TOTAL ZONEl ZONE2 ZONE3 AREA 
BELLVIDERE (R) .31 .46 . 17 
LEWISBURG EXP. ST. (R) .00 .01 .00 
FAYETTEVILLE .12 .26 .00 
MOUNT EAGLE .27 . 01 .49 
SHELBYVILLE .OS .08 .03 
TULLAHOMA· .25 .18 .31 
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TABLE X 
STATION WEIGHTS FOR PATTERSON AND EDINBURG 
BAS I N: PATIERSONJ t"10 
RAIN GAGE LOCATION TOTAL ZONE 1 ZONE2 ZONE3 AREA 
BELLVIEW (R) .06 .01 .02 .12 
ELLINGTON (R) .00 .00 .00 .00 
FARMINGTON (R) .16 .00 .02 .38 
JEWETT (R) .17 .23 .33 .01 
POTOSI (R) .01 .00 .00 .02 
ANNAPOLIS .15 .42 .10 .00 
ARCADIA .18 .04 .28 .19 
CENTERVILLE .01 .01 .00 .00 
CLEARWATER DAM .01 .04 .00 .00 
FREDERICTOWN .18 .00 .25 .28 
GREENVILLE .07 .25 .00 .00 
BASIN: EDINBURG) MS 
RAIN GAGE LOCATION TOTAL ZONEl ZONE2 ZONE3 AREA 
DEKALB (R) .03 .01 .04 
FORREST (R) .00 .01 .00 
ACKERMAN . 01 . 00 .02 
BLUFF LAKE .03 .00 .04 
BROOKVILLE .00 .00 .00 
EDINBURG .12 .32 .02 
GHOLSON .24 .04 .34 
KT PL ING .01 .00 .02 
KOSCIUSKO .01 .01 .00 
LOUISVILLE .20 .02 .28 
PHILADELPHIA .26 .so .15 




STATION WEIGHTS FOR COLLINS AND LAUREL 
BASIN: COLLINS, MS 
RAIN GAGE LOCATION 
TOTAL ZONE 1 ZONE2 ZONE3 
AREA 
COLLINS (R) .02 .09 .03 
FORREST (R) .16 .00 . 31 
RALEIGH (R) .21 .17 .20 
ROSE HILL (R) .02 .00 .04 
BAY SPRINGS .11 .13 .07 
IIICKORY .00 .00 . 00 
LAUREL .01 .03 .00 
MIZE .20 .45 .00 
NEWTON .04 .00 .08 
PAULDING .00 .00 .00 
WHITE OAK .23 .13 .27 
BASIN: LAUREL, MS 
RAIN GAGE LOCATION TOTAL ZONE! ZONE2 ZONE3 
AREA 
FORREST (R) .00 .00 .01 
MERIDIAN (R) .00 .00 .00 
RALEIGH (R) .00 .00 .00 
ROSE HILL (R) .11 .01 .18 
SHUBUTA (R) .02 .04 .02 
BAY SPRINGS .18 .21 .17 
LAUREL .19 .42 .01 
NEWTON .03 .00 .OS 
PAULDING .45 .28 .56 
QUITMAN .00 .00 .00 
WAYNESBORO .02 .04 .oo 
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TABLE XII 
STATION WEIGHTS FOR GLENMORA AND OBERLIN 
B AS I N : GLENrv'ORA.1 LA 
R Al N GAGE LOCATION 
TOT AL ZONE 1 ZONE2 ZONE3 
AREA 
ALEXANDRIA (R) .03 .02 . 04 
LEASVILLE (R) .25 .02 .38 
WINNFIELD (R) .01 .00 .02 
ELIZABETH .03 .08 .01 
IIINESTON .54 • 77 .39 
HODGES .10 .01 .15 
KINDER .00 .00 .00 
MITTIE .00 .00 .oo 
OAKDALE .01 .03 .00 
OBERLIN TOWER .00 .00 .00 . 
SUGARTOWN .01 .01 .01 
WOODWORTH .02 .06 .00 
BASIN: OBERLIN,, LA 
TOTAL "' RAIN GAGE LOCATION 
AREA 
ZONEl ZONE2 ZONE3 
ALEXANDRIA (R) .02 .00 .00 .00 
LEAS VILLE (R) .16 .oo .00 .00 
WINNFIELD (R) .01 .00 .oo .00 
ELIZABETH .12 .10 .36 .26 
HINES TON .34 .00 .08 .06 
HODGES .06 .00 .00 .00 
KINDER .00 .01 .00 .00 
MITTIE .04 . 19 .03 .09 
OAKDALE .16 .32 .46 .40 
OBERLIN TOWER .OS .36 .00 .14 
SUGARTOWN .01 .02 .00 .01 
WOODWORTH .03 .00 .07 . 04 
*ZONE 3 IS OBERLIN LOCAL AREA (ZONES 1 + 2) 
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variables and the radiative and aerodynamic properties of the surface. 
When the surface is wet and imposes no restriction upon the flow of 
water vapor, thepotential value is reached." The principal elements 
of PE that are observed are temperature, pressure, humidity, wind, 
solar radiation, and precipitation. The first four of these elements 
are qualities of the atmosphere, but the last two relate rather to the 
earth's surface, one constituting the source of soil-temperature and 
the other source of soil-moisture. For some areas, pan evaporation 
data may also be available in evaluating PE. 
The number of formulas for computation of PE appearing in the 
literature over the past two decades allows one a wide range of choices. 
The methods of computation vary from those based on simple relation-
ships using one or more climatic factors to complex equations based on 
the physics of the evaporation process. A recent study by McGuinness 
and Berdine {28) utilizing lysimeter-derived PE values showed that six 
methods of the 14 corrrnon methods they tested gave satisfactory daily 
and monthly results over the entire year when compared with similar 
lysimeter values. Many investigators have assumed that for practical 
purposes, PE can be considered equal to free water {lake) evaporation. 
Theoretically, this assumption is not correct since the albedo of mea-
dows and forest is 10-20%, crops 15-25%, and soils 10-45% [source {26)]. 
This difference in albedo would indicate that free water evaporation 
should be somewhat greater than PE. However, since the error assoc-
iated with the computed free-water evaporation is only 10-15%, it is 
doubtful that use of a coefficient to reduce free-water evaporation to 
PE is justified. 
The hydrologic model requires that PE be available for each day of 
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the run period. The computational procedure s~lected is that used by 
the Lower Mississippi River Forecast Center (LMRFC) located in Slidell, 
Louisiana. Briefly, it is a modified form of Lamoreaux 1s (29) 
equation: 
where 
PE= EL= [e(Ta-212) (0.1024-0.01066LnR) _ O.OOOl 
-7.4826/T +398.36h 
(Ta+398.36)-2 (6.8554°lo10)e a -J -1 
EL = daily lake evaporation losses (inches/day) 
e = Naperian base 
Ta = air temperature (F) 
R = solar radiation in Langleys/day 
Es = saturation water vapor pressure at Ta 
Ea = atmospheric water vapor pressure at Ta 
UP =wind movement six inches above Class A pan (miles/day) 
The formula used to reduce wind speeds to pan height has the form: 
U = C4 (ZIM·Ul-Cl)BETA + C2 p . (4.5) 
where Ul is the observed upper level wind in miles per day and UP is 
the wind at the evaporation pan level. ZIM is the coefficient for con-
verting the wind units to miles per day if recorded in other units; 
otherwise it has the value 1.0. Cl and C2 are corrections to the upper 
level wind and the pan wtnd, respectively, and have been usually taken 
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as zero. C4 and BETA are defined, 
C4 = l.9577Za-0· 6972 (4.6) 
BETA= 0.9055Za0.0?262 (4. 7) 
where Za is the height (feet) above ground of the anemometer used to 
measure upper level wind. The constants were derived from Lake Hafner 
evaporation study data and have sometimes been adjusted on the basis of 
data for the locality under consideration. 
Since there are only about 40 solar radiation stations in the 
United States, it is usually necessary to estimate solar radiation from 
percent sunshine, where the percent sunshine= (1.0 - tenths of sky 
cover)·(lOO). The computer program will accept solar radiation either 
in Langleys or as tenths of sky cover, making the necessary conversion 
internally from percent sunshine to solar radiation. Other data requir-
ed by the program are mean air temperature, mean dew point, and average 
wind to tenths in miles per day. When the mean dew point temperature 
is not available, the quantity is computed from four six-hourly dew 
point temperatures. PE is computed to thousandths of an inch. 
Synoptic meteorological data were obtained from NCC for a number 
of Weather Service first order stations in the southeastern United 
States. The required meteorological variables were extracted for the 
first order station closestto the watershed in question, and basin PE 
computed for the necessary period of record. PE stations and basin 
assignments are as follows: 
COMPUTED PE 
Jackson, MS . 
Jackson, MS . 
Jackson, MS .•.•. 
Lake Charles, LA 
Lake Charles, LA 
Memphis, TN . 
Memphis., TN . 
Springfield, MO . 
BASIN 
Collins, MS 
. Laurel, MS 
Edinburg, MS 
• Glenmora, LA 
•. Oberlin, LA 
Fayettevi 11 e, TN 
Imboden, AK 
. Patterson, MO 
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These data were then file organized for input to the hydrologic model. 
Streamflow 
Mean daily discharge records on magnetic tape were obtained from 
USGS for the eight test watersheds and file organized for input to the 
hydrologic model. Such data, obviously must be output from the simula-
tion model in order to verify model performance. However, the author 
wishes to stress this point: model performance evaluation is normally 
based upon the interpretation of mean daily flow hydrographs only and 
the resulting statistics, with emphasis placed on the model's capabil-
ity to match storm generated rises. However, when one is dealing with 
so few major storms, as is the case during a typical five to ten-year 
simulation period, with cresting times two to five days, one must ques-
tion the use of only mean daily flows to draw conclusions. Granted, 
the use of mean daily flows to achieve a general fit (calibration) of 
the model to a catchment should be quite satisfactory. However, in 
view of the fact that the use of mean daily flow figures for error anal-
ysis can be justified only on the basis of having a very large number 
of events with peaks randomly distributed diurnally, this author feels 
that for research purposes one must also verify against observed instan-
eous flows. 
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The USGS does not maintain instantaneous discharge records in 
automatic data processing form (cards or magnetic tape). Consequenly, 
a manual search of precipitation and stage records was undertaken to 
select storms useful to the research. For the eight test basins rises 
were so identified and the necessary tabulation of "gage height primary 
computation" or gage strip charts were ordered from the USGS. Rating 
curves were then utilized to convert stage to six-hourly instantaneous 
flow. The time frame for each storm begins with the initial rise in 
stage and ends when the stream has receded back to or approaches the 
initial stage. These flow data for significant rises were card coded 
and a computer program written to organize the data into files uhique 
to each watershed. At this point, both continuous mean daily flow and 
selected storm instantaneous flow were available on magnetic tape for 
use by the hydrologic model. 
Sources of Error 
Hydrologic records, especially those spanning a long term of years, 
should not be accepted at face value and assumed to satisfy the purposes 
of a particular study in every respect. Both systematic and random 
errors must be expected. Some of these may compensate over a period of 
time; others may not. Also, the records of certain variables involve 
inherent limitations that may influence the strength of the conclusions 
derived. Inadequacy of sampling can be a problem. For example, there 
is ample evidence (34)(35)(36) that instantaneous rates of precipita-
tion at a given station vary considerably from moment to moment. At a 
particular station, this variability probably compensates to some 
degree over the term of a single storm, and more so over a season or 
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year. Similarly, among the stations of a network, substantial compen-
sation occurs within the geographic reach of a particular storm or over 
any extensive area. Nonetheless, even when spaced more closely than is 
ordinary, a network of precipitation stations takes only a woefully 
small sample of the water precipitated. In contrast, a stream-gaging 
station measures the integrated volume of water running off from the 
drainage area. Thus, the conventional record of streamflow is limited 
inherently not by inadequacy of sampling, but by accuracy of techniques 
for measurement. 
Since the eight test basins used for this investigation all fall 
in southern climates, snow measuring is not a problem. However, the 
point measurement of rainfall is often in error. The true precipitation 
occurring in the vicinity of the gage may be considerably different from 
the catch. Improper exposure of the gage or strong winds may diminish 
the precipitation catch in comparison with actual precipitation. At 
substations, hours may elapse before the precipitation catch in a light 
storm is measured on the read once-daily schedule. During that interval 
an appreciable portion of the catch may be lost due to evaporation. 
First order and recording stations have shown a greater frequency of 
days with rainfall greater than 0.01 inch than stations that measure 
only once daily. A change in location of a station may divide a precip-
itation record into parts that are not consistent one with another. All 
things considered, the hydrologic modeler should at least consider the 
possibility of significantly more rainfall occurring over a watershed 
than observed when convective-type storms are predominant. 
The accuracy of evapotranspiration data required by hydrologic 
models is unknown. Accurate measurements of ET from crops or from 
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native vegetation is difficult, complex, and costly, and therefore 
could not be justified for modeling purposes. Most empirical formulas, 
such as used in this study, require data for which it is difficult to 
assess an accuracy (duration of sunshine, air temperature, air humidity, 
and wind speed). For sure, no single climatic index will universally 
predict ET (37). 
Since early 1965, the Geological Survey has been converting its 
strip-chart recorders to digital recorders producing punched pates that 
can be processed by machine, thus reducing the chance of human error. 
Gage heights are punched at 15-minute intervals. Records of stream 
discharge generally. are derived from a "rating curve" which, for each 
particular site, relates the discharge to stage. Discharge is verified 
periodically by measurements, usually by current meter, over a range of 
stage as wide as can be sampled practically. At each measuring station 
the relationship of discharge to stage depends upon a "control," which 
is an effect of channel configuration either at a particular cross-
section or in a reach of some finite length. Ideally, the control 
remains at the same cross-section or reach over a wide range of stages, 
and the stage-discharge relation does not change with the passage of 
time. All eight river gages appear to have reasonably stable control, 
and surveys do not indicate channels near the gaging site where flow 
might by-pass the gage during flood. Discussions with Geological 
Survey personnel indicate that published streamflow data for the eight 
headwater basins, but with few exceptions, are highly accurate (90-95 
percent). 
CHAPTER V 
THE SIMULATION MODEL 
Introduction and Model Description 
There appear to be almost as many 11 classifications 11 of simulation 
models as there are models. One may perhaps view hydrologic models as 
either stochastic or deterministic, with each of these further broken 
down as conceptual or empirical. Stochastic models involve the use of 
multivariate regression analysis to develop predictions of runoff as a 
function of a limited number of observable variables, such as storm 
duration, storm intensity, time of the year, and initial moisture con-
ditions. The most advanced hydrologic models (for example, the Stanford 
Watershed and Sacramento Models) may be considered as conceptual, con-
tinuous, parametric, deterministic models. These models perform a water 
balance--there is complete soil moisture accounting--through inter-
active mathematics, and were the only two soil moisture accountings 
seriously considered by this author as research tools. Stochastic 
models were rejected for a number of reasons: the cause and effect 
relationships among conditions and processes in a watershed are obscured 
in the stochastic model, but are used explicitly in the design of a par-
ametric model; in order to take into account all practical variations 
in watershed conditions, a prohibitive amount of data is required for 
thorough statistical analysis; and finally, the stochastic model does 
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not lend itself to distributed (zonal or sub-basin) rainfall input 
which this author feels is frequently necessary for accurate simula-
tion under all storm conditions. 
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The Stanford and Sacramento Models represent a conceptual analy-
sis of the hydrologic process. The significant conceptual differences 
are as follows: 
1. The "impervious" watershed area is variable in the Sacramento 
Model and constant in the Stanford Model. 
2. The Stanford Model technique for defining areal variablilty 
(of both runoff and ET) is not used in Sacramento. 
3. The Sacramento Model conceives of "tension water" and "free 
water" as being in the same place and the mathematics are based on 
this concept. 
4. The Sacramento Model includes a mathematical percolation 
function (formula) which permits constant throughput under saturated 
conditions. 
5. The drainage and percolation computational loop is volume-
dependent in the Sacramento Model but time-dependent in Stanford. 
This author has calibrated both models for numerous basins in the 
southwestern and southeastern United States, and is of the opinion that 
the Sacramento Model is generally preferable for these reasons: concep-
tually the model is more comprehendable, all parameters are physically 
realistic, there are fewer parameters to deal with, and most of the 
major parameters that govern simulation performance can be derived 
initially from observed hydrographs. Based on studies generated by 
the World Meteorological Organization (38) and unpublished model com-
parisons by Sittner (23), one may also conclude that there is evidence 
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that, aside from personal preferences, the Sacramento Model performance 
is superior to other hydrologic models. 
It should be stressed that the model package utilized by this 
author in researching distributed mode simulation differs significantly 
from the published Sacramento Model system. In establishing the dis-
tributed watershed model, only the soil moisture accounting system of 
the Sacramento Model was retained. The Sacramento soil moisture 
accounting procedure was used for each zone or sub-area, but the mech-
anics of synthesizing or "building" the catchment outflow hydrograph 
(turning the soil moisture accounting generated runoff depths into a 
recognizable hydrograph) is substantially changed. The basic Sacramento 
soil moisture model is the lumped parameter, lumped input type. The 
originators, while fully cognizant of the spatial variability of rain~ 
fall and physical characteristics (hence parameters) within a catch-
ment, did not feel that any existing method of modeling this variation, 
that they could devise at that time, was adequate or realistic. They 
therefore opted to design their model as a lumped input-lumped para-
meter type, and with only minor changes in the basic model used in this 
study for catchment total area simulation. Additional changes made to 
the Sacramento Model are: breakdown of precipitation data inputs from 
24 hour into six hourly mean inputs (to better model the temporal dis-
tribution of rain in calibration mode), and the routing of all five 
components of flow through a time-delay histogram, rather than applying 
only direct, surface, and interflow runoff to a unit hydrograph. The 
basic Sacramento Model computer program used to compare multi~zone 
model performance was provided by Dr. Erik Anderson,. of the National 
Weather Service's Hydrolog1c Research Lab. 
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All flow in any river is originally derived from precipitation. 
The water, however, falls in different parts of the basin and reach the 
channel by a great number of routes. The travel may be above or below 
ground and may require months, years, or no time at all. Consequently, 
a detailed effort to include all flow components could yield a nearly 
unlimited number. 
The model used herein recognizes and generates five components 
of flow: 
1. Direct runoff, resulting from precipitation input being 
applied to the fixed and variable impervious areas of the watershed. 
2. Surface runoff. When precipitation is supplied at a rate 
faster than it can enter the upper zone, the excess appears as surface 
runoff. 
3. Interflow, lateral drainage from upper zone free water. 
4. Supplementary base flow, rapid lateral drainage from lower 
zone supplementary free water. 
5. Primary base flow, slower (long term) lateral drainage from 
lower zone primary free water. 
Figure 11 presents a conceptual overview of the Sacramento Model. 
Figure 12 is a more detailed picture of the soil moisture accounting 
procedure and hydrologic components. Parameters noted in the figure 
will be defined and discussed in later paragraphs. Much of the follow-
ing soil moisture model descriptive material was taken directly from 
National Weather Service internal publications authored by Hydrologic 
Research Lab. personnel. 
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Moisture Storage - Upper and Lower Zone 
The soil moisture model structure is basically defined by an upper 
zone soil mantle and a lower .zone aquifer. Each zone is conceptualized 
as storing "tension" and 11 free 11 water. Tension water is that which is 
closely bound to the soil particles, in contrast to the water that is 
free for drainage, either vertically or horizontally. In the upper 
zone, tension water requirements must be met before water is transferred 
to upper zone free water storage. The provision that tension water 
requirements be met before substantial drainage begins represents the 
movement of a wetting front through the soil mantle. In the lower zone 
a fraction of the incoming water can be transmitted directly to free 
water storage even if the lower zone tension storage is not full. The 
capacity to "short circuit 11 tension water requirements in the lower zone 
aids the simulation of catchments where significant lower zone drainage 
is evident, even though area-side, lower zone tension water require-
ments have not been fulfilled. 
Free water can move vertically through percolation, horizontally 
as interflow, be depleted by ET, or replenish tension water require-
ments. Tension water storages can be depleted only by the ET process. 
In sunmary, the soil moisture accounting expresses the basin as a set 
of storages of determinable capacities which hold water temporarily and 
which gradually recede as their contents are diminshed by vertical per-
colation, evapotranspiration and/or lateral drainage. 
Impervious Areas 
A fraction of the precipitation falling on the catchment is assumed 
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to be deposited on impervious area directly connected to or adjacent to 
the channel system. This fraction contributes directly to channel flow, 
does not enter the soil matrix, and may be considered as a minimum per-
centage of the basin that exhibits impervious area runoff. However, 
the model also visualizes a maximum percentage impervious area that 
may be specified on the theory that as soil moisture storages become 
satisfied, an increasing amount of pervious area begins to behave as 
impervious area. An algorithm evaluates the current state of the soil 
moisture storage system and adjusts the total percentage accordingly. 
Percolation 
Movement of water from the upper to the lower zone is controlled 
by a percolation algorithm which relates the contents and capacities of 
upper and lower zone storages as well as drainage parameters for the 
respective free water storages. This process is modeled by a quasi-
1 inear, open form computation. The formula controls the movement of 
water in all portions of the soil pr·ofile, both above and below the 
percolation interface, and is itself controlled by the current state 
of the soil storage system. 
Evapotranspiration 
In most rural catchments, ET is the dominant hydrologic process. 
The model soil moisture accounting system of the model applies ET loss, 
directly or indirectly from various storages and the channel. The 
amount of withdrawal is accomplished by a hierarchy of priorities and 
is limited by the availability of moisture as well as by the computed 
demand. In other words, the catchment 11 potential 11 is a product of 
meteorological computed PE (discussed in Chapter IV) and a multiplier 
(monthly adjustment factor to be discussed later) which is a function 
of the calendar date, and which reflects the state of catchment vege-
tation on that date. 
Calibration Procedures and Parameter Definitions 
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A difficult problem which always accompanies the use of an advanced 
model is that of calibration, or 11 parameter optimization. 11 The deter-
mination of the optimal values of ten to twenty interrelated parameters 
is a formidable task. In working with this model, only manual optimi-
zation techniques were employed. The term, manual, refers here to a 
procedure in which subjective adjustments to various parameters are 
made on the basis of specific characteristics of the output of previous 
computer runs. Automatic techniques are those in which the computer 
adjusts parameters in a semi-random manner, based on changes in the 
value of a single numerical error function. For example, the 11 Pattern 
Search" technique (39). Existing automatic parameter adjustment tech-
niques will not handle a distributed input-distributed parameter model, 
and even when utilized for "total catchment area simulation," such com-
puter routines have inherent disadvantages. Some of these are complete 
dependency on one error function, failure to attain an optimal solution 
due to non-convexity of the response surface in the vicinity of the 
starting point, and failure to recognize the effect of perturbing a 
group of parameters simultaneously. At its worst, such a procedure can 
degenerate into pure curve fitting and produce a set of parameters which 
fit the cal1brat1on data reasonably well, but which are hydrologically 
unrealistic. 
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The manual optimization employed to calibrate the simulation model 
to the eight test basins is best described as 11 trial and error. 11 After 
initial parameter values have been selected, either through derivation 
from historical hydrograph records or by 11 educated guess, 11 parameters 
are adjusted in subsequent simulation runs, and error statistics kept 
to gage the degree of simulation improvement. The error statistics, 
coupled with a visual inspection of the simulated versus observed hydro-
graphs, indicate the type and degree of parameter changes desired for 
the next simulation run. This calibration approach requires a know-
ledge of parameter sensitivity, and some skill to achieve optimum fit. 
It should be emphasized that it is not always possible to fit a hydro-
logic model to all basins with great simulation accuracy. Inadequacies 
in the data base are perhaps the most common cause of failure, though 
one can never completely rule out the possibility of an inability on 
the part of the model itself to handle the basin hydrology. It is 
hoped that the distributed input-distributed parameter model approach 
researched herein might provide some relief from the failure predica-
ment in model fitting. 
Before discussing the individual parameters in the simulation 
model, it should be made clear the difference between parameters and 
variables. A parameter is an index to some physical quantity in the 
watershed hydrologic cycle. The value of a parameter does not change 
during simulation. It is given a value by the hydrologist ("model 
fitter'') for use in the model, and the parameter value is unique to 
the basin. A variable is used to represent physical quantities, and 
the value changes throughout the simulation period. For example, if 
the parameter lower zone tension water maximum (LZTWM) has a value of 
six inches, denoting as an index the possibility that the catchment 
will store physically up to six inches of water in the groundwater 
aquifer, then the variable lower zone tension water contents (LZTWC) 
represents the actual depth of water in LZTWM at any given time. The 
hydrologist selects the initial value of the variable, for the first 
day of simulation. But from that point on, the model dictates vari-
able values. Finally, a third classification of numbers used by the 
model may be termed coefficients or 11 constants. 11 For example, mean 
basin precipitation adjustment (PX-ADJ), or the 12 monthly PE adjust-
ment factors. Figure 13 is an illustrative hydrograph showing the 
components of flow and the positioning of the major parameters where 
parameter influence is most dominant. These and all other parameters 
in the simulation model are discussed next. 
Upper Zone Parameter UZTWM 
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Upper zone tension water maximum is that depth of water (inches) 
which must be filled over non-impervious areas before any water becomes 
available for free water storage. The parameter can be approximated 
from historical hydrograph analysis: following a dry period when ET 
has depleted the upper soil moisture, the capacity of the upper zone 
tension water may be approximated by determining, for an initial storm, 
the amount of rainfall occurring over the basin before surface runoff 
col11llences. The variable UZTWC represents UZTWM contents of any given 
time. Its initial value for starting the model during a dry period 
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Upper Zone Parameter UZFWM 
Upper zone free water maximum represents the depth (inches) of 
water which must be filled over the non-impervious fraction of the 
basin in excess of UZTWM in order to maintain a wetting front at maxi-
mum potential. This volume provides the head function in the percola-
tion equation and also establishes that volume of water which is sub-
ject to interflow drainage. The contents at any given time is given by 
the variable UZFWC. The parameter is derived by trial and error, and 
has a normal range of values 0.5 to 4.0 inches. One inch appears to be 
a reasonable starting guess for most basins for simulation commencing 
during a dry period, with UZFWC given a value of zero. 
Upper Zone Recession Parameter UZK 
UZK is the upper zone lateral drainage rate, and is defined as a 
ratio of daily withdrawal to available contents. In other words, UZK 
is the fraction of UZFWC which is drained in one day out of the volume 
UZFWM. It is simply a depletion constant which may be determined ini-
tially from the formula (1 - UZK)N = 0.10, where N is the average num-
ber of days over which interflow is observed to occur. A normal range 
of values is 0.15 to 1.0. 
Impervious Area Parameter PCT.IM 
PCTIM for "percent impervious" is that fraction of the watershed 
considered impervious and contiguous with stream channels. This is the 
permanently impervious area, a minimum value. A small rise on the 
hydrograph during a period of extended dry weather, caused by a brief 
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shower that cannot fill UZIWM, is an excellent indicator of the value 
of PCTIM. The derivation procedure is to, for that small rise, separate 
out base flow, and compute the remaining runoff depth in terms of inches 
of direct runoff over the basin. Then runoff depth divided by rainfall 
depth equals PCTIM. There is no established range of PCTIM values. 
Additional Impervious Area Parameter ADIMP 
ADIMP is that fraction of the basin which becomes impervious as all 
tension water (upper and lower zone) requirements are met. ADIMC vari-
able represents the contents of ADIMP at any given time. ADIMP may be 
derived by selecting a small rise from light rain following extensive 
wetting of the soil mantle. Again, as discussed for the parameter 
PCTIM, base flow is separated out from the small rise, ;and the value of 
ADIMP computed. However, experience has dictated that 'it is satisfac-
tory to set ADIMP = O for the initial simulation run, increasing its 
value in subsequent runs as proves necessary. There is no established 
range of values for ADIMP. The value of ADIMC for the first day of sim-
ulation is best computed by the formula ADIMC = UZTWC + LZTWC. It 
should be emphasized that runoff response from ADIMP is similar to sur-
face runoff, but whereas runoff from ADIMP can be generated immediately 
once the upper zone is filled, surface runoff generation is also depen-
dent on upper zone free water storage being filled, and rainfall exceed-
ing interflow depletion rate. ADIMP runoff is mainly a function of 
basin wetness, while surface runoff is mostly a function of rainfall 
intensity. The s1mulat1on model keeps track of ADIMC water separately 
from other contents, and 1t 1s also depleted separately. 
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Upper Zone Parameter SARVA 
SARVA is defined as that fraction of the watershed covered by 
streams, lakes, and riparian vegetation, under normal circumstances, 
and serves the model as a withdrawal function. A SARVA value greater 
than zero removes water from the stream system, but is last on the ET 
removal scheme, i.e., water is first lost from the basin through upper 
zone ET, then the lower zone and SARVA. SARVA should always be less 
than or equal to PCTIM. Detailed maps of the basin may be used to 
estimate the extent of paved areas which drain directly into the 
streams in order that the difference between PCTIM and SARVA can be esti-
mated. A normal range of values for SARVA is 40 to 100 percent of PCTIM. 
Percolation Parameter ZPERC 
The proportional increase in percolation from saturated to dry 
condition is defined as ZPERC, a parameter determined only through 
trial and error. The initial estimate of ZPERC can be arrived at by 
sequentially running one or two months containing significant hydro-
graph response following a dry period. The ZPERC value 'so derived 
should provide a reasonable generation of runoff once the dry period 
is ended. Since ZPERC has the most influence when soil is dry, its 
proportional effect upon computed runoff is greatest at the start of 
the rainy season. There is no established normal range of values for 
the parameter, but 75 to 150 percent seems common. 
Percolation Parameter REXP 
REXP is the exponent in the percolation equation, and determines 
the rate at which percolation demand changes from the dry condition 
{ZPERC + 1) · PBASE, to the wet condition PBASE, as indicated in 
Figure 14. PBASE {to be discussed later) is a function of lower zone 
storage and lower zone depletion rate. Lower zone soil moisture def-
iciency {DEFR) is computed by the simulation model according to the 
formula: 
DEFR _ l LZTWC + LZFPC + LZFSC 
- - LZTWM + LZFPM + LZFSM 
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REXP is determined by trial and error, and an initial estimate of this 
exponent can be made from the same record used to determine ZPERC. It 
is obvious from Figure 14 that the percolation curve is generated by the 
parameters PBASE, ZPERC, and REXP, and the interaction of these terms 
may require a shift in all three parameters when it becomes clear from 
the simulation that one term must be changed. REXP chiefly governs 
the shape of the percolation curve, and has a normal range of values 1.0 
to 3.0, with 1.0 often proving to be a satisfactory initial guess. 
Percolation Parameter PBASE 
PBASE is the saturated percolation rate when the lower zone aqui-
fers are full, and has a value established by the relationship PBASE = 
(LZFSM · LZSK) + (LZFPM · LZPK). PBASE is not a card input quantity, 
but rather has a value determined internally by the computer program 
based upon the card input values of the parameters on the right side of 
the equation. PBASE Units are 1nches per day. Figure 14 indicates the 
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Figure 14. Percolation Presentation 
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Lower Zone Parameter LZTWM 
Lower Zone Tension Water Maximum is the storage capacity of the 
lower zone. This water volume (depth) is most difficult to determine 
effectively, since carryover moisture may exist for a period of years. 
In heavily forested regions of deep rooted conifers, this zone may be 
as much as 24 inches in magnitude. In areas of deep rooted perennial 
grasses the depth may be closer to six inches, and in shallow-rooted 
areas the depth may be as little as three inches. Six inches is per-
haps most common, and represents a reasonable starting value in the 
trial and error calibration of a basin. The contents of LZTWM at any 
time is given by the variable LZTWC. A reasonable dry weather starting 
value for the first day of simulation for LZTWC is approximately 30 
percent the value of LZTWM. 
Lower Zone Parameters LZFSM, LZSK 
Lower Zone Free Water Supplemental Maximum is the capacity of the 
lower zone supplemental free water that has, at any given time, a con-
tents specified by the variable LZFSC. LZSK is the supplemental lat-
eral drainage rate expressed as fraction of the contents per day. 
LZFSM and LZSK govern the rapid base flow contribution to the hydro-
graph, and may be derived from observed hydrograph analysis along with 
two other lower zone parameters, LZFPM and LZPK {to be discussed next). 
Figure 15 displays ideal recession components as viewed by the simula-
tion model. A semi~log presentation facilitates the separation of the 
hydrograph recession into component limbs for analysis purposes. The 
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initial values for the maximum capacities and depletion coefficients 
for the lower zone free water storages. If a groundwater recession 
continues for some time, the recession is characterized by two distinct 
slopes, with a much flatter recession occurring after a prolonged dry 
period. The developers of the soil moisture model believe the base 
flow can be modeled with two slopes representing two separate sources 
of base flow, supplemental and primary, with separate exponential 
decay functions. Figure 16 illustrates the mechanics for deriving the 
base flow zone free water parameters. An ordinate of inches of runoff 
over the basin is used. A discussion of the LZSK and LZFSM derivation 
mechanics will be deferred until the primary free water drainage para~ 
meters, LZPK and LZFPM are also defined. 
Lower Zone Parameters LZFPM, LZPK 
Lower Zone Free Water Primary Maximum is the capacity of the 
lower zone primary free water that has, at any given time, a contents 
specified by the variable LZFPC. LZPK is the primary lateral drainage 
rate expressed as fraction of the contents per day. It is the long-
term, sustained dry weather base flow that is modeled by the two pri-
mary parameters. 
To derive LZPK and LZFPM, as illustrated in Figure 16, select 
from the historical hydrograph record a period when the recession is 
the flattest (least decay with time), with a minimum of precipitation. 
Viewing a semi~log hydrograph plot of a storm preceding the dry weather 
period, through the long term recession, a po1nt QP 1s noted at the 
0 
supplemental/primary recession slope intersect. Several days later, an 
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16, the depletion coefficient LZPK is computed. The next step is to 
extend the primary withdrawal recession to a point just past the storm 
hydrograph peak, and generally this is a point one or two days past the 
peak flow, representing a time when primary and supplementary base flow 
reach the maximum. Obviously, this can vary considerably from basin to 
basin, so the time past peak flow may range from hours to many days. 
Similarly, the supplemental recession is extended back under the hydro-
graph crest. With the point QPmax positioned on the primary withdrawal 
extension, and the maximum supplemental base flow point identified, a 
QSmax quantity is determined, representing the difference between peak 
primary and peak supplemental flows. Then, as indicated in Figure 16, 
the parameter LZFPM is computed. 
To determine the supplemental withdrawal parameters, one must also 
determine the value of QS1 , a quantity indicating, rather arbitrarily, 
a lower zone supplemental versus primary discharge difference at a time 
two-thirds the time period between the occurrence of QPmax and QP0 . 
Once such quantities are determined analytically, it is a simple matter 
to compute the decay coefficient LZSK and storage parameter LZSFM. 
LZSK values seem to range, for most basins, from 0.01 to 0.09, and 
LZPK values 0.001 to 0.009. The values determined for LZFSM and LZFPM 
from hydrograph analysis tend to be minimum values, and often must be 
adjusted upwards during trial and error calibration. There is no 
established normal range of values. The contents of these lower zone 
free water storages, for starting up the simulation model during dry 
weather, can be zero for LZFSC and 30 percent of LZFPM for the var-
iable LZFPC. 
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Lower Zone Pa~ameter PFREE 
PFREE represents that fraction of the percolated water which is 
transmitted directly to the lower zone free water storages without prior 
claim by lower zone tension water deficiencies. The parameter can be 
set to zero during initial calibration, and increased after all other 
model parameters are fairly well established and simulation is good. A 
relative value of PFREE can be determined by investigating small storms 
following long dry spells that do produce surface runoff. If the hydro-
graph returns to approximately the same baseflow as before the rise 
(indicating little or no addition to the lower zone free water storages), 
then PFREE is of little significance in the watershed and has a small 
value ranging from 0.0 to 0.2. If there is a significant increase in 
baseflow following this type of storm, then PFREE can have a value as 
high as 0.50. The nominal value of the parameter appears to be 0.30. 
Lower Zone Parameter RESV 
That fraction of the lower zone free water which is unavailable 
for transpiration is defined as RESV. This parameter has very low 
sensitivity and generally need not be optimized to achieve effective 
simulation. A typical range of values is 0.0 to 0.40, averaging on 
the order of 0.30 for most basins. 
Lower Zone Parameter SIDE 
SIDE represents that portion of base flow water that is not 
observed in the stream channel. When soil is saturated, and if perco-
lation takes place at a rate which 1s greater than the observable 
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baseflow, then the need for additional soil moisture drainage becomes 
manifest. SIDE is the ratio of the unobserved to the observed base-
flow. When the saturated soils do not drain to the surface channel, 
SIDE allows the correct definition of PBASE, in order that the saturated 
percolation rate may be achieved. In all area where all drainage from 
baseflow aquifers reaches surface channels, SIDE has a value of zero. 
However, in areas subject to extreme subsurface drainage losses, SIDE 
may be as high as 5.0. In short, SIDE is a non-channel groundwater loss 
parameter, representing the ratio of non-channel baseflow to channel 
baseflow. 
Channel Parameter SSOUT 
The parameter SSOUT is a constant streamflow loss (+) or gain (-) 
factor. It is the subsurface outflow along the channel which must be 
provided by the stream before water is available for surface discharge. 
There is no established range of values for SSOUT, but most watersheds 
indicate a zero parameter value. 
Channel Parameter KSl 
KSl is the channel storage attenuation factor applied to the inflow 
time-delay histogram. As the routing algorithm is applied to the six-
hourly inflow means, storage attenuation must be considered to produce 
a proper instantaneous outflow hydrograph from the basin outlet gage 
(see Figure 18). The larger the KSl factor chosen, the greater the 
hydrograph attenuation due to channel storage effects. The parameter, 
then, allows the modeler to vary the shape of the hydrograph. If KSl 
is kept constant regardless of the inflow magnitude, the histogram acts 
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as a unit hydrograph. If KSl is allowed to vary with flow, the linear-
ity restriction of the unit graph is largely overcome. 
The algorithm formulated to route time-delay inflow to the basin 
outlet is basically reservoir routing governed by the relationship 
~ = I - Q = KSl ~~ ( 5.1) 
where S is the reservoir storage, KSl the reservoir storage constant, 
and I and Q are the reservoir inflow and outflow, respectively, at time 
T. It can be shown that the relationship may be manipulated so that, 
for a routing interval of six hours, the instantaneous outflow at the 
end of a six-hour period (Q2) is given by the equation 
- (~ 6 \ (KSl - 3) 
Q2 = I \.KSl + 3}+ Ql KSl + 3 (5.2) 
where r is six-hourly mean inflow (a time-delay histogram element), and 
Q1 is the instantaneous outflow at the beginning of the six-hour time 
period. Equation (5.2) was programmed to handle the basin inflow rout-
ing task. 
Input Data Adjustment Constants 
Three constants are available to the modeler for adjusting water-
shed calibration data. PX-ADJ allows one to apply a correction factor 
to mean basin precipitation (MBP) or mean zone precipitation (MZP). If 
PX-ADJ= 1, the average precipitation as computed (Chapter IV) and 
loaded in the input data files is used. If, for example, PX-ADJ is set 
equal to 1.2, a 20 percent increase in the average precipitation is 
performed (for all MBP or MZP) before the simulation model processes 
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the data. This adjustment feature can be handy, as frequently thunder-
storm rain gage blow-by causes a catch much lower than should be the 
case, and PX-ADJ allows the modeler to increase the computed average 
rainfall and thus better simulate actual conditions. 
Simi 1 arly, the constant PE-ADJ allows a "blanket" adjustment up-
ward or downward to computed basin or zone daily PE (Chapter IV). 
Additionally, the meteorological PE may be changed through the use of 
12 monthly adjustment factors, each of which applies a correction to 
meteorological PE on the 16th of each month. An adjustment factor of, 
say, 0.8 for February and 1.0 for March, causes the daily PE on file to 
be reduced 20 percent on the 16th of February, and not adjusted on the 
16th of March, with daily PE between the two mid-months adjusted accord-
ing to a linear interpolation algorithm. If all twelve monthly adjust-
ment factors have the value of, say, 0.7, the correction is equivalent 
to setting PE-ADJ= 0.7. Regardless of how the correction is applied, 
the net effect is to adjust meteorological (free water PE) to a more 
realistic watershed PE, called "basin ET demand," as displayed in 
Figure 17 for the Elk River basin at Fayetteville. The actual basin 
evapotranspiration taking place during simulation is a function of the 
basin daily ET demand and available soil moisture. 
The model does not apply an ET demand at night, which is consis-
tent with observations (measurements) reported in standard texts. ET 
demand works from "top-down" in the soil moisture accounting model. 
For areas covered by surface waters, the evaporation is computed at 
the potential rate. For the remainder of the basin, actual ET is a 
function of the ET demand and the water in tension water storage. ET 
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proportional loading of the upper zone tension water storage. It 
occurs from the lower zone at a rate equal to 
(Unsatisfied Watershed Demand)·(Lower Zone Tension Water Contents) 
Total Tension Water Capacity 
and if the ratio 
Free Water Contents . Tension Water Contents 
Free Water Capacity exceeds the ratio Tension Water Capacity' 
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water is transferred from free water to .tension water and the relative 
loadings balanced in order to maintain a consistent soil moisture pro-
file. A fraction of the lower zone free water is not available for 
such a transfer, as it is considered to be below the root zone. If 
the basin ET demand, then, cannot be fully satisfied by availability 
of upper zone tension water, the soil moisture accounting model also 
pulls water out of the lower zone, as discussed earlier. Finally, if 
there is still some residual ET demand that cannot be satisfied by 
either the upper or lower zone, SARVA is utilized to satisfy ET demand. 
Model Components 
The parameters and concepts discussed in previous paragraphs can 
perhaps be better understood if they are viewed as model components 
grouped and summarized as follows [after Burnash (12)]: 
Direct Runoff and Evaporation 
1. Fraction of impervious basin contiguous with stream channels, 
PCTIM. 
2. The fraction of impervious area which appears as tension water 
requirements are met, ADIMP. The total of ADIMP and PCTIM may be 
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considered potential impervious. 
3. Fraction of the basin covered by streams, lakes, and riparian 
vegetation, SARVA. 
4. Evapotranspiration demand. 
Upper Zone Tension Water 
1. Maximum capacity in inches, UZIWM. 
2. Contents in inches, UZTWC 
Upper Zone Free Water 
1. Maximum capacity in inches, UZFWM 
2. Contents in inches, UZFWC 
3. Lateral drainage rate expressed as a fraction of contents per 
day, UZK. 
Percolation Rate from Upper Zone Free Water into Lower Zone 
1. The through-put rate during saturated conditions, PBASE. 
2, The proportional increase in percolation from saturated to dry 
conditions, ZPERC. 
3. An exponent determining the rate of change of the percolation 
rate with changing lower zone water contents, REXP. 
4. A complete percolation function governed by the equation 
RATE = PBASE [1 + ZPERC (DEFR}REXPJ UZFWC . UZFWM 
Lower Zone Tension Water 
1. Maximum capacity in inches, LZTWM. 
2. Contents in inches, LZTWC. 
Lower Zone Free Water 
1. Supplemental free water storage. 
(5.3} 
a) Maximum capacity in inches, LZFSM. 
b) Contents in inches, LZFSC. 
c) Lateral drainage rate expressed as fraction of contents 
per day, LZSK. 
2. Primary free water storage. 
a) Maximum capacity in inches, LZFPM. 
b) Contents in inches, LZFPC. 
c) Lateral drainage rate expressed as a fraction of contents 
per day, LZPK. 
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3. Direct percolation to lower zone free water, PFREE, the per-
centage of percolated water which enters the lower free water aquifer 
directly without a prior claim by lower zone tension water deficiencies. 
4. Ground water discharge not observable in the river channel. 
a) Ratio of non-channel subsurface outflow to channel base-
flow, SIDE. 
b) Discharge required by channel underside, SSOUT. 
5. Fraction of lower zone free water incapable of resupplying 
lower zone tension, RESV. 
Channel Storage Characteristics to Modify the Flow Obtained from the 
Channel Response Function 
1. KSl, a fixed or variable (with flow) attenuation factor. 
A Channel Response Function 
1. Time-Delay Histogram. 
The Channel Response Funct1on 
Channel response functions used for hydograph synthesis take many 
forms. Certainly the most common method 1s the unit hydrograph, or 
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unit graph as it is often called. Originally formulated by Sherman (40) 
in 1932, and discussed in the literature since (41)(42)(43)(44)(45), the 
unit graph concept is widely applied in hydrologic science and engi-
neering. The three basic propositions of unit graph theory, all of 
which refer solely to the surface runoff hydrograph, are: 
1. For a given drainage basin, the duration of surface runoff is 
essentially constant for all uniform-intensity storms of the same length, 
regardless of differences in the total volume of surface runoff. 
2. For a given drainage basin, if two uniform-intensity storms of 
the same length produce different total volumes of surface runoff, then 
the rates of surface runoff at corresponding times, t, after the begin-
ning of two storms, are in the same proportion to each other as the 
total volumes of surface runoff. 
3. The time distribution of surface runoff from a given storm 
period is independent of concurrent runoff from anticedent storm per-
iods. In propositions 1 and 2, the phrase 11 uniform-intensity storm 11 is 
to be taken as meaning a storm which produces a reasonably uniform 
depth of rainfall over the entire drainage basin and in which the rate 
of rainfall is, within rather broad limits, constant. All of these 
propositions are empirical. It is not possible to prove them mathe-
matically. In fact, as stated by Johnstone and Cross in 11 Elements of 
Applied Hydrology 11 (out of print), 11 it is a rather simple matter to 
demonstrate by rational hydraulic analysis that not a single one of 
them is mathematically accurate." Fortunately, nature is not aware 
of this. Regardless, the deficiencies in the unit hydrograph approach 
may prove troublesome.' In particular, the areal distribution of rain-
fall (and resulting runoff) generated during storm periods for which 
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the simulation model is run can be considerably different from the 
storms used in developing the unit graph. Also, the assumed linear 
relationship between channel storage and discharge can be considerably 
in error. Both deficiencies can be at least partially overcome through 
the use of a channel response function of the time-delay histogram form 
with variable K (or KSl, as storage attenuation factor is termed in 
this report). The only reason that unit graphs work as well as they do 
is that in present day practice the unit graph does not represent runoff 
"generated uniformly over the basin area, 11 but rather runoff generated 
in some characteristic but non-uniform manner. Sittner (23) feels that 
Sherman probably also thought in terms of the unit graph defining the 
movement of water from the point where it fell (or melted) to the chan-
nel outflow point rather than to just a portion of that route. He 
could not be expected to have anticipated that some day someone might 
want to apply a unit graph to the channel system rather than the entire 
catchment and account for the prior delay by depletion functions or some 
other means, as in the case with most conceptual hydrologic models. 
Storage and flow times in the channel system are generally large 
when compared to those in overland flow, and as the size of the catch-
ment increases, the more the channel system dominates the shaping of 
the basin outflow hydrograph. As pointed out by Sittner (23), the 
term 11 hi stogram 11 implies that a function is defined by a series of 
successive ranges of the independent variable, rather than by a con-
tinuous curve representing a series of discrete points, as is the case 
with a unit hydrograph. Thus, if a unit graph is defined by a series 
of 6-hour mean flows (normalized or not), it is a histogram, and if 
defined by a series of ordinates representing instantaneous discharge, 
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it is not a histogram. This is so, regardless of whether it describes 
the time delay for the entire catchment or just the channel system. 
For the research simulation model described in this report when 
applied to catchment total area drainage, the channel response function 
is a unit hydrograph expressed as a histogram, but when applied to sub· 
areas (zones) to account for rainfall non-uniformity and to maintain 
sub-area soil moisture accounting, the histogram loses its unit graph 
identity. 
The time-delay histogram, then, is a time versus discharge channel 
response function that represents the response of the channel to an in-
flow with duration equal to some ~ T time increment. And as described 
in Chapter III in the Isochronal Analysis section, each element of the 
histogram represents the fraction of the total watershed contributing to 
channel flow in a given 6-hour travel time. Each element of the his-
togram is associated with a particular travel time zone of the basin. 
The inflow hydrograph in the form of 6-hourly mean ordinates of.flow 
generated by the string of all elements is then routed through a linear 
reservoir at the basin outflow point, using channel parameter KSl, to 
produce an instantaneous basin outflow hydrograph. Figure 18 illus-
trates the procedure using the Fayetteville, Tennessee, watershed as an 
example. The soil moisture accounting portion of the simulation model 
generates every six hours a runoff depth to the channel. The accounting 
is performed in computer subroutine called "Land." This runoff depth 
(the sum of all five runoff components) is then multiplied by drainage 
area to yield a total runoff volume for the 6-hour period. This volume 
is then applied to the time-delay histogram, which allocates total run-
off to 6-hourly flow values properly lagged. Then, as stated earlier, 
• 
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the inflow hydrograph is routed to the basin outlet. The procedure is 
no different if separate mean zone precipitation (MZP) is utilized 
rather than total area mean basin precipitation (MBP). However, in the 
former case, the inflow graph may take on quite different shape depend-
upon the non-uniformity of rainfall and zone soil moisture antecedent 
conditions/zone parameter values. In other words, a distributed model 
(as opposed to the lumped parameter model) will often decide the magni-
tude and shape of the resulting hydrograph, rather than the hydrograph 
being a function of total area mean basin storm precipitation only. 
A few final words are in order regarding the use of channel para-
meter KSl, storage attenuation factor, and its relation to the channel 
response function. Even when employing zones via a distributed hydro-
logic model, the histogram response to runoff within each zone is lin-
ear. A variable KSl generates a response that is non-linear, and should 
be used when the basin hydrograph exhibits storage characteristics such 
that attenuation is not constant with outflow. Basins with flat top-
ography probably do not call for a variable KSl. Some hydrologists 
have even gone so far as to apply a variable lag to the inflow in order 
to match observed catchment outflow, though this procedure has little 
physical justification when applied to conceptual models. Such 11 engi-
neering hydrology" has not been utilized in fitting the simulation model 
to the eight research watersheds. It is the sub-area/time-delay histo-
gram approach to synthesizing the hydrograph that clearly distinguishes 
the distributed model from the basic Sacramento total area catchment 
model. It is a modeling technique that should allow for better simu-
lation performance over a wider range of hydrologic conditions. 
CHAPTER VI 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS 
Introduction 
For many years, research and field hydrologists have used a dis-
tributed input lash-up to API type rainfall-runoff relationships in com-
puting sub-basin runoff depths. A single watershed study, originally 
conducted by this author in 1973, attempted to utilize the same approach 
with a conceptual hydrologic model, seeking to determine the possibility 
of improving streamflow simulation through the use of zonal precipita-
tion input and then also zonally varied parameters. The data from this 
research did not yield hard scientific evidence of distributed modeling 
superiority, but the results were nonetheless intriguing. In comparing 
the conventional lumped input-lumped parameter (total catchment area) 
Stanford Model to an altered version using distributed input-distributed 
parameters, standard statistical measures of simulation accuracy (root 
mean square error, bias, correlation coefficient, etc.) indicated no 
significant advantage to be gained by calibrating a multi-zone hydro-
logic model. However, a close examination of the monthly statistics 
revealed a definite seasonal relationship. That is, in the winter the 
distributed model hurt the results. In the spring and early summer it 
improved them, and mid-sunmer through fall at least the distributed 
model did no harm. This is meaningful and encouraging, since the type 
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of situation in which it was thought simulation could be improved was 
that where spatially variable convective storms generated significant 
rainfalls, and such storms do prevail during spring and summer. Unfor-
tunately, only mean daily discharge data were available for examina-
tion, and there was no measure of the degree of rainfall non-uniformity 
other than visual inspection of the computed mean zone precipitation. 
It was concluded that more sophisticated statistics were in order for 
the type of analyses required. In particular, a statistic that measures 
the degree of simulation improvement related to the degree of rainfall 
non-uniformity and checked against instantaneous flow hydrographs, 
would be most useful. Experience thus gained from the 1973 multi-zone 
pilot study suggests a research methodology that is applied in this 
eight basin report, the object being to conduct a more exhaustive simu-
lation investigation with maximum effectiveness. 
Simulation Statistics 
The principal reason for evaluating distributed simulation model 
performance over so many basins for so many years was to allow testing 
against a sufficiently large sample of events so as to assure, with 
much confidence, that results were meaningful in a statistical sense. 
Standard statistical significance tests are generally not utilized in 
hydrologic data analyses of the type made in this report, since the 
underlying assumptions upon which the tests are based may not be obeyed. 
The simplest and most practical solution is to test against independent 
sets of meteorological/hydrological data {46). In view of the fact 
that the distributed model is tested against eight independent water-
shed data sets of lengthy record in this study, and has been applied to 
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other watersheds with equal success (20), it is felt that conclusions 
drawn from the resulting statistical information are sound. A somewhat 
different approach to model testing that was considered but rejected 
is the split sample technique. Many research hydrologists will divide 
a simulation data set into two periods, one period being used for model 
calibration and the second for model performance testing. It is this 
author's opinion that split sample testing has limited utility in 
hydrology, and probably tells more about the data set than about the 
model. As pointed out by Sittner (23), a two-year test period combined 
with a six-year calibration period, for example, can be shown mathe-
matically to have a low degree of significance. The conclusion is, 
therefore, that while test period results should not be ignored, no 
great weight should be given to them in drawing conclusions. 
The assimilation of large volumes of data in a hydrologic model 
research effort requires that the statistics chosen to judge model cap-
ability have clear and fully relevant meaning to the objective. If 
there is question as to the interpretation of what the statistic meas-
ures, the statistic should not be used. W1th this philosophy in mind, 
several numerical verification criteria were selected for model error 
analyses. These error analyses, unless specified otherwise, are based 
on the differences between the simulated and observed values of either 
mean daily discharges or monthly volumes, not on ordinates represent-
ing instantaneous discharge. The reasoning here is that even small 
timing errors should affect the error functions based on mean daily 
values, since the time of occurrence of runoff events is, in general, 
randomly distributed throughout the day. However, while this reasoning 
is sound for evaluating, in a comprehensive fashion, the overall 
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performance characteristics of a simulation model, timing and individual 
storm error must be considered explicitly to expand model evaluation to 
include the effects of distributed input and distributed parameters. 
Mean daily flow analyses may not be adequate1y sensitive to hydrograph 
changes brought about by simulating in the distributed mode. Based on 
these considerations, the following statistics are presented as logi-
cal measures of the quantitative performance of the simulation model. 
1. Simulated mean daily flow (SMDQ) and observed mean daily flow 
(OMDQ). Values are CFSD. The monthly mean daily flow is the summation 
of MDQ divided by the number of days in the month. The water years MDQ 
is the surrmation of MDQ for all years (simulated or observed) divided 
by the total number of days in the multiyear period. 
2. Bias is defined as SMDQ minus OMDQ. Percent Bias, then, is 
the bias divided by OMDQ. 
3. Maximum error is the absolute value of SMDQ minus OMDQ for any 
given period of record. Generally, the maximum error occurs during a 
major rise on the river. 
4. Correlation Coefficient (R) is computed from the equation 
N 







R = [ N N 1 
(N · ESMDQ2 • ESMDQ 
1 1 
N 
· ESMDQ) · (N · 
1 
J ~ (6.1) N N N EOMDQ2 EOMDQ · EOMDQ) 
1 1 1 
where R measures the linear correlation between the values of SMDQ and 
OMDQ for the number of cases N. The Correlation Coefficient may take 
on positive values rang1ng from zero to unity, representing no corre-
lation or perfect correlation, respectively, about the best fit line. 
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It is common in streamflow statistical analysis to obtain a good corre-
lation coefficient but yet have a bad bias. 
5. Best Fit Line. In many disciplines it is desirable to express 
one variable in terms of another even though the variables are inde-
pendent and not necessarily analytical functions of each other. An 
accepted practice is to perform a least squares linear regression which 
is designed to minimize the sum of the squares of the deviations of the 
actual data points from the straight line of best fit. With the least 
squares analysis completed, the resulting line of regression has the 
form 
OMDQ = A· SMDQ + B 
where A represents the slope of the straight line and B the Y-intercept. 
The least squares regression effectively constructs a plot (scatter dia-
gram) of the variables SMDQ versus OMDQ, and draws the best straight 
line fit. A perfect relationship between the variables SMDQ and OMDQ 
would result in a 45-degree line with A= 1 and B = 0. As the line 
approaches a 45-degree angle, we are seeing a reasonably unbiased fit 
at.!!._!._ flow levels, and therefore the statistic implies the same infor-
mation as would a flow interval table of statistics. The values of A 
and B are computed from the equations 
N N N 
N 'L OMDQ · SMDQ - LSMDQ LOMDQ 
A = 1 1 1 (6.2) N N N 
N • LSMDQ2 LSMDQ ' LSMDQ 
1 1 1 
and 
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N N N N 
l: OMDQ · l: SMDQ2 - l: SMDQ ' l: SMDQ · OMDQ 
B = l 1 1 1 (6.3) N N N 
N • l: SMDQ2 - l: SMDQ · l: SMDQ 
1 1 1 
The Best Fit Line is an excellent statistic for visualizing model 
performance over the entire range of flows. However, it is meaningful 
only when one is dealing with a large range of MDQ values, as obviously 
a dense cluster of SMDQ versus OMDQ for a narrow range of flows does 
little to assure proper line definition. Consequently, the Best Fit 
Line is computed only for the total of all water years. 
6. The Root Mean Square Error (RMS) in CFSD is often used in 
model testing as the primary statistic to judge overall simulation 
accuracy. RMS is defined by the equation 
1 
[ ~ (SMDQ - OMDQ) 2 ~j~ 
RMS = l N (6.4) 
It should be stressed that RMS is probably dominated by high flow 
error. It requires numerous lower flow errors to equal the impact on 
the RMS of just one high flow error, so the RMS really cannot be con-
sidered a good statistic for judging model performance throughout the 
entire range of flows. For a simulation period of record, one may very 
well have only a single large storm which the model cannot reproduce, 
and the RMS will remain high even though most other rises and lower 
flows are reconstituted nicely. 
7. The statistic Ratio is simply the computed RMS divided by OMDQ 
for all water years. A Ratio of less than 1.0 is generally considered 
to be evidence of excellent simulation. Also, while comparing RMS 
between basins has little significance, comparing Ratios allows a 
reasonable one statistic comparison of model performance over any 
number of watersheds. 
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As pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, standard sta-
tistical measures as just discussed may or may not indicate the per-
formance attributes of a distributed model {distributed input only or 
distributed input and distributed parameters). And one would hope that 
a distributed model, if reconstituting rises better than a lumped model, 
would also improve low flow simulation--or at least not detract from it. 
While statistics such as those so far mentioned may be inadequate to 
measure fully the impact on simulation performance of distributed mode 
operation, certain standard statistics are quite satisfactory in gaging 
low flow reconstitution. Obviously, one should choose a statistic that 
weights lower flows most heavily. Consequently, one could not seriously 
consider a statistic like RMS for the period of record. However, the 
average of the monthly MDQ, with error expressed by Percent Bias for 
the water years, is a statistic overwhelmingly dominated by the low 
flow regime. It, therefore, is the statistic that will be watched for 
signs of low flow deterioration during distributed mode reconstitu-
tion. A possibility considered but rejected is Percent Bias for given 
flow intervals. The problem here is defining properly the low flow 
regime in terms of absolute value {CFSD), when such a value may fluc-
tuate greatly from season to season and year to year. One is faced 
with the propability of gathering so many bias statistics of differing 
values that a meaningful conclusion from the error analyses is impos-
sible to draw. This is a real threat when dealing with no less than 
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eight rivers with simulation periods in excess of five years. A careful 
analysis of published flows for the eight test basins indicates that 
streamflow falls within the recession category more than 90 percent of 
the time, which places storm flows in the "noise level 11 of the Percent 
Bias statistic. 
A vexing problem arises when it is desired to measure closely the 
effect of multi-zone (distributed) modeling on higher flows generated 
by non-uniform rains. In this case, the standard statistics appear to 
largely fail, as such rises while terribly significant in the 11 real 
world, 11 may be buried in the noise level of the statistics most relied 
on to gage high flow performance. Stated another way, the standard 
types of statistical surrmaries might fail to measure the improvement 
produced by a modeling technique (distributed model), since the im-
provement would probably be made in only a relatively small number of 
events. What is needed, then, is a test (a subject of this study) to 
include the development of an objective function (statistic) which 
would measure the effect one is attempting to produce. Since a refine-
ment of this type might be expected to improve results only when the 
precipitation is non-uniform; it would be necessary to establish some 
measure of the variance of the zonal precipitation amounts and use 
this quantity as a weight to be applied to the discharge residuals 
(errors) when computing the statistical summations. The following 
statistic, suggested by Sittner(23), a weighted average error, e, is 
offered, and will be discussed in conjunction with Figure 19. 
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Given a watershed divided into two or more zones, and a particular 
storm or rainfall (RF) event, a separate mean zone precipitation (MZP) 
is computed. The variation, then, of MZP across the watershed may be 
computed using the standard deviation, a, where x is the MZP for a zone, 
x is the numerical average of the MZP values for all zones (noted in 
Figure 19 as total area mean basin precipitation TA MBP), and N is 
the number of zones across the basin in question. If precipitation 
across the watershed is reasonably uniform, each zone will compute the 
same MZP, and the standard deviation will compute to zero. e is defined 
as the absolute difference between simulated peak flow and observed peak 
flow (difference in timing ignored) for a given rise along the river. 
Then, according to equation (6.5), the average peak error, e, for all 
rises considered during the period of record would be the weighted sum 
of the individual error, e, divided by the sum of the weights. Figure 
19 illustrates the technique given two storms over the same basin--
rainfall events A and B resulting in rises A and B. In order to account 
for the variability of rainfall, the basin is divided into two zones, 
allowing for individual zone averaged precipitation values. Storm event 
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generates a five-inch rainfall over each zone, so the rainfall is 
obviously uniform. However, storm event B is not uniform but rather a 
a heavy downstream rainfall resulting in an upper MZP of zero and a 
lower MZP of 10 inches. For event A, the TA MBP = (5 + 5)/2 = 5, and 
hence er = [[(5 - 5) 2 + (5 - 5) 2J;2]~ = 0. For event B, the TA MBP = 
(0 + 10)/2 = 5, and hence er= ma - 5) 2 + (10 - 5) 2];2]~ = [50/2]~ = 5. 
Suppose one then runs the simulation model using total area aver-
aged mean basin precipitation (lumped input) created originally as MBP 
input file to the lumped model (no zones considered), which generates 
two peak errors of 15 CFS and 20 CFS from storms A and B. Using this 
information plus our knowledge of the true variability of rainfall as 
measured by a, a weighted average error of 20 CFS is computed for the 
lumped model simulation. Next, a simulation run is made using the 
MZP as distributed input to the distributed model, resulting in two 
peak errors of 15 CFS and 5 CFS for the storms A and B. From this one 
would tabulate a weighted average error of 5 CFS, indicating an improve-
ment in simulation performance of 15 MFS. Similarly, one could make a 
third simulation run using both distributed input and distributed 
(zonally varied) parameters and compute a weighted average error. 
Since 6-hourly MZP and MBP is computed for input to the model, for the 
purposes of standard deviation computation, it was thought proper to 
total these means for a 24-hour period and use the 24-hour sums to 
arrive at a single a value for the day. Most rises along the eight 
rivers investigated were generated by storms of duration one day or 
1 ess. 
It is obvious that rather than evaluate peak error using rainfall 
variability as weights, one could simply compute an average error of 
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the peaks. For the lumped input run this would compute as (15 + 20)/2 
= 17.5 CFS, and for the distributed input run (15 + 5)/2 = 10 CFS, 
again showing improvement in simulation performance due to a distrib-
uted model. However, the degree of improvement is not as pronounced, 
and one has no way of knowing whether or not only non-uniform storm 
generated rises were improved by the distributed input model, which is 
reasonable or also numerous uniform storm rises, which is not reason-
able. The weighted average statistic filters out non-essential infor-
mation, and assures a cause and effect relationship. Consequently, the 
same approach may be taken to analyze the impact of distributed mode 
simulation on uniform storms. Since there is always the possibility of 
degrading uniform storm simu·lation with a multi-zone model, the same 
statistic must be run, but using l/cr as a weight. This then becomes a 
filter whereby the greater the rainfall variability, the less the 
weight. In order that the fraction not go to infinity, an arbitrary 
lower limit of a= 0.10 was set. 
The filtering of time series data through the use of weights is 
common in science and engineering. Weights may be used to smooth data 
or amplify data {the latter also called 11desmoothing 11 or 11 inverse 
smoothing 11 ), as is our case in evaluating, in part, the performance 
characteristics of a distributed hydrologic model. Instead of using 
the standard deviation of rainfall variability as a weight, one could 
use the mean deviation, a simpler statistic to compute. However, the 
standard deviation places greater emphasis on large deviations from 
the mean, a desirable feature, and therefore was· considered more appro-
priate for filtering purposes. At the risk of becoming redundant, it 
should be stressed that the weighted average magnifies the reduction 
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in errors brought about by distributed model simulation. It is a neces-
sary step required by the fact that when analyzing numerous errors in a 
typical simulation run, one is dealing with many storms of small magni-
tude and with uniform rainfall characteristics. Thus, a non-weighted 
approach to error analysis could result in the statistic being drowned 
out, so to speak, by insignificant changes in simulation. The weighted 
average places emphasis on those few but most significant events which 
would be most critical in ascertaining change in simulation performance 
brought about by a multi-zone hydrologic model. 
The weighted peak error in analyzing non-uniform storm rises will 
be noted by en, and uniform storm rises by eu, with the analysis per-
formed on all selected rises stored as instantaneous flow ordinates (6-
hourly) in the hydrologic model input data set (instantaneous flows on 
separate magnetic tape). It is not sufficient, however, to measure 
only the magnitude of the peak when evaluating distributed model per-
formance. The model may also change peak timing and runoff volumes, 
so these hydrograph properties must be gaged. Consequently each rise 
defined by instantaneous ordinates of flow was examined and the time-
of-peak tabulated. Then runoff volumes were measured, considering 
total volume beneath the hydrograph from initial-point-of simulated 
rise to an arbitrary point 11 x-days 11 beyond simulated peak. Volumes 
under the corresponding observed rises were similarly computed. Again, 
the filtering statistic (weighted average) may be called on for error 
analyses use. Storm timing errors were computed as the number of hours 
(0, 6, 12, etc.) the simulated peak is displaced from the corresponding 
observed peak. This number was then multiplied by the associated meas-
usre of rainfall variability (a or l/cr) according to the filtering 
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statistic, and a weighted average of timing errors computed for the 
period of record. Similarly, a weighted average for storm runoff vol-
ume error (difference between observed and simulated volume) was cal-
culated. Let Tn and Tu denote the weighted average of timing errors, 
and Qn and Qu denote the weighted average of volume errors, for non-
uniform or uniform storms, respectively. Data for these performance 
indices, expressed in terms of percent reduction in error (-) or percent 
increase in error (+)due to multi-zone modeling, are presented in Table 
xxxrv, and will be discussed later. 
In order to further judge the degree of simulation change as a 
function of rainfall variability brought about by the multi-zone model, 
it could be instructive to plot the individual storm errors versus the 
associated variation in rainfall, no weighting included. For this pur-
pose, one might consider an error function of the form: 
Considering, for the moment, el as a storm peak error for lumped 
model, e0 as storm peak error for the distributed model, then er becomes 
the percent improvement in peak flow simulation due to multi-zone oper-
ation, for any given storm event. If er is positive, the error between 
distributed model peak and observed peak is less than the error realized 
when simulating in lumped mode. S6 the greater the improvement in simu-
lation due to the distributed model, the larger the value of er. Con-
versely, the greater the degradation in peak flow brought about by 
multi-zone model simulation, the greater the negative value of e1. The 
same approach may be taken to compute, for plotting, an index to errors 
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in storm timing and storm volume. In these two cases, one must use in 
the error statistic the storm timing error or the storm volume error, 
based on lumped and distributed mode simulation runs. If e1 is the 
percent improvement (+) in peak flow reconstitution for a storm due to 
distributed model mode simulation, then let T1 indicate percent timing 
improvement and v1 denote percent volume improvement. Again, any neg-
ative value indicates that the distributed model produced a degradation 
in simulation, as measured by the performance index. Figures 21 through 
26 display these data as a function of the storm rainfall variability 
and will be discussed later. 
Before discussing calibration, a few comments are in order regard-
ing the analysis of complex rises--rises that exhibit two or more peaks 
generated by multiple bursts of rain that may occur over several 
days. There were only a few such storms to be concerned with, fortun-
ately. Only one crest was considered (the highest), and runoff volume 
under the hydrograph was computed for total storm runoff, just as the 
case for single-peak rises. And the standard deviation was computed on 
the basis of storm total MBP and storm total MZP. 
Calibration 
The success of a general hydrologic model is measued by its abil-
ity to simulate streamflows that match observed records. The model 
input consists of time sequences of climatological data and a set of 
values for model parameters. These model parameters relate theoreti-
cally to watershed physical characteristics, and operationally those 
values are estimated by a sequence of trials and adjustments ending in 
an acceptable flow match. The quality of a given trial is determined 
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by the closeness with which the observed and simulated flows agree dur-
ing every simulation period. The manifest impracticality of making all 
of these comparisons in evaluating a trial simulation requires the 
selection of a small number of indices (statistics), as discussed in 
the previous section of this chapter, to measure simulation accuracy. 
One such index is mean daily flow for the water year, or all water years. 
However, a large number of combinations of parameter values will give 
the same annual mean. Therefore, one must differentiate in selecing 
among these combinations by adding other indices such as room mean 
square error, correlation coefficients, hydrograph characteristics, etc. 
If one is to adjust a trial set of model parameter values in order to 
improve the matching of the observed and simulated streamflows, he must 
be aware of the effect a given parameter change on simulated streamflow. 
In other words, the modeler must have a feeling for parameter sensitiv-
ity, which comes only through experience in model fitting. Rational 
manual adjustments to the 11 key 11 or most sensitive parameters expedite 
the calibration process, but by no means guarantee a final product of 
accurate simulation across the entire period of record. The only guid-
ance the hydrologist has is a rough idea of a reasonable range of pos-
sible parameter values based on other calibrations for nearby basins, 
or knowledge of the physical characteristics of the watershed to be 
modeled. Through sensitivity analysis the modeler soon learns which 
parameters need to be estimated carefully, and which require only rough 
approximation. 
The simulated versus observed hydrograph files generated by the 
hydrologic model program are generally termed validation or verifica~ 
tion output. For each of the eight test basins, multiyear simulation 
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was generated, the synthesized streamflow results compared with observed 
streamflow, and statistical analyses of the results printed out in 
tabular form. While peak magnitude and timing are the primary basis for 
judging the effectiveness of the model with respect to storm events, 
other multiyear stat1stics, as discussed in detail previously in this 
chapter, serve as the basis of determining overall model performance. 
Table XIII displays the 12 monthly PE adjustment factors used in the 
verification runs. Tables XIV through XXI indicate model parameters 
used, and Tables XXII through XXXIII present simulation multiyear sta-
tistical summaries. The particular statistics required for additional 
multi-zone model evaluation are shown in Table XXXIV. All tables will 
be discussed individually in later sections. 
Testing a distributed model first requires a total area (no zones, 
lumped input-lumped parameters) catchment calibration to compare 
against, since the object of the research is to determine whether or 
not the created multi-zone model will in fact out-perform the total 
are model, at least under non-uniform rainfall conditions. And, as 
pointed out previously in this report, the distributed modei may take 
two forms: a simple distributed rainfall input with the same parameter 
set established for each zone, or a distributed input-distributed par-
ameter structure whereby the model not only utilizes zonally varied 
rainfall, but also differing parameter sets in each zone. So the 
model, then, may be viewed as being run in any one of the stated three 
forms or modes. Figure 20 illustrates pictorially the sequence of 
events when running a two-zone d1str1buted model. Comparing the illus-
tration with what would be true for a total area catchment model instead 
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Figure 20. Pictorial Illustration of Distributed Model Operation 
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precipitation would compute near 1 .5 inches. And instead of soil mois-
ture accounting being performed by the model over two zones, the 
accounting would be maintained over the total catchmen area using the 
1.5-inch MBP. What is noted in Figure 20 as distributed parameter 
phase is true only if the parameter sets in each zone differ. Other-
wise, soil moisture values will be determined entirely through distri-
buted precipitation inputs. And as will be demonstrated shortly, the 
hydrograph generated by runoff depths may change significantly accord-
ing to which mode the hydrologic model is running in. The following 
sections describe model calibration strategy and present results as 
measured by standard multiyear statistical summaries of mean daily flow 
data. 
Total Catchment Area 
Not only is a total catchment area lumped model calibration neces-
sary, so as to provide base statistics to compare a distributed model 
against, but the final lumped set of parameters serve as initial para-
meters to the distributed model. Also, a lumped model calibration is 
within the model fitting skill range of most hydrologists, whereas the 
best procedure for fitting a multi-zone model to a watershed is unknown. 
Therefore, one must question the precision with which it is possible to 
determine physically realistic multi-zone parameters in the absence of 
total catchment area calibration. 
After deriving most initial parameters from observed hydrographs, 
as discussed earlier in Chapter V, an average of 15 trial-and-error 
calibration runs were made on each of the eight test watersheds before 
a final fit was declared. Table XIII lists the monthly PE adjustment 
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TABLE XIII 
BASIN CALIBRATION PE MONTHLY ADJUSTMENT FACTORS 
J F .. M A M J J A s 0 N D - ---- --- -- -- ---- --
E8YEIIE~ILI E 
o. 72 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.87 0.88 0.90 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.84 0.76 --- -- -- --
IMBODEN 
0.90 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.95 1. l 0 1.10 1.10 1.00 1. 00 - -- ---- - -- -- -- ---- --
~8IIEBSO~ 
l.15 0.75 0.55 0.50 l.00 l.30 l. 35 1.40 1.50 1.40 l. 20 l. 20 - -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
I 811BEI 
l.10 0.80 0.70 0.70 0.90 0.97 1.10 1. 15 l.03 1.20 1. 15 l.20 - -- -- -- - - -- -- -- -- --
CQLLrns 
0.90 0.90 0.90 0.88 1.01 1.09 l. 08 J_JQ J..:...lf .l.J1 l. 03 0.95 - -- ---
EDINBURG 
0.90 l.00 0.95 0.85 0.90 l. 08 l.05 l.04 l.06 l.05 0.99 0.99 --- -- -- - -- -- --
GLENMQB8 
l. 00 0.93 0.90 0.95 0.98 l.05 1.10 1.20 l.30 l.20 l.20 l. 15 - -- -- -- -- --
OBEBLIN 
l. 00 0.93 0.90 0.95 0.98 l.05 l. l 0 l.20 l.30 l.20 l.20 l. 15 l 
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factors obtained from calibration, and were used unaltered for later 
multi-zone simulation runs. Tables XIV through XX!, in the total area 
(TA) column, list initial and final parameter values for the eight 
basins. Tables XXII through XXV present the performance data for final 
calibration. Simulated mean, observed mean, RMS, and maximum error are 
in CFSO units (i.e., mean daily flow). Each basin exhibits good water 
balance, as judged by the closeness of the means for all water years. 
With the exception of Patterson and Glenmora, Ratios are less than 1.0, 
water year Correlation Coefficient greater than 0.9, and water year Bias 
less than 2.0 percent, leading to the conclusion that overall simulation 
produced by the lumped model for six basins is very good. The simula-
tion obtained for Patterson is only fair, and Glenmora is best judged 
as poor. Obviously, the model has difficulty reconstituting daily 
streamflow for those two watersheds, regardless of the fact that close 
water balances were achieved for the total period of record. 
Distributed Input 
Attention was next turned to the possibility of improving simula-
tion through the use of multi-zone distributed rainfall input, though 
still maintaining identical parameter sets in each zone. The final 
parameter values for basin total area (TA) calibration were used as 
initial calibration values to each basin zone. It must be first 
stressed, however, that the prior TA calibrations used, as input data, 
mean basin precipitation. And for multi-zone runs, an effort must be 
made to establish parameters optimum for distributed input mode simu-
lation (some simulation error can be attributed to the use of TA lumped 
rainfall input data, which would be reflected in the parameter values 
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TABLE XIV 
FAYETTEVILLE BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
-·~---·-·- Initia Value Final Va ue 
*** TA Zl Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER ZO'JE AND IMPERVIOUS AA.EA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
* PX-ADJ (%) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PE-ADJ (%) 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 . 0. 9 0.9 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.2 
(2) UZFWM (IN) 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 . 60 
UZK (RATIO) .535 .369 .369. .369 .369 .369 
PCTIM (%) .00 .02 . 02 .01 .01 .03 
(6) ADIMP (%) .03 .04 .04 .04 .03 .06 
SARVA (%) .01 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 
PERCOLATION AND LOtlER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I l I l I 
ZPERC (%) 75. 20. 30. 12. 20. 20. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 2.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 -
PBASE (IN) .20 .21 .21 .21 .24 .19 
(3) LZTWM (IN) 2.9 2.3 2.3 2.0 2.8 1.8 
(4) LZFSM (IN) 2.3 2.8 2.8 2.8 3.1 2.5 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 4.8 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.0 3.0 
LZSK (%) .065 .065 .065 .065 .065 .065 
LZPK (%) .009 .009 .009 .009 .009 .009 
PFREE (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .50 .20 
RESV (%) . 50 .45 .45 .45 .60 .30 
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I SS OUT (CFS) I 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 3.1 4.0 
SOIL l"OISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
l I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC 1.4 .83 .83 .83 .80 .40 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
(3) LZTWC 2.3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
( 6 ) AD I MC (IN) 3.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE (%/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K 
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TABLE XV 
IMBODEN BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
Initial Value Final Value 
*** TA Zl Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER ZONE AND IMPERVIOUS AREA PAIW'ETERS 
I I I 
* PX-ADJ (%) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PE-ADJ (%) 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 1.2 3.6 3.6 3.6 4.3 4.2 3.0 2.8 
(2) UZFWM (IN) 0.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.3 1.5 1.0 0.9 
UZK (RATIO) .585 .685 .685 .685 .685 .685 .685 .685 
PCTIM (%) .00 .01 .01 . 01 .01 .01 .02 .02 
(6) ADIMP (%) .07 .04 .04 .04 .04 .03 .05 .06 
SARVA (%) .03 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05 
PERCOLATION AND LOtlER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC (%) fi4. 92. 92. 92. 92. 92. 92. 92. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2. 2_ 
PBASE (IN) .22 .11 .11 .11 .11 .16 .10 .08 
(3) LZTWM (IN) 4.0 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 7.5 5.5 4.0 
( 4) LZFSM (IN) 3.1 1.6 1. 6 1.6 1.6 2.3 1.5 1.2 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 5.9 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 8.5 6.0 4.0 
LZSK ~%) .066 .065 .065 .065 .065 .065 .065 .065 
LZPK %) .003 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 .001 
PFREE (%) .50 .40 .40 .40 .45 .60 .35 .20 
RESV (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .25 .10 
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l-371 I -371 I -371 I -371 I SS OUT (CFS) -371 -371 -371 -371 
** KSl (HRS) 4.0 4.0 
SOIL t'OISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC .39 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.0 1.5 1.2 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 59 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.3 3.3 2.5 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 2.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 4.2 3.0 2.0 
( 6 ) AD I MC (IN) 1. 7 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE ( %/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K • ·--·--Lo
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TABLE XVI 
PATTERSON BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
la Hi al ~al ue Final Value .. 
*** TA Zl Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER ZC1'JE AND IMPERVICIJS AREA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
* PX-ADJ (%) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PE-ADJ(%) 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 3.9 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 
( 2) UZFWM (IN) 1. 0 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.1 1.8 1. 3 0.7 
UZK (RATIO) .280 .410 .410 .410 .437 .437 .437 .437 
PCTIM ( %) .03 .01 .01 . 01 .00 .00 .02 .04 
(6) ADIMP (%) .06 .08 .08 .08 .08 .06 .08 .10 
SARVA (%) .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 
PERCOU\TION AND LCM'ER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC (%) 10. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. 88. AA 
REXP (EXPONENT) 4.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 
PBASE (IN) .42 .06 .06 .06 .06 .11 .07 .05 
(3) LZTWM (IN) 4.7 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.7 4.0 3.0 2.0 
(4) LZFSM (IN) 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 3.7 2.2 1.5 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 4.9 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 4.7 3.5 2.5 
LZSK (%) .138 .027 .027 .027 .027 .027 .027 .027 
LZPK (%) .019 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 .002 
PFREE (%) .30 .40 .40 .40 .45 .50 . 35 .20 
RESV ( %) .30 .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .30 .20 
SIDE ( RATI 0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I SS OUT (CFS) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 4.0 4.0 
SOIL f'i'OISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC 0.7 1.3 1. 3 1.3 1.3 1. 7 1. 2 0.7 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 1.5 1.5 1.5 1. 5 1.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 0.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 2.3 1. 7 1.2 
( 6 ) AD I MC (IN) 2.3 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE (%/100) 




LAUREL BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
Initial Value Final Value 
*** TA Zl Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER ZCl'lE AND IMPERVIOJS AREA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
-
* PX-ADJ (%) 1-0 1 o , 1 o 1 0 J o 1.0 
PE-ADJ (%) 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 
(1) UZTWM (IN) ,_ !l ? 0 ? o 2.3 3 0 1 0 
(2) UZFWM (IN) l.3 1.6 1.6 1. 3 2 2 1.0 
UZK (RATIO) !lQ? '.HR 11R 11R 11R 31R 
PCTIM ( %) 01 .01 .01 .Ol .Ol .0? 
(6) ADIMP (%) 04 .06 • Ofi .06 03 .09 
SARVA (%) . in .n4 _n4 n4 n4 n4 
PERCOLATION AND LONER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC (%) 30. 32. 32. 32. 32. 32. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 
PBASE (IN) .23 .12 .12 .12 .16 .09 
( 3) LZTWM (IN) 6.3 5.0 5.0 5.4 6.0 4.0 -
(4) LZFSM (IN) 1.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.0 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.9 4.0 2.0 
LZSK ~%) .092 .082 .082 .082 .082 .082 -
LZPK %) .015 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 
PFREE (%) .30 .30 .30 .25 .40 .20 
RESV (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .15' 
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 u u 0 0 
I o I I I SSOUT (CFS) I 0 0 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 6.5 6.5 
SOIL MJISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.5 0.5 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 3.1 2.0 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 0.5 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.0 1.0 
(6) ADIMC (IN) 1.5 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE (%/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K 
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TABLE XVI II 
COLLINS BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
-"' 
Initial Value Final Va ue 
*** TA Zl Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER ZQ\JE AND IMPERVIOUS AREA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
-
* PX-ADJ (%) 1.0 l.O 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PE-ADJ (%) 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 3.3 2.3 2.3 2.5 3.3 1.6 
(2) UZFWM (IN) 1. 7 1. 9 1.9 1. 7 2.6 1.2 
UZK (RATIO) .280 4n1 .403 .403 .403 .403 
PCTIM ( %) .n1 . 01 . 01 . 01 . 01 . 01 
(6) ADIMP (%) .060 .060 .060 .042 .090 .030 -
SARVA (%) .035 .015 .015 .015 .015 .015 
PERCOLATION AND L<JtlER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC (%) 45. 65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 
PBASE (IN) .17 .12 .12 .12 .15 .10 
(3) LZTWM (IN) 5.1 5.0 5.0 5.3 6.0 4.0 
(4) LZFSM (IN) 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.6 1.0 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 4.3 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.0 3.0 
LZSK (%) .100 .078 .078 .078 .078 .078 
LZPK (%) .007 .006 .006 .006 .006 .006 
PFREE (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .04 .02 
RESV (%) .30 .30 .30 
-
.30 .04 .02 
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 0 u u u 
I I I I I SSOUT (CFS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 4.0 4.0 
SOIL f"OISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC 1.5 1.9 1. 9 1.9 1.6 0.8 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 2.3 1. 7 1. 7 1. 7 3.0 2.0 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 1. 9 1. 3 1. 3 1.3 2.0 1.5 
( 6 ) AD I MC ( IN ) 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE ( %/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K 
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TABLE XIX 
EDINBURG BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
-
Initial Value Final Value 
*** TA Z1 Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER Z~E .AND IMPERVIOUS AREA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
* PX-ADJ (%) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PE-ADJ (%) 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 o:9 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 2.9 3.5 3.5 3.7 4.0 3.0 
(2) UZFWM (IN) 1.9 1. 7 1. 7 1.1 2.2 1.3 
UZK (RATIO) .175 .245 .245 .245 .245 .245 
PCTIM (%) O? O? 02 . 01 . 01 .03 
(6) ADIMP (%) .03 . 01 . 01 .01 .00 .03 
SARVA (%) 03 .03 . 03 . 03 . 03 .03 
PERCOLATION AND Lar"JER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC (%) 8 0 ?n. 20. 6.0 20 20. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 1.8 ].5 1.5 1.2 1.5 1.5 -
PBASE (IN) .05 .20 .20 .20 .25 .16 
(3) LZTWM (IN) 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.5 6.0 3.5 
(4) LZFSM (IN) 0.7 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.0 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 1.9 ].8 1.8 1.8 2.2 1.3 
LZSK (%) .047 .150 .150 .150 .150 .150 
LZPK (%) .005 .009 .009 . 009 .009 .009 
PFREE (%) 0 .20 .20 0 .30 .10 
RESV (%) . 30 .30 .30 .30 .40 . 20 -
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I SS OUT (CFS) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 5.2 3.1 
SOIL MOISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
-(1) UZTWC 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.0 1. 5 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 
-
0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 0.9 1.9 1.9 1. 9 3.0 1. 7 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.1 1. 2 0.7 
( 6 ) AD I MC ( IN) 3.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE (%/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K 
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TABLE XX 
GLENMORA BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
Initi a] Value Final Value 
*** TA Z1 Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER Z<X'JE AND IMPERVICllS AREA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
* PX-ADJ (%) 1.0 1.0 1.0 
-
1. 0 1.0 1.0 
PE-ADJ {%) 1.0 .90 .90 1.0 .90 .90 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 4.1 5.0 5.0 5.9 6.0 4.0 
( 2) UZFWM (IN) 5.9 8.2 8.2 9.8 9.2 7.0 
UZK (RATIO) .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 .250 
PCTIM ( %) .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 
(6) ADIMP (%) .01 .05 .05 .05 .03 .08 -
SARVA (%) .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
PERCOLATION AND LCJtlER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC {%) 0.5 10 10. 2 0 10 10. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 5.0 3.1 3.1 5.0 3.1 3.1 
PBASE (IN) .77 .77 . 77 .77 .88 .57 
(3) LZTWM (IN) 6.3 6.0 6.0 4.7 8.0 4.0 
( 4) LZFSM (IN) 10.6 10.6 10.6 10.6 12. 8.0 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 11. 6.0 
LZSK (%) .064 .064 .064 .064 .064 .064 
LZPK (%) .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 .010 
PFREE (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .20 
RESV (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .20 
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I I SSOUT (CFS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 3.1 3.1 
SOIL tv'OISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES {STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC 0.7 1.4 1.4 0.7 2.0 1.0 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 2.3 2.8 2.8 2.3 4.0 2.0 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 0.5 2.0 2.0 0.5 3.0 1.5 
{ 6 ) AD I MC (IN) 1. 9 3.0 3.0 1. 9 3.0 3.0 
*** TA {TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE ( %/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K 
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TABLE XXI 
OBERLIN BASIN SIMULATION MODEL CALIBRATION 
Initial Value Final Value 
*** TA Zl Z2 Z3 TA Zl Z2 Z3 
I I I 
UPPER Z<l'JE AND IMPERVICUS AREA PARAMETERS 
I I I 
* PX-ADJ ( %) LO 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
PE-ADJ (%) 1.0 0 9 0.9 1.0 .90 .QO 
(1) UZTWM (IN) 2.3 2.8 2.8 1. 9 3 3 2 3 
(2) UZFWM (IN) 1 3 2 ] 2.] 1.3 2.7 1.5 
UZK (RATIO) 226 .226 2?h .226 .??6 226 
PCTIM ( %) 02 .02 .O? .02 .02 . 03 
(6) ADIMP (%) 3!1 3i:; • 3i:; 35 02 ._04 
SARVA (%) nn n? .n? 02 02 .02 
PERCOLATION AND LOtlER ZONE PARAMETERS 
I I I I I I I I 
ZPERC (%) 1.9 10. 10. 3.9 10. 10. 
REXP (EXPONENT) 1.0 3.1 3.1 2.0 3.1 3.1 
PBASE (IN) .54 .54 .54 .54 .61 .47 
( 3) LZTWM ( IN) 9.0 6.8 6.8 7.8 7.6 6.0 
(4) LZFSM (IN) 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 5.4 4.0 
(5) LZFPM (IN) 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 8.9 7.0 
LZSK (%) .064 .064 .064 .064 .064 .064 
LZPK (%) .030 .030 .. 030 .030 .030 .030 
PFREE (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .20 
RESV (%) .30 .30 .30 .30 .40 .20 
SIDE (RATIO) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I I I I I SS OUT (CFS) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
** KSl (HRS) 3.1 3.1 
SOIL MOISTURE VARIABLE INITIAL VALUES (STORAGE CONTENTS) 
I I I I I I I I 
(1) UZTWC 0.7 1.4 1.4 0.7 1.3 0.8 
(2) UZFWC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(3) LZTWC 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 3.5 2.5 
(4) LZFSC 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(5) LZFPC 0.3 2.0 2.0 0.3 1.8 1.3 
( 6 ) AD I MC ( l'N ) 1. 5 3.0 3.0 1.5 3.0 3.0 
*** TA (TOTAL AREA) Z (ZONE) 
* ALL PERCENTAGE UNITS (%) SHOWN IN FRACTIONAL VALUE (%/100) 
** TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM STORAGE CONSTANT K 
TABLE XXII 
TOTAL AREA CATCHMENT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
FAYETTEVILLE AND IMBODEN BASINS 
MULTIYEAR STATIST1CAL SUMMARY 
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SIMULATED OBSERVED' PERCENT MAXIMUM' CORREL. 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR COE FF. 
BASIN: FAYETTEVILLE 
' 
OCTOBER 531 377 40.96 5286 0.796 
NOVEMBER 820 685 19.58 3228 .887 
DECEMBER 2081 1730 20.31 15077 .935 
JANUARY 2192 2049 6.98 -6205 .947 
FEBRUARY 2199 2346 -6.28 6742 .952 
MARCH 2068 2333 -11. 34 -4322 .961 
APRIL 1938 2335 -17. 02 -4987 .948 
MAY 1686 2024 -16.70 -8890 .866 
JUNE 610 676 -9.72 -1444 .818 
JULY 658 591 11.39 2670 .878 
AUGUST 471 415 13.44 1952 .619 
SEPTEMBER 438 361 21.27 2058 .606 
WATER YEARS 1305 1332 -1.34 15077 0.922 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 5.275 B= 0.871 
RMS = 859 RATIO = 0.645 
BASIN: IMBODEN 
OCTOBER 829 771 7.60 -1085 0.926 
NOVEMBER 963 1061 -9.24 2150 .950 
DECEt>'BER 2080 2204 -5.62 -4013 .979 
JANUARY 2159 2252 -4.14 -6356 .981 
FEBRUARY 1840 1962 -6.22 4713 .929 
MARCH 1853 1961 -5.54 5542 .945 
APRIL 2693 2506 7.44 6533 .967 
MAY 1781 1917 -7.12 -6490 .866 
JUNE 1088 985 10.47 7262 .574 
JULY 592 622 -4.86 -349 .496 
AUGUST 971 703 38.04 9356 .954 
SEPTEMBER 997 749 33.19 4845 .936 
WATER YEARS 1485 1472 0.86 9356 . 0.934 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 5.63 B= 0.858 
RMS = 883 · RATIO= 0.595 
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TABLE XX! II 
TOTAL AREA CATCHMENT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
PATTERSON AND LAUREL 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED I PERCENT I MAXIMUM I CORREL. 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR COE FF. 
BASIN: PATTERSON 
OCTOBER 240 225 6.75 1988 0.951 
NOVEMBER 570 392 45.52 5838 . 713 
DECEMBER 1267 1142 1o.97 7298 .937 
JANUARY 1416 1622 -12.68 -18751 .916 
FEBRUARY 1408 1479 -4.81 8731 . 772 
MARCH 1294 1640 -21. 14 10000 .553 
APRIL 2608 2776 -6.07 12378 .823 
MAY 742 857 -13.44 -4532 .848 
JUNE 368 445 -17.33 2362 .748 
JULY 267 157 69.34 4190 .500 
AUGUST 136 221 -38.35 -2055 .981 
SEPTEMBER 202 265 -23. 81 -1857 .790 
WATER YEARS 872 931 -6.33 -18751 0.840 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 4.435 13= 0.888 
RMS = 1286 RATIO= 1.382 
BASIN: LAUREL 
OCTOBER 139 75 84.99 2218 0.793 
NOVEMBER 121 80 51.25 2282 .838 
DECEMBER 580 552 5.07 3002 .843 
JANUARY 514 515 -0. 19 1773 .907 
FEBRUARY 704 795 -11 .43 -2381 .963 
MARCH 564 648 -12. 97 . -1202 .916 
APRIL 419 465 -9.93 1246 .959 
MAY 295 273 7.97 1741 .862 
JUNE 29 37 -21. 41 185 .279 
JULY 94 48 94.68 1066 .592 
AUGUST 126 78 62.21 1021 .585 
SEPTEMBER 42 34 21.73 512 .845 
WATER YEARS 301 298 0.98 3002 0.914 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 0.738 B= 0.904 
RMS = 257 · RATIO= 0.863 
TABLE XXIV 
TOTAL AREA CATCHMENT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
COLLINS AND EDINBURG 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
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SIMULATED OBSERVED PERCENT I MAXIMUM' CORREL. 
MONTH MEAN MEAN i BIAS ERROR COE FF. 
BASIN: COLLINS 
OCTOBER 444 375 18.44 9653 0.870 
NOVEMBER 276 258 7 .28 . -1780 .850 
DECEMBER 1488 1389 7.92 7674 .829 
JANUARY 1693 1509 12.20 3796 .935 
FEBRUARY 2015· 2021 -0.29 -5119 .964 
MARCH 1679 1805 -6.98 -4128 .917 
APRIL 1166 1394 -16.36 -4993 .954 
MAY 986 954 3.34 3525 .921 
JUNE 265 220 20.53 1869 .628 
JULY 228 224 1.95 981 .744 
AUGUST 249 280 -10.83 225 .561 
SEPTEMBER 209 176 18.68 1960 • 931 
~·IA TER YEARS 888 878 1.06 9653 0.924 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 3.060 B= 0.868 
RMS= 645 RATIO= 0.734 
BASIN: EDINBURG 
OCTOBER 274 260 5.68 2961 0.710 
NOVEMBER 130 129 1.01 1545 .862 
DECEMBER 1564 1355 15 .36 10213 .912 
JANUARY 2254 1991 13. 21 -4313 .942 
FEBRUARY 2009 2035 -1.31 2214 .962 
MARCH 1765 2154 -18.04 -1849 .956 
APRIL 1532 1890 -18. 95 -7877 .954 
MAY 1405 1238 13 .42 4005 .955 
JUNE 179 137 30.40 -923 .367 
JULY 219 242 -0.80 953 .788 
AUGUST 158 198 -19.96 -1284 .741 
SEPTEMBER 227 196 15.95 1602 .817 
WATER YEARS 974 982 -0~85 10213 0.932 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 3.456 B= 0.883 
RMS = 671 · RATIO= 0.683 
TABLE XXV 
TOTAL AREA CATCHMENT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
GLENMORA AND OBERLIN 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
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so derived). Therefore, several multi-zone calibration runs were made, 
this time adjusting parameters attempting to improve simulation while 
still retaining identical sets in each zone. The 11 best 11 set of these 
distributed input parameters will later serve as initial values for dis-
tributed input-distributed parameter calibration, and are listed as such 
in Tables XIV through XXI under columns Zl, Z2, Z3, for required basin 
zones. The parameter SSOUT, while noted in each zone, is actually a 
single add or withdrawal function, contributing to channel water after 
all components of flow are run through the time-delay histogram. 
Tables XXVI through XXIX display distributed input model statis-
tical results for the apparent best run. Comparing these mean daily 
flow statistics with those from lumped TA model simulation, one arrives 
at uncertain conclusions. Water year (WY) means generally are little 
changed, with perhaps three basins indicating some degeneration in sim-
ulation due to multi-zone modeling. WY Bias indicated three basins 
essentially unchanged, two worse and three somewhat better. WY Maximum 
Error statistic shows maybe a 50-50 split in simulation improvement. 
WY Correlation Coefficient: five basins essentially unchanged, one 
worse, three better. No significant change in the Best Fit Line for 
any watershed. For RMS, no real change for two basins, four better and 
two worse the score for remaining watersheds. Ratio also shows mixed 
results, leading one to at least ~onclude that there is no hard evi-
dence of distributed input model superiority, nor is there evidence of 
significant simulation deterioration. Examination of the monthly 
statistics similarly reveals a near 50-50 split in lumped model versus 
distributed input model relative performance, with no evidence of 
seasonal preference, one mode of operation over the other. 
TABLE XXVI 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
FAYETTEVILLE AND IMBODEN 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED I PERCENT I MAXIMUM I 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR 
BASIN: FAYETTEVILLE 
OCTOBER 535 377 42 .12 5121 
NOVEMBER 814 685 18.80 3438 
DECEMBER 2068 1730 19.54 14939 
JANUARY 2164 2049 5.63 -6061 
FEBRUARY 2170 2346 -7.49 5500 
MARCH 2100 2333 -9.98 -4343 
APRIL 1947 2335 -16.62 -4702 
MAY 1745 2024 -13.78 -5146 
JUNE 627 676 -7.21 1644 
JULY 667 591 12.84 2420 
AUGUST 487 415 17. 19 1821 
SEPTEMBER 444 361 22.81 2082 
WATER YEARS 1315 1332 -1.27 14939 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 5 .103 B = 0.877 .. 
RMS= 829 RATIO= 0.627 
BASIN: IMBODEN 
OCTOBER 800 771 3.82 -1553 
NOVEMBER 881 1061 -16.92 -2419 
DECEMBER 2116 2204 -3.99 -4916 
JANUARY 2182 2252 -3 .13 3777 
FEBRUARY 1891 1962 -3.61 4704 
MARCH 1859 1961 -5.22 3413 
APRIL 2608 2506 4.06 7908 
MAY 1915 1917 -0.12 10934 
JUNE 1003 985 1.87 3188 
JULY 626 622 0.62 2817 
AUGUST 1170 703 66.36 20914 
SEPTEMBER 1081 749 44.45 4853 
WATER YEARS 1509 1472 2.52 20914 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 7.825 B = 0.792 































DISTRIBUTED INPUT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
PATTERSON AND LAUREL 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
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A= 5.229. B = 0.930 









































A = 0. 729 B = 0. 900 

























































TABLE XXVII I 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION STATISTICS, 
COLLINS AND EDINBURG 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED I PERCENT I MAXIMUM I 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR 
BASIN: COLLINS 
OCTOBER 390 375 3.86 -4423 
NOVEMBER 281 258 9. 13 2044 
DECEMBER 1498 1389 8.65 6969 
JANUARY 1658 1509 9.84 4098 
FEBRUARY 2062· 2021 2.03 -4991 
MARCH 1670 1805 -7.48 -4186 
APRIL 1183 1394 -15.15 4684 
MAY 926 954 -2.93 -3126 
JUNE 256 220 16.54 1506 
JULY 236 224 5.51 1084 
AUGUST 254 280 -9.25 2198 
SEPTEMBER 206 176 16.79 1130 
~~ATER YEARS 881 878 0.34 6969 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 3.113 B = 0.873 
RMS= 618 RATIO= 0.704 
BASIN: EDINBURG 
OCTOBER 279 260 7.30 2761 
NOVEMBER 140 129 8.54 2584 
DECEMBER 1545 1355 14.00 10596 
JANUARY 2255 1991 13. 26 4737 
FEBRUARY 1998 2035 -1.85 2757 
MARCH 1763 2154 -18.16 1770 
APRIL 1529 1890 -19.12 -4467 
MAY 1415 1238 14.28 4740 
JUNE 182 137 32.48 -933 
JULY 227 247 -6.46 1022 
AUGUST 169 198 -14.30 1908 
SEPTEMBER 227 196 16 .00 1246 
WATER YEARS 975 982 -0.74 10596 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 3.423 B= 0.883 
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SIMULATED OBSERVED' PERCENT I MAXIMUM' CORREL. 
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A = 1 . 025 B = 0. 907 









































A = 1. 415 B = 0. 919 






















































If the multiyear statistical summaries failed to suggest evidence 
of clear distributed model superiority, a visual examination of the 
plotted hydrographs, simulated versus observed, did indicate an improve-
ment in selected storm reconstitution during periods when variable rain-
fall was most likely a problem. Armed with this satisfaction, it was 
decided to next adjust individual zone parameters to better reflect sub-
basin hydrology, and hopefully improve overall simulation through such 
a technique. 
Distributed Input - Distributed Parameters 
The parameters established so far would be classed by the hydrolo-
gic community as 11 lumped, 11 in that a given parameter value represents, 
in truth, the possible average value across the basin for which cali-
bration was performed. It is likely, of course, that there is some 
range of value for most parameters, and the multi-zone model is struc-
tured so as to allow this to be taken into account in at least a crude 
fashion. One familiar with the hydrology of a watershed can perhaps 
guess, if little else, as to the logical 11 gradation 11 in a parameter 
across a basin. Armstrong (47} reports on a procedure to derive initial 
parameter values from estimated engineering soil properties. While Soil 
Conservation Service (SCS} soil surveys were not used in this report as 
Armstrong suggests, soil maps and other published information pertain-
ing to known hydrologic properties of the test basins were used to 
guide the gradation of parameters across zones. Most of all, 11 common 
sense hydrology 11 was used during trial-and~error adjustments to select 
individual zone parameters. For example, it would be reasonable for 
headwater zones to reflect shallower soils, low i.nfiltration, high 
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surface runoff, and lower baseflow contribution as compared to the 
higher storage and more alluvial plain type characteristics generally 
found in typical basin downstream zones. Effort was made to use zonal 
parameters such that the average of any given parameter across the 
zones computed out close to the lumped parameter value obtained from 
distributed input calibration. These rational but rudimentary para-
meter adjustments proved effective. The particular parameters utilized 
for distributed input-distributed mode calibration are as follows: 
UZTWM, UZFWM, LZTWM, LZFSM, LZFPM, PFREE, RESV, PCTIM, ADIMP. From 
this grouping, it is obvious that only those model parameters that 
are major factors in soil moisture storage or impervious area runoff 
generation were altered. Experience taught that it is difficult, if 
not impossible, to adjust the percolation curve directly and indivi-
dually across the zones and improve simulation, as much as it might 
seem desirous to do so. However, since PBASE is a function of LZFSM 
and LZFPM, changing the latter two parameters does have the effect of 
shifting the lower end of the percolation curve up or down. For the 
most part, though, simulation was improved by changing the values of 
upper zone storage and runoff parameters, which had a noticeable effect 
on high flow reconstitution for many storms. The distributed parameter 
sets found to improve simulation the most are tabulated in Tables XIV 
through XXI under Final Value, Zl, Zl, Z3. 
The multi-year statistical surrmaries for distributed input-
distributed parameter calibration are presented in Tables XXX through 
XXXIII. Comparing WY distributed input-distributed parameter results 
with those obtained from distributed input simulation, the following 
is apparent: WY means are again mostly unchanged, with two basins 
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·TABLE XXX 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT-DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION 
STATISTICS, FAYETTEVILLE AND. IMBODEN 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED I PERCENT I MAXIMUM I CORREL. 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR COE FF. 
BASIN: FAYETTEVILLE 
OCTOBER 527 377 38.46 5099 0.699 
NOVEMBER 817 685 19.27 3482 .881 
DECEMBER 2090 1730 20.8 15131 .911 
JANUARY 2183 2049 6.53 -5989 .953 
FEBRUARY. 2280 2346 -2.81 4277 .966 
MARCH 2210 2333 -5.27 -4146 .984 
APRIL 1852 2335 -20.68 -4437 .961 
MAY 1830 2024 -9.58 -5100 .913 
JUNE 638 676 -5.62 1702 .831 
JULY 668 591 13.02 2310 .940 
AUGUST 487 415 17. 19 1830 .621 
SEPTEMBER 440 361 17.34 2079 .498 
WATER YEARS 1320 1332 -0.90 15131 0.935 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 4.931 B = 0.911 
RMS= 818 RATIO = 0.614 
BASIN: IMBODEN 
OCTOBER 806 771 4.54 -1662 0.856 
NOVEMBER 889 1061 -16.21 -2410 .941 
DECEMBER 2173 2204 -1.41 -4930 .970 
JANUARY 2157 2252 -4.22 3812 .971 
FEBRUARY 1899 1962 -3.21 4710 .929 
MARCH 1950 1961 -.56 3185 .964 
APRIL 2533 2506 l. 08 . 7487 .953 
MAY 1915 1917 - .012 10836 .799 
JUNE 999 985 1.42 3312 .624 
JULY 631 622 .643 2702 .310 
AUGUST 1170 703 66.36 21050 .954 
SEPTEMBER 1002 749 33. 77 4777 .875 
'. 
WATER YEARS 1507 1472 2.37 21050 0.918 
' 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 7. 122 B= 0.790 
RMS = 1100 RATIO = 0. 747 
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TABLE XXXI 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT-DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION 
STATISTICS, PATTERSON AND LAUREL 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED PERCENT I MAXIMUM' CORREL. 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR COE FF. 
BASIN: PATTERSON 
OCTOBER 212 225 -5.78 1738 0.938 
NOVEMBER 509 392 29.85 5499 .742 
DECEMBER 1302 1142 14. 01 8811 .918 
JANUARY 1330 1622 -18.00 -17596 .930 
FEBRUARY 1222· 1479 -17.38 6951 .808 
MARCH 1264 1640 -22.92 8600 .672 
APRIL ·2410 2776 -13.18 -9732 .881 
MAY 709 857 -17.27 -4998 .836 
JUNE 428 445 -3.72 3581 .769 
JULY 289 . 157 84.07 4185 .691 
AUGUST 129 221 -41.63 -2119 .954 
SEPTEMBER 210 265 -20.75 3829 .761 
~~ATER YEARS 825 931 -11. 38 -9732 0.877 
BEST FIT LINE: A=5.112 B= 0.933 
RMS = 1183 RATIO= 1 .270 
BASIN: LAUREL 
OCTOBER 109 75 45.33 2190 0.819 
NOVEMBER 113 80 41.25 1683 .877 
DECEMBER 588 552 6.60 3450 .827 
JANUARY 501 515 -2.72 1528 .922 
FEBRUARY 712 795 -10.44 -3182 .968 
MARCH 571 648 -11 .88 -1012 . 919 
APRIL 429 465 -7.74 1425 .958 
MAY 291 273 6.59 1699 .891 
JUNE 31 37 -16.21 213 .299 
JULY 102 48 112. 50 1179 .681 
AUGUST 130 78 66.66 1920 .554 
SEPTEMBER 40 34 17.65 ' 491 .810 
WATER YEARS 301 298 1.00 3450 0.924 
BEST FIT LINE: A= .700 B= .893 
RMS= ·251 · RATIO= 0.842 
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TABLE XXXII 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT-DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION 
STATISTICS, COLLINS AND EDINBURG 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED I PERCENT I MAXIMUM I CORREL. 
MONTH MEAN MEAN BIAS ERROR COE FF. 
BASIN: COLLINS 
OCTOBER 387 375 3.20 -4419 0.822 
NOVEMBER 280 258 8.52 2039 .871 
DECEMBER 1492 1389 7.41 6979 .848 
JANUARY 1668 1509 10.53 4090 .942 
FEBRUARY 2058· 2021 1.83 -4879 .971 
MARCH 1699 1805 -5.87 -4200 . 951 
APRIL 1202 1394 -13.77 4682 .922 
MAY 920 954 -3.56 -3111 . 911 
JUNE 258 220 17.27 1501 .691 
JULY 235 224 4.91 1081 .660 
AUGUST 258 280 -7.86 2199 .538 
SEPTEMBER 209 176 18.75 1125 .946 
~~ATER YEARS 885 878 0.79 6979 0.942 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 3.218 B = .878 
RMS = 612 RATIO= 0.697 
BASIN: EDINBURG 
OCTOBER 227 260 6.54 2755 0.740 
NOVEMBER 140 129 8.54 2581 .873 
DECEMBER 1540 1355 13.65 10602 .908 
JANUARY 2251 1991 13.05 4741 .951 
FEBRUARY 1979 2035 -2.75 2646 .960 
MARCH 1766 2154 -18.01 1759 .961 
APRIL 1541 1890 -18.46 -4460 .973 
MAY 1411 1238 13.97 4801 .952 
JUNE 189 137 37.95 -931 .408 
JULY 225 242 -7.02 1030 .831 
AUGUST 170 198 -14.14 1906 .600 
SEPTEtt1J3ER 226 196 15. 31 1245 .820 
WATER YEARS 979 982 -0.30 10602 0.939 
BEST FIT LINE: A= 3.510 B = 0.880 
RMS = 649 RATIO= .0.660 
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TABLE XXXIII 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT-DISTRIBUTED PARAMETtR MODEL FINAL CALIBRATION 
STATISTICS, GLENMORA AND OBERLIN 
MULTIYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
SIMULATED OBSERVED I PERCENT MAXIMUM I CORREL. 
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BEST FIT LINE: A= 1 .212 B = .923 






















































indicating perhaps significant improvement in mean daily flow simulation 
due to multi-zone modeling. WY Bias indicates six basins improved, two 
somewhat worse. WY Maximum Error displays mixed results; WY Correla-
tion Coefficient in all but two cases at least slightly better. There 
appears to be no significant change in the Best Fit Line for any water-
shed. RMS and Ratio were lowered for six basins, all of which at least 
indicates that perhaps a distributed input-distributed parameter model 
is a step in the right direction. But there, again, is no hard evi-
dence of distributed model superiority, at least as can be discerned 
from mean daily flow statistics. It is interesting to note, however, 
that the results do indicate a trend toward improved simulation during 
spring months for most watersheds, a period of most prevalent and 
intense convective activity, which may be significant. Also a visual 
examination of the simulation hydrographs indicated the greatest 
improvement in storm reconstitution did occur for over-bank rises. 
Distributed Model Evaluation 
If mean daily flow statistics fail to prove the case for or against 
multi-zone modeling, one is forced to view different statistics tailored 
to single storm analysis. And since rises over the eight test water-
sheds exhibit cresting times generally less than three days, it is 
necessary to utilize instantaneous flow data (observations) to check 
against, as has been pointed out previously in this thesis. 
Weighted Average Errors 
Earlier in this chapter the weighted average filtering statistic 
was discussed in detail. Table XXXIV presents the results of such an 
TABLE XXXIV 138 
MULTI-ZONE MODEL PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
NO. NO. % % % % 
BASIN UNI F. NON CHG. CHG. CHG. CHG. 
RISES UNIF. eu en -i l Tu Tn Vu Vn WY BIAS ~ i t J i L -!. 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT 
FAYETTEVILLE 8 19 -3 -29 -4 -36 -11 -16 -37 
IMBODEN 6 8 +12 -2 +9 -8 +14 -2 +185 
PATTERSON 10 9 -10 -3 +2 -18 +11 -6 +118 
LAUREL 4 8 +8 -32 +2 -29 +9 -3 +33 
COLLINS 11 5 -10 -38 -2 -31 -11 -14 -70 
EDINBURG 8 8 -11 -21 -2 -22 +6 -9 -13 
GLENMORA 8 6 +9 -30 -3 -27 -2 -13 -46 
OBERLIN 4 9 +4 -12 0 -15 +3 -4 +6 
TOTAL ALL -------------~~EB~G~-------------BASINS 59 72 0 -20 0 -23 +2 -8 +22 
DISTRIBUTED INPUT-DISTRIBUTED PARAMETERS 
l i ! i ~ l J t i 
FAYETTEVILLE 8 19 -3 -24 -11 -33 -14 -21 -56 
IMBODEN 6 8 +13 0 +12 -7 +11 -7 +169 
PATTERSON 10 9 -4 +2 +14 -17 +6 -19 +80 
LAUREL . 4 8 +4 -20 +9 -23 +2 -13 0 
COLLINS 11 5 -3 -24 -2 -21 -6 -19 -30 
EDINBURG 8 8 -5 -23 -9 -16 -3 -18 -63 
GLENMORA 8 6 +12 -19 -3 -24 +l -20 -46 
OBERLIN 4 9 +8 -11 -6 -9 0 -9 -19 
TOTAL ALL ------------8~Ea8GE ______________ 
BASINS 59 72 +3 -15 + 1 -19 0 -16 +4 
- Weighted Error Reduction + Weighted Error Increase 
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analysis. For the purpose of indicating the type of rain patterns that 
prevail over- each test basin, a breakdown of the number of non-uniform 
and uniform storm generated rises is included. If the standard devi-
ation of MZP was less than ten percent of the MBP, the storm was classi-
fied as uniform. It is clear from the table that Patterson, Collins, 
and Glenmora experience a majority of relatively uniform storms, whereas 
a basin like Fayetteville is exposed to mostly non-uniform rainfall 
patterns. All multi-zone model performance results (Table XXXIV) are 
relative to the TA lumped model. A reduction in weighted average error 
for multi-zone simulation signifies improvement in simulation perform-
ance over the lumped model, as measured by the given statistics. As for 
example, a -13 percent change in peak error for all non-uniform storm 
rises, en' when running the distributed input model' denotes a 13 per-
cent reduction in peak flow error. In other words, the distributed 
input model improved the reconstitution of storm peak flows by 13 per-
cent. A Tu value of +25 percent change for distributed input-
distributed parameter mode simulation signifies an increase in peak 
timing error by 25 percent over that generated by the lumped model for 
uniform storm type rises. A Qn value of +38 percent change for, say, 
distributed input model simulation denotes that non-uniform storm rise 
volume error increased by 38 percent when operating in distributed 
input mode. Since WY Bias is an excellent measure of low flow model 
performance, as explained earlier in this chapter, the statistic is 
included as part of multi-zone model evaluation. A WY Bias change of, 
for example, -10 percent indicates a reduction in the bias statistic 
of 10 percent when operating in one of the multi~zone modes. The per-
cent change in WY Bias, total area model (TA) versus multi-zone model 
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(MZ), can be computed from the relationship ((MZ Bias - TA BIAS)/TA 
Bias) · 100, where Bias= I SMDQ - OMDQI for all water years. In a 
similar manner, the percent change in weighted error was determined. 
Regardless of the error statistic used in computing change due to 
distributed model simulation, the percentage values were rounded so as 
to eliminate fractional parts which were thought unnecessary. 
The weighted average error tabulations for 131 rises in Table 
XXXIV allow considerable insight into multi-zone model simulation 
changes not evident from prior mean daily flow statistics. Distributed-
input model error performance average for all watersheds may be eval-
uated thus: peak flow error unchanged for uniform storm rises, reduced 
by 20 percent for non-uniform storm rises; peak timing error for uni-
form storms no change, reduced by 23 percent for non-uniform storm 
rises; runoff volume error for uniform storms increased by only 2 per-
cent, reduced by 8 percent for non-uniform storms. WY Bias, unfor-
tunately, increased by 22 percent. However, that is due mostly to low 
flow degeneration at Imboden and Patterson, which are the only basins 
modeled with three zones (all other watersheds were broken down into 
two zones). This could be significant, as perhaps the number of zones 
is a factor here. 
Distributed input-distributed parameter model performance may sim-
ilarly be evaluated. For uniform storm generated rises, peak error 
increased by 3 percent, and reduced by 15 percent for non-uniform 
storms; timing error increased by only 1 percent for uniform storms, 
reduced by 19 percent for non-uniform events; runoff volume error for 
uniform storms, no change, and reduced by 18 percent for the non-
uniform events. WY Bias increased a slight 4 percent, again due mostly 
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to the three-zone watershed bias. Comparing, now, distributed input-
distributed parameter (DI-DP) model basin average performance with that 
of the distributed input (DI) version, the following is apparent: the 
DI-DP model will slightly increase uniform storm rise peak error, whereas 
the DI version averages a zero change in error; the DI-DP model will 
reduce peak error for non-uniform storms, but not as much as the DI ver-
sion; neither the DI-DP or DI models offer reduction in the timing error 
for uniform storms, though the DI version does improve the non-uniform 
storm timing DI-DP model; neither model offers much change in volume 
error for uniform storms, but the DI-DP model will sharply reduce non-
uniform storm volume errors over that achieved by the DI version. Fi-
nally, the DI-DP model does not generate nearly as much low flow simula-
tion error as does the DI version, though the issue is clouded due to 
low water simulation problems possibly caused by the three-zone config-
uration used to model Imboden and Patterson. It is possible that DI-DP 
modeling of the run-off peaks, both flo~ and timing, could be improved 
substantially by changing the time-delay histogram and reconfiguring the 
zones. All statistics considered, it seems that there is somewhat a 
trade-off involved in synthesizing streamflow with a multi-zone simula-
tion technique: the DI version appears to do better reconstituting 
peaks, whereas the DI-DP model more closely simulates runoff volumes 
throughout the range of flows. Perhaps the latter indicates a physical-
ly more realistic accounting of soil moisture, a product of the distrib-
uted parameter feature. It should be noted that the average error tab-
ulations (total for all basins) could instead be presented as weighted 
averages, the weights being number of uniform or non-uniform storms 
over each watershed. However, the results differ little from the 
simple arithmetic average computed, and would not affect the conclu-
sions. 
Single Storm Analysis 
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Having gained insight into the true performance characteristics of 
a multi-zone simulation model through the use of a filtering statistic, 
attention was next turned to plotting the individual storm errors. The 
error reduction, no weights considered as discussed earlier in this 
chapter, is presented in the form of percent improvement, multi-zone 
model over TA lumped model. A negative value, then denotes percent 
increase in error, or in other words, a decrease in multi-zone per-
formance. Plots of storm error versus the associated storm rainfall 
variability (standard deviation of MZP) are presented in Figures 21 
through 26, and offer a striking view of distributed model behavior. 
It should be recognized that a small standard deviation (o ) is prob-
ably associated with a small (low rainfall) storm, though this does not 
have to be. However, a large standard deviation must be associated 
with a large (heavy rainfall) storm. Also, since the RMS value is used 
frequently to measure model simulation performance during calibration, 
one must bear in mind that the statistic favors large events, resulting 
in parameters more tuned to high flows. The final basin fit, then, is 
perhaps not the best obtainable for lesser storms, and is indicated in 
Figures 21 through 26 by the rather large number of events displaying 
simulation degeneration below one-half inch a values. As would be 
expected, most storms compute a variability of MZP less than one inch, 
leaving only 23 storms above 1.0 inch, six about 2.0 inches, and one 
above 3.0 inches. The 131 rises selected for single storm error 
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analysis compute a MBP (storm total) averaging near 2.0 inches. When 
viewing the graphs, it is worthwhile to consider a "threshold" value of 
CT, above which it is evident the greatest improvement in· simulation may 
be obtained using a distributed hydrologic model. The best fit curve 
for the data, drawn on all charts, represents a "hand engineering" fit 
to the plotted points. A statistical fit could have been obtained 
using standard regression techniques, but was rejected since such·pro-
cedures can produce a curve that is statistically optimum for small 
sample sizes, but hydrologically unreasonable. Below CT values of 1.0 
inch, not all storm errors are plotted, as to include every one would 
clutter the drawing unnecessarily. Those plots omitted are concen-
trated close to the lower end of the curve. 
Figure 21 displays percent improvement in storm peak flow simula-
tion achieved by the DI model. It is clear that simulation degener-
ation predominates for storm CT values less than 0.2 inches. Above a 
threshold of CT = 0.2 inches, significant improvement in peak flow simu-
lation is obtained, and above CT = 2.5 inches, the DI model consistently 
improves the peaks. Figure 22 indicates much the same thing for the 
DI-DP model, but the degree of improvement over the lumped model is not 
as great. There may be less degeneration in peak flow simulation 
below CT= 0.2, and a threshold cr of 1.0 again seems reasonable, but the 
percent improvement above 2.5 inches is below that of the DI model. 
Looking now at percent improvement in timing, Figure 23 clearly 
shows the advantage of a DI model. Above a= 0.2, improvement is pro-
portional to the increase in o, with a threshold of 0.5 inches most 
reasonable. From 1.5 to 3.0 inches, the percent improvement by the DI 
model over its lumped counterpart remains ·fairly constant. Figure 24 
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displays timing improvement for the DI-DP model, and it is clear that 
again a threshold of 0.2 inches is reasonable, but above 1.5 inches var-
iability the percent improvement over lumped model remains nearly con-
stant, reaching a maximum value on the order of 20 percent. 
Figure 25 indicates that, for the DI model, most storm volume 
degeneration takes place below a values of 0.5 inches. Above a thresh-
old of 1.5 inches, substantial volume improvement takes place up to a 
maximum of 18 percent. However, the DI~DP model in Figure 26 indicates 
volume simulation degeneration mainly below 0.3 inches, which also 
appears to be a reasonable threshold. The leveling off in the 12 to 14 
percent range may or may not exist, as it cannot be explained hydro-
logically, but regardless, the volume improvement above 14 percent is 
substantial. The DI-DP model clearly indicates a capability of improv-
ing storm runoff volumes more than the DI version. 
Figures 27 through 29 are sample model output hydrographs. The 
simulation program generates observed (+) and simulated (*) mean daily 
flow (CFSD) hydrographs for each water year, plus instantaneous (CFS) 
flow plots for selected storm rises. Such displays are frequently 
useful in comparing model-to-model performance as well as indicating 
the match between observed and simulated flows. 
Precipitation Gage Network 
The evaluation of any hydrologic model requires representative 
rainfall data. A valid question in that regard would be: 11 How many 
rain gages are required in an area so that reliable mean areal precipi-
tation can be computed?" For not only must the rainfall measurements 
be accurate, but sufficient reports available to give a reliable 
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estimate of the areal distribution of precipitation. Unless one is 
satisfied that the model is, in fact, utilizing areal means of reason-
able accuracy, the calibration is difficult, if not impossible, and the 
research results clouded. Collinge and Jamieson (48), addressing the 
precipitation gage network design problem in 1968, state that histor-
ically, little attention has been given to the subject and that lack of 
such information is a severe handicap. Nicks (49) contends that if 
the existing network of rain gages were installed with a uniform spacing, 
fewer gages would give better results. Sharp (50) reported only a small 
difference of average rainfall amounts between 39 gages and 10 gages. 
However, the area used in his study was a mere 26 mi 2. Guest (51) com-
puted the correlation of rainfall as a function of distance between 
stations for the USDA Blacklands network close to Riesel, Texas, and 
found that correlation between daily rainfall at two stations decreased 
monotonically for a distance of about 17 mi; at that distance, it either 
increased again or became stationary. Watt (52) reports that in a trop-
ical area of 66 mi 2, one gage indicated rainfall on 47 percent of the 
days and that with 21 gages, the rain days increased to 58 percent. 
The amounts were not indicated. 
Alvarez and Henry (53) studied ten rain gage networks over the world 
with continuous records relating observed daily, monthly, and mean 
monthly rainfall to rain gage density. Among other things, they con-
clude that for areas in South Central Texas the absolute error in rain-
fall nears 60 percent at a distance of 17 to 18 miles between gages, 
or at a density of approximately one gage per 270 mi 2. There are no 
published studies relating hydrologic model performance to input rain-
fall areal means of varying accuracy. If one includes all rain gages 
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in the irrmediate periphery of the basin, the eight watersheds studied 
in this report have an average rain gage density on the order of one 
gage per 100 mi 2 at best. Spacing of rain gages is far from uniform, 
though always there is at least a sufficient distribution of gages so 
as to allow not only (hopefully) a resasonable estimate of MBP, but 
also an estimate of upstream and downstream concentrations. There is 
no evidence, then, from reports in the literature or from the calibra-
tion of the test basins (which is generally good) to allow contention 
that there is insufficient data over the eight watersheds to support 
multi-zone model research, though all would agree the network is not 
optimum. The average diameter of a typical one- to three-inch rain 
storm over the southeastern United States is probably on the order of 
15 miles, which should be adequately sampled by the rain gage network 
existing over most of the research catchments, in this author's 
opinion. 
However, there still remains a question as to what extent the dif-
ferent networks over each catchment might influence multi-zone model 
performance. In other words, could it be that among the eight basins 
tested herein the distributed model performed more according to rain 
gage network than according to model characteristics? What is needed 
to approach the question with an intelligent answer is some measure of 
both the number of rain gages and gage location relative to the 
b asi n. Sittner (23) suggests a basin rain gage index (RGI), each 
term of which may take on values from zero to ten that is a function of: 
a) rain gage density in relation to the random variability of precipi-
tation (term Il), b) gage density in relation to the number of zones 
(term 12), and c) distribution of gages as measured by station weights 
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(term I3). Then RGI = (Il + I2 + I3)/3. It can be shown (derivation 
omitted), that 
where 
RGI = 13.330 + 0.22N + 3.33 · 
D = rain gage density 
N = number of gages 
N - l \2 
(N2 + N) - 0 
(~ - 1 )Ja 
\N2 - N 
a = standard deviation o_f station weights 
The larger the value of RGI, the better the network, with RGI computing 
a possible value up to ten. Based on this formula, the RGI for the 
test watersheds compute as: Fayetteville = 3.70, Imboden - 4.55, 
Patterson= 4.91, Laurel = 3.93, Collins= 4.58, Edinburg= 6.67, 
Glenmora= 3.79, Oberlin= 5.25. It is clear that there is not a great 
difference between these RGI values. Hence, one has no alternative but 
to conclude that, as measured by the RGI, the individual rain gage net-
works were not a factor, relative to each other, in distributed model 
versus lumped model simulation. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the multi-zone watershed modeling results presented herein, 
the following conclusions can be drawn: 
l. It is possible to calibrate a distributed input or a distrib-
uted input-distributed parameter hydrologic model to a basin that will 
perform at least as well, in general, as a lumped total catchment area 
model measured by mean daily flow statistics. The hydrologic expertise 
required to do so is within the capability of experienced modelers, as 
no sophisticated tools are required. 
2. The selected research watersheds exhibit complex hydrologic 
regimes which provide a meaningful test of each model's capability to 
simulate streamflow in either lumped or distributed configuration .. 
3. It is questionable whether more than two zones are necessary 
or advisable for watershed less than 1000 mi 2. 
4. There is strong indication that a significant improvement in 
storm flow simulation may be obtained using multi-zones for basins 
subjected to intense convective rainstorms, and the improvement is 
possible even when the rain gage network is not sufficiently dense 
across the basin to define the storm pattern closely. 
5. If rainfall variability across the basin is less than half an 
inch, there probably will be some simulation degeneration when using a 
multi-zone model instead of a total area catchment model, but the 
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percent degradation is small. This problem may be due more to model 
fitting technique than to model operational mode. 
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6. A distributed input model will mostly reduce peak flow error 
and improve peak timing, whereas the distributed input-distributed 
parameter model is more apt to improve rise volumes. Both multi-zone 
models may possibly degrade low flow simulation, though evidence indi-
cates such a problem occurs chiefly if more than two zones are utilized. 
Regardless, the distributed input-distributed parameter model appears 
to reconstitute low flows better than the distributed input model, per-
haps indicating the use of more physically realistic parameters. It is 
possible that with judicious reworking of the zone boundaries and time-
del ay histogram, the distributed input~distributed parameter model 
could prove superior to either the total area model or distributed 
input version throughout the full range of flows. 
7. The improvement in simulation brought about by a multi-zone 
model is due to its capability of handling sub-area storm differences 
and sub-area soil moisture accounting, resulting in the computation of 
more accurate runoff depths. And the degree of improvement is somewhat 
proportional to the degree of rainfall variablility. 
8. While mean daily flows are adequate for the general purpose of 
model calibration, they are inadequate for model research if the object 
is to monitor real time behavior of a hydrologic model. Standard sta-
tistical measures utilizing mean daily flow data are not sufficient to 
gage the full impact on simulation of a hydrologic model structured to 
account for the spatial variability of rainfall and parameters. More 
sophisticated statistics, as used in this study, are required for the 
task. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Based on experience gained from this investigation, the following 
suggestions regarding future multi-zone modeling research are offered: 
1. There is a dire need for some measure of the precipitation 
gage network (density and distribution of gages) required before a 
multi-zone modeling attempt is warranted. 
2. The accuracy of potential evapotranspiration demand required 
to best model a watershed remains unknown. In view of the fact that 
ET is a major loss function in the hydrologic cycle, and that one may 
possibly fit a model just as well to a 30-year normal PE curve as to 
real time computed PE, research here is in order. This aspect of model-
ing needs to be investigated whether one desires to use a distributed 
model or not. 
3. The best method of breaking a catchment down into zones is not 
known. The number and location of the zones may well be a deciding· 
factor in determining distributed model performance, so here some con-
crete guidance would be most welcome. 
4. The development of techniques to determine optimal parameter 
values for each zone is sorely needed--a tall order, since there still 
ex1sts the same need for lumped models with only one parameter set. 
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Appendix A is a source listing of the Fortran V computer program 
written for the UNIVAC 1108 computer. The program requires approxi-
mately 37,000 words of 1108 core and is capable of handling up to five 
zones per basin when run as a multi-zone hydrologic model. The program 
utili?es the Sacramento Model soil-moisture accounting system (sub-
routing LAND) for either lumped mode (total catchment area) operation 
or distributed mode (multi-zone) operation. In distributed mode, the 
program will handle up to five zones per basin. Subroutine CHANNEL 
will accept either a fixed Kor variable K for storage attenuation 
factor. Appendix Bis a sample set (partial) of input data. The 
input data are file organized by month and data type. 
APPENDIX A 
THE HYDROLOGIC MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
166 
•BOX .SACSIMF"EICHS. HYDROLOGIC MODEL SIMULATION PROGRAM. OUTPUT FEICH. 
MM l'".M NN NN WW WW ssssssss MM MM 555555555555 
MMM MMM l'i1'N NN WW WW SS5S5SSS55 MMM MM:-! 555555555555 
Ml"h'1M MMMM NNNN NN WW WW SS SS MMMM MM:-lM 55 
Ml"iMMM MMMl".M NNNNN NN WW WW SSS SS MMMMM MMMKM 55 
MM MMl1MMM MM NN NNN NN WW WW SSS MM MMMM:-lM MM 55 
MM MMMM MM NN NNN NN WW WW WW SSS MM MMMM M'1 5555555555 
HM MM MM NN NNN NN WW w:.:ww WW SSS MM t-~M MM 55555555555 
MM MM NN NNN NN ww ww:.iwww 1-:1-1 . SSS MM MM 55 
MM MM NN NN~~~JN l..:WWl·lW WViWWW SS SS MM M~ 55 
MM MM NN N~!NN W~•~.JW wwww SS SS MM ~~~ 55 55 
l'"J1 MM NN NNN Wl.,jl-J WWI-I ssssssssss MM MM 5555555555 
MM MM NN NN WW WW ssssssss MM MM 55555555 
0000 333333 999999 88~888 666666 333333 
00000000 3333333333 9999999999 88388883 6666566566 3333333333 
000 000 333 333 99 99 88 88 665 66 333 333 
000 000 33 33 99 99 88 88 6S 33 33 
00 00 33 99 99 88 88 66 33 
00 00 333 99999999999 885888 66 6666666 333 
00 00 333 9999999 99 8868888888 66666666E56 333 
00 00 33 99 BBB 888 66 66 33 
000 000 33 33 99 88 83 66 65 33 33 
000 000 333 333 99 99 8S8 888 66 66 333 333 
00000000 3333333333 9999999999 8839888888 E666666656 3333333333 
0000 333333 999999 86802888 665656 333333 
SS SSS SSS AAAAAAAA cccccccc ssssssss Ill l ll MM MM 
ssssssssss A AAA AAA.AAA cccccccccc ssssssssss 1111 I l MMl"-1 Mt-:M 
SS SS AA AA cc cc SS SS 11 MM11M M~1MM 
SSS SS AA AA cc cc SSS SS I! MM!1MM MMMMM 
SSS AA AA cc SSS II ~~ MMM~MM f-~M 
SSS AAAAAAAAAAM cc SSS 11 MM MM~~M l":M 
SSS AAAAAAAAAAAA cc SSS 11 MM MM M~ 
SSS AA AA cc SSS 1 l M~ M!1 
SS SS AA AA cc cc SS SS 11 MM MM 
SS SS AA AA cc cc SS SS l l MM MM 
ssssssssss AA AA cccccccccc SSSSS5S55S ll l I l I ~~·i MM 
ssssssss AA AA cccccccc SSS555SS Ill ll l MM r·:M 
FFTFFTFTffff EEEEEEEEEEEE I 11111 cccccccc HH HH ss·~.:.ssss 
FFFFFFFFffff EEEEEEEEEEEE I l 111 I cccccccccc HH HH ssssssssss 
FF EE l 1 cc cc HH HH SS SS 
rr EE I I cc cc HH HH SSS SS 
FF EE I I cc HH HH ~~:~. 
FFFFFFTF EEEEEEEE 11 cc HHYHHHHHHHHH 
FT Ff ff FF EEEEEEEE Ii cc P.'-IHH'-JHHHHHHH ' rr EE I I ,.,. ...... HH HH -;;ss 
rr EE I I c: cc HH H;l SS SS ..... 
rr EE I l cc cc HH HH SS SS m 
rr EEEEEEEEEEEE 11i1 l I cccccccccc H'.-l HH ssssssssss ""-J 
FF EEEEEEEEEEEE I 11111 cccccccc HH HH ssssssss 
•PRT. TL 
FURPUR27RIC R72R1B 04114177 11:06:16 
MORR!S•TPF$!01 ELEMENT TABLE 
D NAME VERSION TYPE DATE TIME SEQ ,, SIZE-PRE.TEXT CCYCLE WORD! PSRMODE LOCATION 
FS21NP ELT SYMB 14 JAN 75 13:07:21 I 121 5 0 I 1792 
VP I SUM ELT SYM8 14 JAN 75 13:07:31 2 188 5 0 I 1913 
SNOWPM FOR SYMB 09 J1\N 75 03:35:01 3 34 5 2 3 2101 
SNOW IN FOR SYM8 09 JAN 75 09:35:27 4 14 5 2 3 2135 
SNO~IOT FOR SYMB 09 JAN 75 09:35:5! 5 14 5 2 3 2149 
PACK FOR SYMB 16 JAN 75 03: Ii :Ol 6 109 5 4 5 2153 
Rr52MAP MAP SYMB 16 JAN 75 09: 12:23 7 I 5 2 3 2272 
NS!°1FS2 ABSOLUTE 16 JAN 75 09: !2:48 8 294 2273 
RFS2 . FOR SYMB 22 JAN 75 17:3U:34 9 65 5 6 5 2557 
RFS2 RELOCATABLE 22 JAN 75 17: 34 :43 10 2 46 2632 
MAP MAP SYMB 22 JAN 75 17: 34 :45 11 I 5 0 I 2680 
MWOOOB ABSOLUTE 22 JAN 75 17:34:55 12 295 2681 
" MAP4 MAP SYMS 11 APR 77 15: 14:56 13 I 5 37 5 2976 
" M!-10023 ABSOLUTE 11 APR 77 15: 15: 10 14 660 2977 
RFS4 FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: 15:33 15 271 5 45 5 3637 
RfS4 RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 15:38 16 4 49 3908 
LANDPM FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: 15:40 17 43 5 40 5 3961 
LANDPM RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 15:43 18 2 42 4004 
FLOWPM FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: 15:46 19 43 5 40 5 4048 
FLOWPM RELOCATABLE l l A0 R 77 15: 15:49 20 2 40 4091 
INT APE FOR SYMB l I APR 77 15: i5:51 21 30 5 38 5 4133 
INT APE RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 15:54 22 2 27 4163 
LAND FOR SYl'-;8 11 APR 77 15: 15:57 23 94 5 38 5 4192 
LAND RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:02 24 2 54 4286 
CHANEL FOR SYt-'.8 11 APR 77 15: 16:04 25 61 5 38 5 4342 
CHANEL RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:09 26 2 37 4403 
LANDOT fOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: 16: 10 27 16 5 38 5 4442 
LANDOT RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16: 12 28 2 7 4458 
CHANOT FOR SYMB 11 A0 R 77 15: 16: 14 29 23 5 38 5 4467 
CHANOT RELOCATABLE II APR 77 15: 16: 16 30 2 13 4490 
fLOWOT FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: !6: 18 31 21 5 38 5 4505 
FLOl-!OT RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:21 32 2 20 4526 
SUl"iAHY FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: !5:22 33 50 5 39 5 4548 
SUMA RY RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:27 34 2 54 4598 
STASUM FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: 16:30 35 256 " 41 5 4654 _, STASUM RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:41 36 2 141 4910 
DAILY FOR SYMo 11 APR 77 15: 16:43 37 26 5 33 5 5053 
DAILY RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 !5: 16.:46 38 2 26 5079 
LPL OT FOR SYi":B 11 !'<.PR 77 15: 16:47 39 22 5 39 5 5107 
LPL OT RELOCATABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:50 40 2 21 5129 
SNOW FOR SYMB 11 APR 77 15: 16:51 41 2 5 37 5 5152 
SNOW Rt:LOCA TABLE 11 APR 77 15: 16:53 42 2 3 5154 
MAP4 MAP SYM3 11 APR Tl 15: 16:58 43 I 5 38 5 5159 
MW0023 ABSOLUTE 11 APr< 77 15: 17: 12 44 660 5160 
NEXT AVAILABLE LOCATION- 5820 
ASSEMBLER P~OCEOURE TABLE EMPTY 
COBOL PROCEDURE TABLE EMPTY __, 
O'l 
co 






•PRT .S .RFS4 
ENTRY POINT TABLE 
LINK 0 NAME 
26 CHANOT 
?6 rQRMAIN$ 





































I C PROGRAM SA~SIM C!NPUT.OUTPUT.PUNCH,TAPEI ,TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE4l 
2 c····~··••>••······························•o••••••••••••*·····~················ 
3 C THIS HYDROLOGIC MODEL SIMULATION PROGRAM UTILIZES A MODIFIED SACRAMENTO 
4 C SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM WITH TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM TO DISTRIBUTE 
5 C RUNOFF VOLUMES. PROGRAM MAY BE RUN IN TOiAL AREA CATCHMENT MODE OR 
6 C DISTRIBUTED INPUT-DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER MODE. 
7 C*••••••••••~•··~~··~··•~··~~~••*•*•••••*~•~••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
8 C PROGRAM IS CURRENTLY DIMENSIONED FOR THE FOLLOWING 
9 c 
10 C 5 MAP AREAS 
II C 5MATAREAS 
12 C 2 PE STATIONS 
13 C 3 STREAMFLOW-PO!NTS CNOT INCLUDING UPSTREAM INFLOW POINTSl 
14 C 3 UPSTREAM INFLOW POINTS FROM OUTSIDE AREA 
15 C 30 VALUES IN TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM 
16 C 3 UPSTREAM INFLOW POINTS TO A LOCAL AREA 
17 C 10 POINTS TO DEFINE VARIABLE K ANO LAG CURVE 
18 c 10 DAYS--240 ~OURS or MAXIMUM LAG IS PERMITTED IN CARRYOVER ARRAYS 
19 C THIS IS THE MAXIMUM CONSTANT PLUS VARIABLE LAG PERMITTED 
20 C E.G. !F THERE ARE 20 VALUES IN TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM 
21 C THIS G!VES CONSTANT LAG OF 5.0 DAYS, THUS MAX. VARIABLE 









THIS PROGRAM UTILIZES THREE K ROUTING COEFFICIENTS. 
FOR HEADWATER AND LOCAL CATCHMENTS, THE KS! <FIXED Kl IS APPLIED TO THE 
INFLOW HiSTOGRAM <NO VRBL K ALLOtlEDl. FOR REACH ROUTING <TRANSPORTED 
WATER> THE KS2 !FIXED Kl IS APPLlED, OR KS2V CVRBL K'. !F APPLICABLE. 
IS APPLIED. 
31 c••••••••••···········~······~···~··················••••• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••• 

























c 'NPUT SUMMARY FOR VERIFICATION 
c··················••**~··•••*••••*•y·~··················~··················•·c• 
CCARD NO. FORMAT CONTENTS 
c·~*••••1••············~····~~···*··················~······ .. ·············•······ c 20A4 BASIC RUN INFORMATION SUCH AS DATE.ETC. 
c············~···••••*•~···*···~~·········~···············•••****••••••••••••••• 
c 2 20A4 BASIN NAME 
c·~···············••*••••••*****•~•••••••4••••*••••······~···~·················· 
c 3 15 NUMBER OF MAP AREAS USED IN RUN fNGAGESl 
c I5 NO. or- PE STATIONS usrn CNPEGSl 
c 15 NO. OF STREAM-FLOW-POINTS USED rNPTSI 
c 15 NO. OF UPSTREAM INFLOW POINTS NEEDED FROM OUTSIDE 
c AREA GEING RUN CNPTSUPJ 
c·····················*····~~···~·~-*~··~···~····••a•··················~········ 
c 4 15 NUMBER OF ;--;:,p t·RE1'5 ON H<?UT TAPE 
c I5 NO. OF PE STATimiS ON TA?E 
c I5 NO. OF MEAN DAILY FLOW-POINTS ON TAPE 
c !5 NO. OF P'.)lNTS WITH OBSERVED SIX-HOUR DISCHARGE 
7HhT AP£ ON 1;Fr 
,.-) 


























































I l I 
112 
113 










FIRST MONTH OF RUN 
FIRST YEAR OF RUN (LAST 2 DIG!TS ONLYl 
LAST MONTH 









6 1615 IDENTIFIES THE MAP AREAS ON TA.PE .O BE USED IN THE RUN. 
ALSO Off lt\ES THE PREC [ P. AREA ORDER FOR THE RUN. 
I TO CNGAGESl VALUES ARE NEEDED. 
E.G. 5 MAP AREAS ON TAPf,CNGl'•·l:5!=3, CARD 6=4.l,5 
THEN THE 4 TH MAP RECCR0 ON -A~~ W!LL BE MA? AREA NO. I 
l ST MAP RECOFC· m~ "iAP[ W!LL BE MAP AREA NO. 2 
5 TH MA? RECOR!' ON TAPE WILL BE MAP AREA NO. 3 
c••••••••••••••••••••*••···············~···~··········~··~•••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 7 IOA4 NAME OF PE STATION 
C IOX,3A4 IDENTIFICATION CODE FOR PE DATA STATION 
C CREPEAT CARD 7 FOR EACH PE STATIOl'1( l TO NPEGSl l--ORDER OF READ DETERMiNES 
C PE STATION NJMBER FOR THE RUNl 




8 1615 SAME AS CARD 6 ONLY FOR PE STATIONS. 











9 1615 ASSOCIATES PE STATIONS TO MAP AREAS 
I TO rNGAGESl VALUES ARE NEEDED 
E.G. CNGAGESl=3. rNPEGS>=2, CA~D 9=2, i ,2 
THC:N THE !ST PREC!P AREA WILL USE PE FROM N0.2 
PE STATION 
THE 2ND PRECIP AREA WILL USE PE FROM NO.I 
PE STATION 
THE 3RD PRECIP AREA WILL USE f'E FROM N0.2 
PE STATION 
c·············••+••···~·····················q········~·~·····•••o••···········~~ c 10 
c 
16!5 SAME AS CARD 6 ONLY FOR MEAN DAILY FLOW STATIONS 




1615 SAKE AS CARD 6 ONLY FOR SIX HOUR 08SERVED DISCHARGE 
!VALUE =O IF NO DISCHARGE FOR A PARTICULAR FLOW-POINT! 
C*•••**********************~*******4*****~**~~·~·~~****~•***~~*•n••••••••••••o•• 
C I IA 
c 
c 
1615 SAME AS CARD 6 ONLY FOR UPSTREAM INFLOW STATIONS 
FROM OUTSIDE CURRENT RUN AREA 
!ONLY NEEDED IF NO. OF UPSTREAM INC-LO:.JS ON TAPE.GT.Ol 
c··············••*********~~~•a•••***~···~····*·~~··················~·~········· 
c 12 15 =I STORE CHAN~EL INFLOW ON TAPE. =0 DO NOT STORE. 
c 15 =I DO RGUTING ONLY USING CHANNEL iNFLOWS PREVIOUSLY STORED 
c ON T.t.-PE =O NO 
c 15 = ! SAVE 6 HOUR FL ON AT EACH FL o;.i PO I NT Oi'1 TAPE FOR USE 
c AS UPSTREAM INFLOWS LATE~ =O NO 
c 15 =I PLOT SIX HOUP. FLOW FOR ALL PERIODS WHEN OBSERVED IS 
c READ IN. =C NO 
c 15 CONTROLS TYPE :)• WATER YEAR MEAN DA IL Y FLOW PLOTt S l. 
c =O. SEMi-LOG PLOT O~LY 
c =I. ARITH~-'1[!\C PLOT ON~Y 
c =2. BOiH ARITH~ET!C AND SEMI-LOG PLOTS. 
c 15 TAPE NO. OF CHAN~EL INFLOW TAPE 


















































































TAPE NO. OF MEAN DAILY FLOW TAPE 
TAPE NO. OF S Ii•: HOUR OBSERVED 0 I SCHARGE TAPE 
TAPE NO. OF PE TAPE 
TAPE NO. Qi'" SNOW DAT A ! iEl~PERA TURE-WA TER EQUIVALENT l 
TAPE NO. FOR SAVING SIX HOlJ?. FLCl-lS AS FUTURE 
UPSTREAM INFLOWS 
TAPE NO. FOR UPSTREAM l!'iFLCWS mer-: OUTSIDE RUN AREA 
=O NO STAT!SilCAL su~;MARY 
=I MULTlYEAR STATISTICAL SUMMARY PLUS PUNCH M.D.F. IN 
STANDARD FORMAT 
=2 MUL i I YEAR SUMMARY Of•'L Y 
=3 YEARLY AND MIJLTIYEAR SUMMARY 
=4 YEARLY PLUS MULTIYEAR PLUS PUNCH M.O.F. CARDS 
=I OUTPUT MONTHLY FLOW VOLliMES AND MOISTURE STORAGES, =O NO 








=1 SNOW IS TO BE INCLlJOED, =O NO SNOW COMPUTATIONS. 
=I OuTPUT WATER YEAR Si:-lULAlED DAILY FLOW SUMMARY TABLE. 
=O NO TABLE OUTPUT 
=I OUTPUT DETAILED SOIL MOISTURE OUTPUT FOR SELECTED MONTHS, 
=O NO DETAILED 0UTPUT 




1615 MONTH AND YEAR C2 O!GI TS> FOR WHICH DETAILED SOIL MOISTURE 
OUTPUT lS WANTED. !UP TO 8 MONTHS CAN BE OBTAINEDl 
<THIS CARD ONLY NEEDED IF DETAILED SOIL MOISTURE OUTPUT 
IS ASKED FORl 
c··························~···················································· 
c••••••••·······~···········~···~················~·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••·• 
c••NOTE•• REPEAT CARDS 15 THROUGH 18 roR EACH MAP AREA. 
c····················~····~························••••o••••4••················· 












PRECiPITATION AD.JUST~ENT FACTOR <PXAOJl 
ET-DEMAliD ADJUSTMEIH FACTOR !PEADJl 
UPPER ZONE TENSICN WUER CAPACITYCUZfWMl IN MILLIMETERS. 
UPPER zo~;~ FHEE WATER CAPACITY IUZFW:-11 IN MILLIMETERS. 
IUZK>-FRACTION or uzrwc WHiCH IS DRAINED IN ONE DAY. 
IPCT l Ml MINIMUM IMPERV ICUS AREA--CEl. IMA.L FRACTION 
IADIM?I ADDITIONAL IMPERVIOUS AREA--DEC!MAL FRACTION 
!SAR\'!.! DECIMAL FRACTION OF STREAMS ANQ RIPARIAN VEGETATION. 
c············~~·········a·~··~······~~·§·····~·~·······~···~···················· 
C 16 3A4 AREA IDD~TiF!CATION 
C 8X.F5.I IZPt:RCl ZPERC•rt•PBASEl IS THE M.-.XIMUM PERCOLATION. 
C F5. I IREXP> EXPC~IENT THE PERCOLATION EQUATION. 
C F5.0 LOWER ZONE 1t:NSION WATER CAPACITY !LZTWMl IN MILLIMETERS. 
C F5.0 LOl../ER ZONE FREE SUPPLEMENTAL CAPACITY ILZFSMl IN MiLLIMETERS 
c F5.0 LO~:ER zo~;[ FREE PRIMARY CAPACITY ILZFPMl IN MILLIMETERS. 
C NOTE ••.• LZFSM ANJ LZFPM ARE iNPUT AS·TOTAL AREAL VALUES ANu NOT AS 
C JUST T~E V!5!9LE PORTION. 
C F5.2 ILZSK l rRA·:: r!ON OF LZFSC DRA HIEO IN ONE DAY. 
C t5.2 <LZPKl FR:,::TiON OF LZFPC DRAH!t:D IN ON: DAY. 
C F5. 2 I PFREE I DEC I MAL FRACTION OF PERCC:.. A TED HATER WHICH ALWAYS 
c GOES DIRECTL y TO LC<./ER zo;;: rREE WATER STORAGES. 
c r5.2 IRSERVl Dt:C!MA1_ FRACT!OM OF LO•:ER ;:c~:E FREE WATER WHiCH 
C CA~!~·;::T BE TRANStEREO 10 LZTWC. 
C F5.2 <SIDEl RATIO OF NON-CH.lJ~NEL BAS<:TLOW TO CHANNEL BASEFLOW. 
c············~·······••4••·~·~·,···~~···'~'~o••··~········~·····*·····~~··•v•••• 






































































ET-DEMAND C!N MMIDAYl OR PE ADJUSTMENT ON THE !6TH OF EACH 
MONTH <JAN.-DEC. l IF NO PE DATA ARE INPUT FOR THE 
AREA THEN CARD 17 IS ET-DEV.AN~. !F PE DATA APE INPUT 
FOR THE AREA THEN CARD 17 :-:usi CONiAiN PE ADJUSfMENiS. 
THE ET-DEMt.ND OR PE ADJU3i!''.C::NTS US'::D EACl-l DAY IN THE 
PROGRAM ARE COMPUTED BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN 
THE l6TH OF EACH MONTH. 
c••••••••·························~············~································ 
C IB 3A4 AREA IDENTIFICATION 
C NOTE. ... THIS CARD CONiAINS THE INIT !AL SOIL MOISTURE CONTENTS FOR EACH 
c STOP.AGE zo~;E iN Mlllll'~ETERS. 
c BX .F5. 0 lJDPER zc~:E TENS I ON WATER CONTENTS ( UZTWC) 
C F5.0 UPPER ZONE FREE WATER CO'\JTENTS CUZFWCl 
c F5.0 LOWER ZCNE iENSiON l-1ATER co:HENiS fLZH-lC 
C f5.0 LO~~R ZONE FREE SUPPLEMENiAL CONTENTS CLZFSCl 
C F5.0 LO~ER ZONE FREE PR!M.\RY CO!'-JTENTS CLZFPCl 
C F5.0 Tt:NSlON WATER CONTENTS OF THE ARt:A DEFINED BY ADIMP CADIMCl 




C•••••••••NOTE••••••••••• THE FOLLOWING 200 SERIES CARDS ARE ONLY NEEDED 
C•• IF SNOW !S INCLUDED. DO NOT PUT IN OTHERWISE. •••••••••••••••••••• 











PUNCH I IN COLUMN 5 
=I OUTPUT DAILY SNG>~ m.JANTITIES SUCH AS WATER-EQUIVALENT. 
SNOWFALL.HEAT EXCHANGE.ETC. 
=O NO DAILY 9!0:-l OUTPUT 
=I OliTPUi SNO!-JPACK OUTFLOW ON TO TAPE. 
=O DO NOT OUiPUT ON TO TAPE 






NUMBER OF MAT AREAS USED !N THIS RUN !NTAGl 






NUMBER CF MAT AREAS ON INPUT TAPt: 











NAViE OF MAT AREA 
MEAN ELEVATION OF MAT AREA IN METERS 
AlR TEMPERATURE LAPSE RATES FOR MID-6AM,6AM-NOON. 
NOON-5PM,6DM-MlD. !DEG. Cl!OO METERS ELEV. CHANGE> 
NOTE..REPEAT THJS CARD FOR EACH.MAT AREA. CARD ORDER 









1615 IDENTIFIES THt: MAT AREAS ON TAPE TO BE USED IN Tf-!!S RUN. 
I TO tNTAGl VALUES ARE ~;EED':D. 
E.G. 5 !':Ai AREAS ON TAPE. NTAG=2 . c.;Ro 205 = 4.2 
THEN THE 4 TH MAT RECORD ON T AFE IS THE TEMPERATURE 
DATA FOR THE I ST MAT AREA. 
2 ND MAT RECO~D o;~ 1 APE IS THE TEMPERATURE 






1615 ASSOCIATES MAT AREAS TO MAP AR[AS 
l TO CNGAGESl VALUES ARE NEEDED 
E.G. CNGAGES>=3. tNTAGl=2. CARD 206=2,l.l 

































































FROM MAT AREA N0.2 
2 ND PRECIP AREA WILL USE AIR TEMPERATURE 
FROM MAT AREA NO.I 
3 RD PRECIP AREA WILL us~ AIR TEMPERATURE 
FROM MAT AREA NO.I 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••··················································· 





5A4 NAME OF OBSERVED WATER-EQUIVALENT MEASUREMENT AREA 
NOTE .. REPEAT THiS CARD FOR EACH OGS. J..IATER-EOUIVALENT AREA 
USED l N TH IS RUN. CARD ORDER DEF I ~;::s ORDER NO. FOR RUN. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••*•~·····~················································ 
c 208 16!5 SAME AS CARD 205 ONLY FOR OCS. l.JATER-EQUIVALENT AREAS. 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4••················~········~···············••••4•• 
c 209 1615 SAME AS CARD 206 ONLY FOR OBS. WATER-EQUIVALENT AREAS. 
c••••••••••••·······················~··········~·······················~········ 
c•••••••••••••••··················~···············~·~····,······················ 
C NOTE .. REPEAT CARDS 210.211.212.213.214 FOR EAC~ MEA!'I PRECIPITATION AREA 
C USED IN TH IS RUN !NGAGES > 
c••••••••••·······~······························································ 
C 210 20X.FIO.O 
C F5.2 
MEAN AREA ELEVATION IN METERS 
PERCENT I I 00 OF AREA OVER 1-!H ! CH EVAPOTRANSP l RAT [ON CAN TAKE 
PLACE WHEN THERE IS COMPLETE AREAL SNOW COVER !EFCl 



















IN THE CASE OF SNOWFALL. !SCF> 
F5.2 MAXIMUM NON-RAIN MELT FACTOR -- OCCURS ON JUNE 21. !MFMAXl 
F5.2 MINIMUM NON-RAIN MELT FACTOR -- OCCURS ON DEC. 21. !MFMIN> 
F5.2 MAXIMUM NEGATIVE MELT FACTOR -- CNMF > 
NOTE .. UNITS FOR MEL i FACTORS ARE MM/DEG. C/S IX HOURS 




UNITS ARE HILLIMETERSIM!LLIBAR IUADJl 
AREAL HATER EOUIVALEtH CMILL!METERSI ABOVE WHICH THERE IS 
ALWAYS COMPLETE AREAL SNOW COVER. !Sil 
DAILY KE!__T AT THE SNOW-SOIL INTERFACE IN TENTHS OF A 
MILLIMETER. CDAYGMl 
LATITUDE OF AREA IN DEGREES NORTH. CALATl 
IF ALAT.Li.54.0 THEN THE SEASONAL MELT FACTOR 
VARIATION IS A SINE CURVE. IF ALAT.GE.54.0 THEN THE 










INITIAL VALUES OF SOME SNOW COVER VARIABLES. 
20X,F5.0 ANTECEDENT SNOW TEMP. INDEX COEG. Cl !All l 
F5.0 FREE WATER IN SNOW IN EXCESS OF THAT HELD AGAINST GRAVITY 
DRAINAGE !MILLIMETERS! 
F5.0 POINT SB ON AREAL DEPLETION CURVE !MILLIMETERS! 
F5.2 PERCENT/100 AREAL SNOW COVER AT POINT SB. 
F5. 0 POINT SB;..JS ON AREAL DEPLET !ON CURVE CMILL IMETERSl 









INITIAL VALUES OF MAJOR SNOW COVFR VARIABLES 




INITIAL NEGATIVE HEAT SfOliAGE !MILLIMETERS! 
iNITlAL. AMOUNT OF FREE WATER HELD AGAINST GRAVITY 
DR,'.iNAGE CMILLIMElERSJ. MAXIMUM EQUALS PERCENT LIOUiD 

































































ADDITIONAL SNOW PARAMETERS 
20X,F5.0 MELT FACTOR BASE TEMPERATURE CDEG. Cl !MBASEl 
c F5.0 TEMPERATURE CDEG. Cl TO D!V!DE RAIN FROM SNOW CPXTEMPl 
c IF AIR TEMPERATURE GREATER, THEN RAIN 
c IF AIR TnlPERATURE LESS THAN OR EQUAL, THEN SNOW 
c t5.2 PERCENT/100 LIQUID WATER HOLDING CAPACITY !PLWHCl 
c MAXIMUM AMCLJNT OF FREE Wt.TER HELD AGAINST GRAVITY. 
c F5.2 ANTECEDENT SNOW TEMP. INDEX PARAMETER CT!PMl 
c C.GE.0.0 --.LE.I.Cl 
c••••••••••••*•••••••••••···~························~················•••••••••• 
C 214 20X,9F5.2 
c 
AREAL SNOW COVER DEPLETION CURVE 
PERCENTl!OO AREAL EXTENT OF SNOW COVER AT 
c 
c 
WATER EQUIVALENT/A! RATIOS OF O.l,0.2.0.3.0.4,0.5, 
0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 !SEE HYDR0-17,3.3.3 FOR DEFINITION 
c OF All FOR RATlO=O.O AREAL COVCR=0.05 




C .. NOTE 11 CARD 19 IS ONLY NEEDED WHEN THE NUMBER Or UPSTREAM INFLOWS 
C FROM OUTSIDE THE AREA BEING RUN IS.GT.O CNPTSUP.GT.Ol 
C 19 5A4 NAME OF UPST~EAM INFLOW POINT 
C IOX,FI0.0 AREA OF UPSTREAM INFLOW POINT CTOTAL AREA ABOVE GAGE SQ.KM! 
C REPEAT CARD 19 FOR EACH UPSTREAM INFLOW POINT Cl TO NPTSUPll 
C ORDER OF CARDS DETERMINES FLOW-POINT NUl''.BER FOR RUN 
C FIRST UPSTREAM INFLOI~ POINT IS ASSIGNED FLOW-POINT NUMBER 
C EQUAL TO CNPTS+ll. E.G. IF NPTS=3 THEN THE FIRST 
C UPSTREAM INFLOW POINT BECOMES FLOW-POINT 4 FOR 
C THE RUN. 
c•••·································*························~················· 
c••••••••••••••············~~**~····~······~··~+•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C••NOTE•• REPEAT CARDS 20 THROUGH 27 !IF ALL ~CEDED> FOR EACH FLOW-POINT 
C WITHIN RUN AREA CNPTSI 
C ORDER OF CARDS DETERMINES FLOW-POINT NUMBER FOR THE RUN. 
C NOTE ... ALL FLOW-POINTS UPSTREAM FROM GAGE M~ST HAVE A SMALLER RUN 
C NUMBER THAN THE GIVEN GAGE--EXCEPT FOR UPSTREAM INFLOW-POINTS 
C FROM OUTSIDE THE AREA BEING RUN!SEE CARO 19l 
C 20 5A4 NAME OF FLOW-POINT 
C !OX.FIO.O TOTAL AREA ABOVE FLOW-POINT IN SQUARE KILOMETERS. 
C F5.2 CONSTANT K ROUTING !N HOURS. CKSI l 
C 15 =I USE VARiABLE K =O NO CFOR TRANSPORTED WATER> 
C 15 =I USE VARIABLE LAG =O NO !FOR TRANSPORTED WATER> 
C 15 ROUTING INTERVAL IN HOURS CMUST=6 FOR NOWl 
C 15 NO. OF VALUES IN TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM FOR LOCAL AREA 
C 15 NO. OF UPSTREAM ;NFLO>J POINTS TO LOCAL AREA CNUPINl 
C THESE CAN BE UPSTRt:AM INFLOWS FROM OUTSIDE OR 
C INSIDE THE RUN AREA 
C 15 NO.CF POINTS TO DEF !NE VARIABLE K VS OUTFLOW CURVE 










CARO NO. 20A NEEDED ONLY IF NUP!NCIPTl.GT.O 








































































SFIO.O VARIABLE K VS.OUTFLOW CURVE IF NEEDED K IN HOURS 
MAXIMUM POINTS TO DEFINE CURVE IS 10 <THUS 3 CARDSl 
VALUES READ IN PAIRS (FLOW.Kl 
SO 4 PAIRS OF CFLOW,Kl CAN GO ON A CARD 
K AT ZERO FLOW KUST BE FIRST POINT 
CALCULATIONS US l NG K ARE BASED ON A LI NEAR 
INTERPOLATION BE TWEEN PO l NTS 
K VhLUE FOR HIGHEST DEFINED FLOW IS USED FOR 
ALL FLOWS ABOVE THAT DISCHARGE 












BFIO.O VARiABLE LAG VS. INFLOW CURVE IF NEEDED LAG IN HOURS 
MAX.PTS=lO. VALUES IN PA!RS<FLOW,LAGl. 4 PAIRS PER CAR~ 
LAG AT ZERO FLOW MUST BE FIRST POINT 
CALCULATIONS USING VARIABLE LAG ARE BASE ON 
LAGGING THE VOLUME OF FLOW IN THE INTERVAL 
FLOW(Nl TO FLOW£N+ll BY THE AVERAGE LAG FQe 
THAT INTERVAL <LAG£Nl+LAGCN+IJJ•0.5 
LAG VALUE FOR HIGHEST DEFINED FLOW IS USED FOR 
ALL FLOW ABOVE THAT DISCHARGE 
NOTE .. D!SCHARGE MUST BE IN CUBIC METERS/SEC. 
c•••••·•••••••••••••··········*~···········~·····~··~··~4•••*···~·~···~··••4••••• 












c 2X, 18 
c 
=I ROUTE OBSERVED OR BEST ESTIMATE oe- OBSERVED 
DISCHARGE DOWNSTREAM. 
<SSOUTl CONSTANT CHANNEL LOSS RATE IN CUBIC METERS/SECOND. 
=l DAILY PLOT IS NEEDED FOR THIS FLOW'PO!NT, =ONO PLOT. 
=I, DAILY PLOT ORDINATE WILL BE IN CMSD. £MM FOR SEMl-LOGl 
=O. DAILY PLOT ORDINATE WILL BE IN CFSD. CSEMI-LOG IN INCHESl 
MAXIMUM ORDINATE FOR DAILY ARITHMETIC PLOT. UNITS ARE THE 
SAME AS FOR THE ARITHMETIC PLOT. 
BASE FOR FLOW INTERVAL CALCULATIONS IN THE STATISTICAL 
SUBROUTINE. UN l TS ARE CMSD. f AS A GU IDE USE THE 
DAILY DISCHARGE THAT IS EXCEEDED ON APPROX. 25 PERCENT 
OF THE DAYSl 
USGS STATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER <8 DIGIT INTEGER NUMBER>. 







TIME DELAY HISTOGRAM <MAX.NO OF POINTS=30l 
HISTOGRAM IS FOR LOCAL AREA SUM~AT!Oi'l OF VALlJES=! .G 








MAP AREAS TO BE ASSIGNED TO EACH ELEMENT OF THE TIME-DELAY 
HISTOGRAM --- MAP AREAS DESIGNATED BY RUN NO. WHICH 
IS DETERMlNED BY THE ORDER CARDS 15 TO 18 ~![RE READ. 






RUN NO. OF EACH UPSiREAM !NFLCW POINT TO LOCAL AREA 





30X. CONSTANT LAG FOR EACH UPSTREAM INFLOW POINT 
5F5. I £LAG IN HOURS> NEEDED IF c~;UPlN.GT .01 





4!5 NUMBER OF RECORDS TO SKIP ON TAPES 1 TO 4 TO POSITION 
































































C THE FOLLOWING SNOW INPUT CARD TELLS THE PROGRAM FOR WHICH MONTHS VALID 
C A IR TEMPERA TIJRE DAT A ARE AVAILABLE AND THUS t~H l Ci-l MONTHS SNOW 
C COMPUTATIONS ARE TO BE MADC::. =I VALID DATA AVAILABLE 
C =O AIR TEMPERATURE DATA IS MISSING 




1215 VALID AIR TEMP. DATA INDICATOR-- MONTHS 1-12 CJAN-·DECJ 





C DATA INPUT DESCRIPTION --------- SNOW NOT INCLUDED. 
c 
C A. BASIC DATA CAN BE ON MORE THAN ONE TAPE (JN ORDER BY MONTHSJ 
C IF ON ONE TAPE THE DATA MUST BE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER. 
C I. MAP DATA, RECORD SIZE=!24 SIX HOUR PCPN IN SEQUENTIAL 
C ORDER FOR THE MONTHCINCHESJ 
C 2. PE DATA, RECORD SIZE=3l DAILY PECINCHES> 
C 3. DAILY FLOW DATA, RECORD SIZE=31 DAILY FLOl-JS FROM 
C USGS WATER SUPPLY PAPERS. (UNITS ARE CFSD> 
C MISSING DATA IS READ IN AS NEGATIVE NUMBER 
C '+. SIX HOUR DISCHARGES ,RECORD S iZE= 124 
C DISCHARGE AT 6 A.M.,NOON,6 P.M.,MID. FOR EACH DAY 
C IN SEQ. ORDER FOR THE MONTH CUNITS ARE CFSJ 
C MISSING DATA IS READ IN AS NEGATIVE NUMBER 
C 5. UPSTREAM INFLOWS CSAME FORMAT AND ~NITS AS 6-HOUR DISCHARGE> 
c 
C B. OTHER DATA !S EITHER GENERATED BY THE PROGRAM IN A PREVIOUS 
C RUN OR JN THE CASE OF UPSTREAM INFLOWS, THESE CAN BE GENERATED 
C BY A PREVIOUS RUN OR THE TAPE COULD 8E PREPARED. 
C IF PREPARED IT IS THE SAME FORMAT AS SIX HOUR DI SC HARGES 




C DATA INPUT DESCRIPTION ------- SNOW INCLUDED. 
c 
C BASIC DATA CAN BE ON MORE THAN ONE TAPE CIN ORDER BY MONTHS> 
C IF ON ONE TAPE.MUST BE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER 
c 
C I. MAP DATA -- RECORD SIZE 124 
C 2. PE DATA -- RECORD SIZE 31 
C 3. MAT DATA -- RECORD SIZE I24 fUN!TS A.RE DEG. Fl 
C CNOTE .. AIR TEMPERATURE CAN BE LOADED ON TO TAPE USING 
C OIH STANDARD FORMAT CARDS WITH PROGRAM NWSRFS2. <SEE 
C HYDR0-14. APPENDIX E l NOTE THAT AIR TEMPERATURE MUST BE 
C PUNCHED WITH FIELD LENGTH .E~.3 ON O/H STD. FMT. CARDS. 
C 4. OBSERVED A.REAL WATER EQUIVALENT -- RECORD SIZE 31 ! INCHES! 
c CNOTE .. ossrnvrn \-!ATER EQUIVALENT DATA CAN BE LOADED ON iO TAPE 
C BY PROGRAM NWSF-:FS2. BY 1R[A Ti NG IT ;,s IF IT WERE ME.AN DA IL Y FLOW. l 
C 5. M:AN DAILY FLOW DATA -- RECORD SIZE 31 
C 6. SIX HOUR DISCHARGE DATA -- RECORJ SIZE I24 

































































c·········································································•e•••• C MAIN VARIABLES 
INTEGER DAl,P61,0A2,P62,STARTll3},TNC1tl,SK!PC'+l 
REAL MOCHAR! 12> 
DIMENSION LASTDAl2,12l,PENAMEC3,10l,MOSMIB,2> 











C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONIBD/PX£5.31,4l,TAC5,31.4l,PE13,3ll,R0!5,31,4>,0FW6C3,31,41, 
1SFW613.31,4l,UFW613,31,4>,0FW2413,31} 
C DAILY PLOT DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONtPOIDPXC3,12,31>.SFW2'+!3,l2,3ll,WYFW24C3,12.31> 
C TIME SERIES IDENTIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 
COMMONITSIOIA!DC5,3l,ANAME£5,5l,PEID13,3l,FPNAME!6,5l 
C MAIN AND INPUT VARIABLES 
INTEGER TFW24,TPX.PXIN,TFW6.TPE,PEIN.TTA,TAIN.RGIN,PEGIN, 












DO 100 l=l ,4 
100 TN! I 1=0 








IF INPEGS.LT.i> GO TO 5 











































































IF IUPFWIN.GT.Ol READ 901 ,!TPTIN!ll,l=l,NPTSUPl 
READ 901,STORE.ROUTE,SAVEFW,PLT6HR.LINEP,TRO,TPX,TFW24,TFW6,TPE, 
ITTA, TSAVE. TlJPFW.STAT, !STOUT 
READ SOi. SNOW,MDFTBL, IOUTSM 
MOSMCl,ll=O 
MOSM! 1.21=0 
IF I IOUTSM.GT .Ol READ 901, c CMOSM! !COUNT, I 1, !aJ ,2l, ICOUNT=l ,8l 
!COUNT=! 
IF CSNOW.EQ.01 TTA=O 
IF !STORE.EQ.ll ROUTE=O 
DO 10 IPT=l,NPTS 
!YEAR!! lPTl=O 
DO I 0 MO= : , i 2 
SSFI !PT ,MOl=0.0 
SOF! !PT .MO>=D.O 




DO 11 IRG= I ,NGAGES 
DO I I MO= l . 12 
DO 11 I= I ,22 
11 ARMOCIRG,MO.ll=0.0 
C OUTPUT RUN DATA 
PRINT 909 
DO 9 l=l.10 
9 PRINT 910 
PRINT 911.BASIN 
PRINT 914 ;MOCHAR!MOl l, YRI ,MOCHAR!M021, YR2 
PRINT 912. lNFRO 
PRINT 913 
PRINT 915,NGAGES.NPTS 
IF INPEGS.LT.11 GO TO 8 
IRG=! 
PRINT 920,IPENAMECIRG,l>.I=l,!Ol,CPEID!IRG.11.l=l,31 
IF £NPEGS.EQ. I l GO TO 8 
DO 7 IRG=2.NPEGS 
7 PRINT 92!,!PENAMEC!RG,ll,l=l,!Ol,CPEID!IRG,ll,l•l.3l 
8 IF £SNOW.E~.ll PRiNT 902 
IF !STORE.EQ.ll PRINT 919.TRO 
IF ISAVEFW.EQ. ll PRINT 903,TSAVE 
C LAND PARAMETERS FOR EACH AREA 
CALL LAl\CPM 
C SNOW PARAMETERS FOR EACH AREA 
IF ISNOW.EO.Ol GO TO !01 
CALL SNOl"1PM I TA IN. NG AGES I 
C CHANNEL PARAMETERS FOR EACH FLOW POINT 
IOI CALL FLOWPM 
c END or RUN. AREA AND FLOW-POINT INPUT PARAMETERS 
READ 904.ISKIPtll.l=l.41 
IF ISNO~.EQ.01 GO TO 108 
READ 907,SNCWA 
108 CONTiNJE 
lF rTRO.GT.01 TNCTROl=I 
IF CTPX.GT.Ol TN!TPXl=l 











































































IF CTFW6.GT.Ol TNCTFW6l=I 
fF !TPE.GT.01 TN<TPEl=l 
IF !TTA.GT.Ol TNITTAl=I 
IF !TSAVE.GT.Ol TNtTSAVEl=I 
IF CTUPFW.GT.Ol TNCTUPFWl=I 
DO !02 I= I ,4 
IF !TNl!l.EQ.Ol GO TO 102 
REWIND I 
NN=SKIP! l l 
IF INN.EQ.Ol GO TO 102 
DO 103 N=l ,NN 
103 READ !ll 








If !IYR!N-4•1YRIN/41l.EO.Ol LEAPYRz2 
LAST=LASTDACLEAPYR,MO!Nl 
CALL INTAPECMOI l 
MOIN=MOIN+I 
If !MOIN.LE.12> GO TO 104 
MOIN=I 
YRIN=YRiN+t 
104 DO 95 N=l.2 
DO 95 l=l.10 




If IROUTE.GT.Ol GO TO 115 
C COMPUTAi!ON OF SNOW AND SOIL MOISTURE CONDITIONS FOR EACH AREA 
DO 112 IRG=l.~GAGES 
IF ISNOW.EQ.Ol GO TO Ill 
IF !SNOWAC~:ONTH> .EQ. OJ GO TO 111 
CALL PACK!DAl,P5l,OA2,P62.MONTH.YEAR,!RGl 
Ill CALL LAND !0Ai,P6! ,DA2,P52.MOSM,lCOUNT,IRGl 
112 CONTINUE 
IF t!ISTOUT.EO.O>.ANO.{STORE.EO.Oll GO TO 113 
CALL LAt;iJQT 
I I 3 If I SNOW . EQ . 0 l GO TO l 15 
c Al L 9;owoT (MO l N. MONTH. SNOWA. NG AGES) 
115 DO !flt lPT=l.NPiS 
IF IPLT6HR.EO.Ol GO TO 115 
IF iSIXINC!PTl.EQ.Ol GO TO 116 
J:O 
IC=O 
DO 90 lDA=DAl.DA2 
0090 l6=i.4 
JFCOFWS!IPT,IDA,!5!.LT.O.Ol GO TO 91 
JF !l.EQ. l> GO TO 90 
I= I 
lC=lC+! 


































































STP6( I, !Cl=l6 
GO TO 90 
91 IF 11.EQ.OI GO TO 90 
IP5=i6-l 
ID=!DA 







IF l!.EQ.Ol GO TO 116 
STOA l2. IC l =DA2' 
STP6C2, !Cl=4 
116 CALL CHANEL COAl.P61.DA2,P62l 
CALL CHANOT 
C PUT SIX HOUR FLOW ON TAPE 
IF ($AVEFW.EO.Ol GO TO 119 
DO 118 IDA=l .31 
DO I I B I P6= I , 4 
IF IOBSERl!PTl.EO.ll GO TO 1181 
DUMMY(IP6,l0Al=SFW61lPT,IDA.IP6l•35.3147 
GOTO JIB 
1181 DUMMYflP6. IDAl=OFW6(lPT,IDA.!P61•35.3147 
I !B CONTINUE 
WRITE !TSAVEl DUMMY 
l 19 CONT I NUE 
I Pt CONT I NUE 
C WATER YEAR SUMMARY SECTION 
IF !MONTH.NE.91 GO TO 140 
CALL SUMARYIMDFTBLl 
DO 20 IPT=l,NPTS 
DO 20 MO= I • 12 
SSFC !PT ,MOl=O.O 
SOF! !PT ,MO> =O. 0 




140 IF I fYEAR.EQ. YR21 .AND. CMONTH.EQ.M02'l I GO TO 199 
MONTH=MOIN 
YEAR= YR IN 
GO TO 99 
199 IF !MONTH.NE.9l CALL SUMARYCMDFTBLl 
C MAIN FORMAT STATEMENTS 
900 FORMAT 120A4l 
901 FORMAT (!6151 
902 FCF.MAT r lH0.25X. iSHSNOW IS INCLUDED! 
903 FORXAT IJH0.25X,72HSIX HOUR FLOW TO BE ROUTED DOWNSTREAM FOR EACH 
!FLOW-POINT STORED ON TAPE.12? 
904 FORMAT 14151 
907 FORMAT !12l5l 
909 FORMAT I lHl l 
910 FORMAT I IHOl 
911 FORMAT CIH ,20X.20A4l 













694 913 FORMAT l!H0.53X,21HBASIC RUN INFORMATION> OPERA 
685 914 FORMAT l IHO, IOHRUN BEGINS, IX,A4,2Hl9, l2,5X,8HRUN ENDS. IX,A4,3H 19, 
686 112) 
687 915 FORMAT (!HO,IOX.30HNUMBER OF PRECIPITATION AREAS=.l2.5X. 
688 l 22i-iNUMBER OF FLOW-PO I NTS=. I 2 > 
689 919 FORMAT c lH0.25X,29HCl-lANNEL INFLOW STORED ON TAPE.12l 
690 920 FORMAT CIHO,!OX,23HET DEMAND DATA USED ARE,5X,IOA4,5X, 
691 l7Hl .0. IS, IX,3A4l 
692 921 FORMAT f IH .'~IX. IOA4,5X,7Hl .O. IS. IX,3A4l 
69~ 922 FORMAT CIOA4,IOX,3A4l 
































































C INPUT OF PARAMETERS FOR LAND PHASE SUBROUTINE 
REAL LZTWM.LZFPM,LZFSM,LZSK,LZPK,LZTWC,LZFSC,LZFPC 
DIMENSION C!D!31,EM0ll21,NDC12l,ECC365l,ETDC5,121 











C SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING VARIABLES. 
COM~ONISOILtBAL!51,PL<5.18>.VLC5,61,SLC5,l01,E!5,12,3ll 
C TIME SERIES IDENTIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 
COMMONtTSlD!AIDl5,31,ANAMEl5,5l,PEIDC3,31,FPNAME!6,5l 




DO toe IRG=l.NGAGES 
READ 900. ! A ID c I RG. I l , I= I , 3 l , I ANAME I I RG, l l , I= I , 5 l • 
IPXADJllRGl.PEADJ.UZTWM,UZFWM,UZK.PCTIM,ADIMP,SARVA 
900 FORMATC3A4,3X.5A4,2F5.2.2F5.0,4F5.21 
C NOTE ..... LOWER ZONE FREE WATE~ VOLUMES CCAPACiTIES AND CONTENTS! 




C INSURE THAT CAPACITIES ARE NOT ZERO 
IF<UZTWM .LT. O.ll UZTWM = 0.1 
IF<uzrwM .LT. O.ll UZFWM = 0.1 
IFILZTWM .LT. 0.11 lZiWM = 0.1 
IFILZFSM .LT. O.ll LZFSM = 0.1 
IFCLZFP~ .LT. O.ll LZFPM = 0.1 
DO IOI 1=1.3 
IF IAID!IRG,ll.EO.CIDClllGO TO 101 




00 102 1=1.3 
lFCAiOllRG.ll.EQ.CIOClllGO TO 102 




DO !03 l=l .3 
IFCAJDClRG,11.EO.CIDllllGO TO 103 
GO TO I 09 
103 CONTINUE 
GO TO 104 





























































109 PRINT 919, CAIDC IRG, I I, l"'l ,3l 
919 FORMAT ClHl,27HLAND PARAMETER AREA 1.D. IS,IX,3A4.5X,70HALL LAND P 
IARAMETER INPUT CARDS FOR THAT AREA DO NOT HAVE THE SAME I.D.I 
STOP 
104 EFCllRGl=O.O 
DO 105 IDA"'l .31 
105 COVER!IRG,IDAl=O.~ 
PL!lRG,ll=PXADJ!IRGl 
PLI IRG, 2 l =PE ADJ 
PU IRG.31=UZTWM 
PltlRG,t11 =UZFWM 
PL! IRG. 5 I "'UZK 
Pll IRG,6l=PCTIH 
PL! IRG. 7l =ADIMP 
PLI IRG.Bl =SARVA 
Pll IRG,9>=ZPERC 




PLC IRG, 14>=LZSK 
PLI IRG.15l"'LZPK 
PLI lRG, l6l=PFREE 
PL£1RG,l7l=RSERV 
PLC IRG, 18l=SIDE 
VLI IRG, I l =UZTWC 






C COMPUTE ET DEMAND CURVE OR PE ADJUSTMENT CURVE 
10=16 
EC! 16l=EMOC I l 
DO 106 1=2,13 
NDAYS=NDC l-1 l 
K=l-1 
M=I 
IF! I .EQ.13l M=l 
STEP=fEMO!Ml-EMO!Kll/NDAYS 
DO I 06 L= l ,NDAYS 
ID= ID+ I 
1FtlD.GT.365llD=ID-365 
IP= ID-I 
IF I IP. LT . I l IP= 365 
106 EC!IDl=ECCIPl+STEP 
ID= l 
DO 107 MO=l, 12 
NDAYS=ND !MO l 




































































C PRINTOUT OF LAND PARAMETERS 
PRINT 904,BASIN 
904 FORMAi!IH!,35HSOIL-MOISTURE ACCOUNTING PARAMETERS,5X,20A4l 
PRINT 905, INrRO 
905 FOR~AT!IH0,20A4l 
PRINT 920 
920 FORMAT <IHQ,5X,38HCONTENT AND CAPACITY VALUES ARE IN MM.l 
PRINT 906 
906 FORMAT£1H0,40X,42H UPPER ZONE AND IMPERVIOUS AREA PARAMETERSI 
PRiNT 907 
907 FORMAT(iHO.BHAREA N0.,3X,9HAREA I.D .• 13X,9HAREA NAME,4X,6HPX-ADJ. 
12X.6HPE-ADJ.3X.5HUZTWM.3X,5HUZFWM,5X,3HUZK, 
23X,5HPCTIM,3X,5HAD[MP.3X.5HSARVAl 
DO 110 IRG= I .NGAGES 
PR I NT 908. IRG. CA ID c I RG. I l • l = l , 3 l • C ANAME C I RG. I l , I= I , 5 I , 
l IPL! IRG.11, !=I ,Bl 
908 FORMATClH ,l5,3X,3A4,2X.5A4,FI0.3,F8.3.2FB.0,4FB.31 
110 CONTINUE 
PRINT 909 
909 FORMATCIH0,40X,37 HPERCOLATION AND LOWER ZONE PARAMETERS! 
PRINT 910 
910 FORMATCIHO.BHAREA N0.,3X,5HPBASE.3X,5HZPERC,4X,4HREXP, 
13X.5HLZTWM.3X,5HLZFSM,3X,5HLZFPM,4X,4HLZSK, 
24X,4HLZPK.3X.5HPFREE.3X.5HRSERV,4X,4HSIDEl 
DO Ill lRG=l.NGAGES 
PBASE=PU lRG, 12> •PU IRG. 14 l +PLC IRG, 131 •PLC IRG, 15! 
PRINT 911.IRG.PBASE,CPLllRG,ll.1=9,!Bl 
911 FORMAT£!H .15,3X,F8.l,F8.l,F8.2,3FB.0.2F8.4,3F8.21 
11 l CONTINUE 
PRINT 912 
912 FORMATC!H0.30X.53HPE-ADJUSTMENT OR ET-DEMAND FOR THE 16TH OF EACH 
I MONTH I 
PRINT 913, I I, l=l .121 
913 FORMATllHO,BHAREA N0.,20X,12!6,5X,15Hl.O. OF PE DATA> 
DO 112 IRG=l,NGAGES 
IGPE=PEGC IRGl 
!FCiGPE.GT.OlGO TO 113 
PRINT 914 • I RG. (ETD C I RG, I l • I= I , 12 l 
914 FORMAT£!H ,15.3X.i6HET-DEMAND-MM/OAY,4X.12F6.I) 
GO TO l !2 
l 13 PR I NT 915. I RG. c ETD! l RG. I l • I = I , 12 l • l PE ID c I GPE. I I • I = I • 3 I 
915 FORMAT! lH , 15.3X.13HPE-ADJUSTMENT ,7X, !2F6.2,8X,3A4l 
112 CONTINUE 
PRINT 916 
916 FORMATC!H0,40X,24HINITIAL STORAGE CONTENTS! 
PRINT 9l7 
917 FORMATr!H0,8HhREA N0 •• 3X.5HUZT~C.3X,5HUZFWC, 
l3X,5HLZTWC,3X,5HLZFSC,3X,5HLZFPC,3X.5HADIMC> 
DO ! 14 IRG=! ,NGAGES 
PR! NT 9 l 8 • IRG . r VLC I RG . I l , I = l , 6 l 
































































C FLOWPM VARIABLES 
INTEGER ELE 
REAL INAREA 
DIMENSION FLOWll 11.VKOU ti J 



















C TIME SERIES IDENTIFICATIO~JS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 
COMMONiTSIO!Al015.3l,ANAME15,5>.PEID<3.3J,FPNAME16,5l 
C INPUT OF PARAMETERS FOR CHANNEL SUBROUTINE 
IF ITPTS.EO.NPTSI GO TO 97 
NN=N?TS+I 
DO 98 IPT=NN.TPTS 
98 READ 900.lFPNAMEllPT,ll,l=l,51,AREA<IPTl 
97 DO 100 IPT=l.~PTS 
READ 900,rFPNAMECIPT,ll,l=l,5l,AREAllPTl,KSl!IPTl,VARKllPTJ, 
IVARLI IPTJ ,R!NTI IPTl ,ZI IPTl ,NUPINI lPTI ,NK,NL 
IFINUPINllPTl.EO.Ol GO TO 94 
C CARD NO. 20A 
READ 904,KS211PTl 
94 lFIVARK!lPTl.EQ.Ol GO TO IOI 





KK = NK + I 
OTFLOKllPT.KK>=IOOOOOOO. 
KS2V r I PT, KK I =VKOL! NK I 
VKOLINK+ll=VKOLlNKl 
DO 95 l=i .NK 
OTFLOKl!PT,l>=FLOW!ll 
KS2VCIPT,ll=VKCLf ll 
KI NCflE I ! PT, I > = ! VKOLC I+ I 1-VKOLI I l l / I FLOW I I+ I I -FLOW r l l I 
95 CONT l~UE 
101 IF lVAR;..1 IPTl .EO.Ol GO TO 102 }' 
NLPTSllPTl=NL . 
READ 901,fFLOWlll.VKOllll,l=l.NLl 

































































LAGI !PT, l l=IVKOU I l+VKOU I+I l >•0.5 
LINCRE I !PT, I >=FLOW! l+l l-FLOW! I l 
95 CONTINUE 
102 READ 903.0BSERCIPTl,SSOUTCIPTl,PLOT!lPTl,METR!CCIPTl,PLOTMXC!PTI, 
IFSFLOW!. IPTI ,USGSIDC IPTI 
ELE=Z! !PT> 
IF CPLOTCIPT>.EO.Ol GO TO 103 
PTEST=I 
103 IF !SGlNCIPTl.EQ.01 GO TO Ill 
CTEST= I 
COM?AR! !PT l = 1 
GOTOll3 
Ill COMPAR!IPTl=O 




IF !NN.EQ.Ol GO TO 105 
READ 905,CIFLOPTCIPT,ll,l=l.NNI 
READ 905, CUPLAGC !PT, I I. I=l ,NNl 
DO 105 N=l ,NN 





IF IVARLCIPTl.EQ.01 GO TO 107 
DO I OB I = I • NL 




PREVI I I IPTl=O.O 
FP.EV12f IPTl=O.O 
TLAG!...I I lPTl=0.0 
FWP4 l I I PT l = 0. 0 
IE=t-:AXLI IPT l +2 





C PRINTOUT OF CHAN~EL PARAMETERS 
PRINT 907,BASlN 
PR liH 908, I NFRO 
PRINT 909 
PRINT 910 
DO 120 IPT=l.NPTS 
ELE=ZI IPTl 
IE=ELE ~ 
IF r:E.GT.!01 !E=IO 
PRINT 911.lPT.IFFNAME!lPT,ll,l=l,51.AREA<IPTl,KSl!lPTl.SSOUT<IPTl. 





























































[F I lE.EO.ELEl GO TO 125 
PRlNT 920.ITDELAYCIPT.11.l=ll.ELEl 
126 PRINT 912.IGAGEARflPT.ll,l=l,IEl 
IF CIE.EQ.ELEl GO TO 127 
PRINT 921.CGAGEARf IPT,ll,l=ll,ELEl 
127 NN=NUPIN!IPTl 
IF !NN.EQ.OJ GO TO 115 
PRINT 913, l IFLOPT t !PT. l l. I= I ,NNl 
PRINT 914,CUPLAG!IPT,ll.l=l,NNl 
PRINT 9!40,KS21 IPTl 
l 15 Ct,,~1 I~ ~:IE 
IF IVARU IPTI .EQ.OJ GO TO 116 
NL -=NLPTS ! I PT l 
FLOW lll=O.O 
VKOLINL+ll=LAGCIPT,Nll 
DO 117 I=! ,NL 
FLOW!l+ll=lNFLOLClPT,ll 
.J=NL-1+1 
\f'fll_I Jl =2. O•LAGC IPT ,JI -VKOU J+ l l 
I rT Ct:W i NUE 
Pl':::<T 917.CFLOWCll,l=l,Nll 
PRINT 918,fVKOLlll,l=l.NLl 
116 IF IVARKl IPTI .EQ.Ol GO TO 120 
NK=NKPTS c l PT l 
DO 118 l=l .NK 
FLOW !ll=OTFLOKCIPT.ll 
VKOL1ll=KS2Vt!PT,ll 




IF CTPTS.EQ.NPTSI GO TO 110 
NN=NPTS+l 
PRiNT 915 
DO 121 IPT=NN,TPTS 
121 PRINT 9!6,IPT,<FPNAMECIPT.ll,l=l.5l,AREACIPTl 
110 CWTINUE 
C FLOWPM FCKMAT STATEMENTS 
900 FORMATt5A4,lOX,FIO.O,F5.2,7!5l 
901 FORMA.Tl8F!O.Ol 
903 FORMAT i30X.l5.F5.2,215.F!O.O,F5.0,2X.l81 
904 f"CRMAT 130X.10F5.21 
905 FORMAT £30X.l0l5l 
905 FORMAT !30X,5F5.ll 
907 FORMAT £lHl.20X,20A4l 
908 f"ORMAT !IH0.20A4l 
909 FORMAT l!H0,45X.21HFLOW-POINT PARAMETEP.Sl 
910 FORMAT llHO, "N0.',4X'FLOW-POINT NAME',5X'AREA-SQ KM',5X"K', 
12X.5HSSOUT,IX.5H08SER,!X.6HCOMPAR.lX.5HS!XlN,2X.lOHHISTOGRAMSl 
911 FORMAT !lH .l2.2X5A4,5XF8.2.F6.2.F7.2,l6.l7,l6.2X'TIME-DELAY', 
llOF5.31 
912 FORMAT llH ,71X'GAGE AREA ',1015l 
913 FORMAT llH .75X.lOHINFLCW-PTS.5!51 
914 FORMAT llH ,75X,lOHlNFLOW LAG.5F5.ll 
9140 FORMAT !IH ,75X.lDHKS2tPEACHl.F5.ll 
915 FORMAT llH0,34HFLOW-PO!NTS UPSTREAM FROM AREA ARE> 




171 917 FORMAT <IH ,IOX,4HFLOW,6X,!OFIO.Ol 
172 918 FORMAT IIH ,IOX,BHVAR. LAG.2X,IOF!O.ll 
173 919 FORMAT llH ,IOX,6HVAR. K,4X.IOFIQ.ll 
174 920 FORMAT I I H , 75X, I OF5. 3 l 
175 921 FORMAT l I H , 75X, I 0 15 l 
176 RETURN 
177 END 






























































C SUBROUTINE TO INPUT ONE MONTH OF DATA FROM TAPE 
C INTAPE VARIABLES 
INTEGER DI .D2 
DIMENSiON DlJMMAC31l 







2SOF!3.12l ,PLT6HR.SAVEFW.DUMMY!4,31 J. TSAVE,COMPAR!3l ,PTEST ,PLOTC3l, 
3LINEP.INFR0!20>.PLOTMXC3l .CTEST.FSFL0~!3J ,USGSIDC3l,PEGC5l,STAT. 
4YR2.AREAC6>.S!XiNC3>.08SERC3l,STDAl2,!0l,STP6C2,!0l,lYEARIC3l,lPT. 
5METRICC3l 





C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 




IF !ROUTE.EO.Ol GO TO 100 
DO IOI IRG=l.NGAGES 
READ !TROl DUMMY 
DO 102 IDA=Dl,02 
DO 102 16=1.4 
102 RO! IRG. !DA, l51=0UMMYI 16, !DA> 
I 0 I CC.NT INUE 
IF ITFW24.NE.TPXI GO TO 130 
DO 131 1=1.PXIN 
131 READ !TfW24> 
GO TO 132 
130 If cTFW6.NE.TPXI GO TO 132 
DO 133 l=l .PXIN 
133 RE~D CTFW6> 
132 IF !TFW24.NE.TPEI GO TO 134 
DO l 35 I = I • PE IN 
135 READ !TFW241 
GO TO 136 
134 IF !TFW6.NE.TPEI GO TO 136 
DO ! 37 I = l • PE I N 
137 READ !TFW61 
135 IF tSNOW.EQ.Ol GO TO 120 
IF ITFW24.NE.TTAJ GO TO 138 
DO I 39 l = I • 1 A IN 
139 READ !TFW24l 
GO TO 120 
138 IF £TFW6.NE.TTAl GO TO 120 
DO 140 I= I . TT A 
140 READ liFW6 > 























































I I 0 
1 I I 
112 
113 
C SIX HOUR PRECIPITATION DATA 
100 DO 103 IG=l,PXiN 
DO IOlt l=l,NGAGES 
IF (RGIN!l>.NE.IG> GO TO IOlt 
IRG=I 
GO TO 105 
I Olf CONTINUE 
READ ITPXl 
GO TO 103 
105 READ CTPX> DUMMY 
DO 106 IDA=Dl.D2 
DO ! 06 16= I , lf 
106 PX!IRG,IDA.16l=DUMMY<l6,IDAJ•25.4 
103 CONTINUE 
C DA IL Y POTENT I AL EVAPOTRANSP IRA Tl ON 
IF !PEIN.LT.I> GO TO 110 
DO 107 IG=l,PEIN 
IF lNPEGS.LT.11 GO TO Ill 
DO I OB I= I , NPEGS 
IF !PEG!N(ll.NE.IG! GO TO 108 
IRG=! 
GO TO 109 
I OB CONTINUE 
111 READ ITPEl 
GO TO 107 
109 READ (TPEl DUMMA 
DO lilt IDA=D!,D2 
lilt PECIRG,IDAl=DUMMA<IDA>•25.4 
107 CONTINUE 
C SIX HOUR SNOW DATA 
110 IF (SNOW.EQ.Ol GO TO 120 
IF fMOIN.NE.IOl GO TO 118 
IF C !YRIN.EQ. YRI l .AND. !MOIN.EO.MOl 1 l GO TO 118 
READ 900,SNOWA 
118 CALL 5NOWJNCTTA.TAIN.Dl.D2l 
C OBSERVED FLOW DATA 
C MEAN DAILY FLOW 
120 IF !NPTSlN.LT.ll GO TO 127 
DO 121 IG=l,NPTS!N 
DO 122 l=l.NPTS 
IF !SG!N!ll.NE.IGl GO TO !22 
IPT=i 
GO TO 123 
122 CONTINUE 
READ C TFW24 l 
GO TO 12i 
123 READ lTFW24l DUMMA 
DO 126 lDA=DI.02 
126 OFW24flPT,IDAl=DUMMAtIOAl*0.0283168 
121 CONTI NUE 
C SIX HOUR FLOW 
127 IF CFW61N.EQ.Ol GO TO 145 
DO 141 !G=l.FW61N 
DO 142 l=l ,NPTS 
IF !SlXINC!l.NE.JGl GO TO 142 
:PT=I 
GO TO 143 
ID 
"" 
l I If l't2 CONT I NUE 
115 READ !TFW6> 
tl6 GO TO 141 
117 143 READ lTFW6lDUMMY 
l IB 00 144 IDA,,Dl ,02 
l 19 DO 144 16" 1 , 4 
120 lift+ OFW6!lPT,lDA,16l"OUMMYCl6,IDAJ•0.0283168 
121 141 CONTINUE 
122 C UPSTRE.b.M INFLOWS TO AREA 
123 145 IF CUPFWIN.EO.Ol GO TO 155 
124 DO 15i IG"l,UPFWIN 
125 NN"TPTS-NPTS 
126 00 152 i"l .NN 
127 IF !TPTINCfl.NE.lGl GO TO 152 
128 IPT"I 
129 GO TO 153 
130 152 CONTINUE 
131 READ CTUPFWl 
132 GO TO 151 
133 153 READ CTUPFWl DUMMY 
134 DO 154 IDA,,01,02 
135 DO 154 16=1,4 
136 154 UFW6riPT. IDA, l6l"OUMMYI 16, IDAI •0.0283168 
l 37 15 t CONT INUE 
138 155 CONTINUE 
139 C INTAPE FORMAT STATEMENTS 
140 900 FORMAT (12151 
llf I RETURN 
142 END 






























































C NWSRFS SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE 
C BASED ON SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING IN THE SACRAMENTO MODEL 
C LAND VARIABLES 
REAL LZTWC,LZFPC,LZFSC,LZTWC!.LZFPCl,LZFSCl,LZTWM,LZFPM,LZFSM,LZPK 
1 ,LZSK 
DIMENSiON MOSMC8,2l ,EPDIST<4l 
C GENERAL PROGRAM VARIABLES 
INTEGER ROUTE, TRO, SNO>.J, SNOWA, YR IN, YRI , SG IN, TPTS, STORE, YEAR.Pl T6HR, 





2SOF 13, 12 >,PL T6HR, SAVErn.DU:1MY14, 31 >, TSAVE ,COMPARI 3> .PTEST ,PL OTC 31. 
3LINEP, INFR01201,PLOTMX13l .CiEST ,FSFLOHl31,USGSIDC3l ,PEGC51,STAT, 
4YR2,AREA16l ,51XIN13l ,08SERl3l .STDAl2, IOI ,STP612, 101, IYEARI 131, IPT, 
5METRICC3l 
C SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING VARIAEiLES. 
COMMON/SO!L18Al151,PL<5.l81,VL!5,6l,SLl5,10l,E<5.12.3ll 
C TIME SERIES IDENTIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 
COMMONITS!DtA!Ol5,31,ANAME15,51,PEID!3,31,FPNAME!5,51 
C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONt8DtPXl5,3l,41,TAl5,31.41,PE!3,31l,ROl5,31,4l,OFW613,3l,41, 
ISFW513.3!,4>,UFW613,31,4i,OFW2413,311 





IF! IMONTH.EO.MOSMt !COUNT, I l I .ANO. IYEAR.EO.MOSM! ICOUin ,21 l I IPRINT=I 
IFflPRINT.EO.Ol GO TO 200 
PRINT 900.MONTH,YEAR,IANAME!IRG,ll.l=l,51 
900 FORMATllHl.33HSIX-HOUR SOil MOISTURE OUTPUT FOR,IX,12,1Ht,l2.2X.5A 
l4.20X,39HUNITS OF ALL QUANTITIES ARE MILLlMETERSI 
PRINT 902 
902 FORMATllH .5X,!9HPERC IS PERCOLATION,5X,31H8ASEFW IS THE CHANNEL C 
IOMPO:-JENT,5X.67HTOTAL-RO IS CHANNEL INFLOW MINUS ET FROM THE AREA D 
2EF!NEO BY SARVA.l 
PRINT 901 














C INTIAL VALUES OF VARIABLES 





























































UZF'WC=VL £ IRG, 2> 




uzrnc I =UZTHC 
uzrnc I =UZFWC 




C INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS 
PPADJ=PU IRG, I l 
PEADJ=PU IRG,21 
UZTHM=PL C I RG. 3 I 
UZFWM=Plt I RG, 4 l 
UZK=.PL f IRG,51 
ZPERC=PLC IRG,91 
REXP=PLC IRG, ID I 
PCTIM=PLI IRG,61 





















GO TO 204 
c•••••••••4*•4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C BEGINNING OF 6 HOUR AND DAY LOOP 
205 IFllP6.NE.ll GO TO 210 
204 !FllGPE.GT.Ol GO TO 206 
C NO PE INPUT. THUS PE IS OBTAIN FROM MEAN SEASONAL CURVE. 
EP=E!IRG.MONTH.IDAI 
GO TO 207 





l F c SNO\-J. EQ. I I EP=EFC! •EP+ ( l . 0-EFCTI • c I • 0-COVER c rnG, IDA l l •EP 
210 IF!ISNOW.EQ.!l.A~D.tSNOWACMONTHl.EQ.lll GO TO 219 





























































GO TO 215 
C IF SNOW IS BEING CONSIDERED. PXADJ HAS ALREADY BEEN APPLIED 
219 PX6=PXC IRG. IDA. IP6l 
215 SPRT=SPRT+PX6 
C PX6 IS THE SIX HOUR RAINFALL OR SNOW COVER OUTFLOW 
c••••••·•······························••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




C RED iS Rl:SIDUAL EVAP DEMAND 
uzn:c:uzrnc-E 1 
E2:0.0 
IF!UZTWC.GE.O.l GO TO 220 




IF(UZFWC.GE.REDl GO TO 221 








220 !Fl IUZTl-:CIUZTWMl .GE. CUZFl.JCIUZFWM> l GO TO 225 
C UPPER ZONE FREE WATER RATIO EXCEEDS UPPER ZONE 




C COMPUTE ET FROM AD I MP ARE A. -E5 
225 E5=El+!REO+E2l•!CADIMC-El-UZTWCll!UZTWM+LZTWMll 
C COMPUTE ET FROM LZTWC !E3l 
E3=RED•!LZTWC!IUZTWM+LZTWMll 
LZT:-JC=LZTWC-E3 
IF!LZTWC.GE.O.Ol GO TO 226 




RATLZ= £LZTWC+LZFPC+LZFSC-SAVED> I !LZTWM+LZFPM+LZFSM-SAVEDl 
IFIRATLZT.GE.RATLZI GO TO 230 
C RESUPPLY LOWER ZONE TENSION WATER FROM LOWER 
C ZONE FREE WATER :F MOP.E WATER AVAILABLE THERE. 
DEL= rRA TLZ-RA TLZT I •LZTW~1 
C TRANSFER FROM LZFSC TO LZTWC. 
LZTWC=LZTWC+DEL 
LZFSC=L.ZFSC-DG_ 
IF!LZFSC.GE.0.01 GO TO 230 


































































C ADJUST ADIMC.ADDITIONAL IMPERVIOUS AREA STORAGE. FOR EVAPORATION. 
ADlMC=ADIMC-E5 
IFtADIMC.GE.O.Ol GO TO 231 




C E5 IS ET FROM THE AREA ADIMP. 
PAV=PX6+UZTWC-UZTWM 
C PAV IS THE PERIOD AVAILABLE MOISTURE IN EXCESS 
C CF UZTW REQUIREMENTS. 
IFCPAV.G€.O.Ol GO TO 232 
C ALL MOISTURE HELD IN UZTW--NO EXCESS. 
UZTWC=UZTWC+PX6 
PAV=O.O 
GO TO 233 










C NINC=NUMBER OF TIME INCREMENTS THAT THE SIX 
C HOUR PERIOD IS DIVIDED INTO FOR FURTHER 
C SOiL-MOISTURE ACCOUNTING. NO ONE PERIOD 
C Will EXCEED 5.0 MILLIMETERS OF UZFWC+PAY 
DINC=Cl.O!NINCl•0.25 
C OINC=LENGTH OF EACH INCREMENT IN DAYS. 
PiNC=PAV/NINC 
C PINC=AMOUNT OF AVAI:..ABLE MOISTURE FOR EACH INCREMENT. 
C COMPUTE FREE WATER DEPLETION FRACTIONS FOR 
C THE TIME INTERVAL BEING USED-BASIC DEPLETIONS 




DO 240 IC=l,NINC 
PAY=PINC 
ADSUR=D.O 
RAT 10= <ADI MC-UZTWC l tLZTWM 
ADDR0= 0 iNC•!RATI0••2l 
SDRO=SDRO+ADDRO•AOJ~P 
C ADDRO IS THE AMDUN T OF D !REC T RUNOFF FROM 
C THE AREA AD! ~'.?-S;JRO IS THE S l X HOUR SUMMA Tl ON 
C COMPUTE BASEFLO:.J AND KEEP TRACK OF SIX-HOUR SUM. 
BF=LZFPC•D:..ZP 
LZrPC=LZFPC-BF 




































































c cm~PUTE PERCOLATION-IF N') WATER AVAILABLE THEN SKIP 
IFCCP!NC+UZFWCl.GT.O.Oil GD TO 251 
UZFWC=UZFWC+PINC 
GO TO 249 
251 PERCM~LZFPM*DLZP+LZFSM•DLZS 
PERC=PERCM~cuZFWCIUZFWMl 
DEFR= I. 0-1 CLZHIC+LZFPC+LZFSC l I CLZTWM+LZFPM+LZFSMl J 
C DEFR IS THE LOWER ZONE MOISTURE DEFICIENCY RATIO 
PERC=PERC•Cl.O+ZPERC•IOEFR••REXPll 
C NOTE ... PERCOLATION OCCURS FROM UZFWC BEFORE PAV IS ADDEO. 
IFIPERC.LT.UZFWCI GO TO 241 
C PERCOLATION RATE EXCEEDS UZFWC. 
PERC=UZFWC 
C PERCOLATION RATE IS LESS THAT UZFWC. 
2'+1 UZFWC=UZFWC-PERC 
C CHECK TO SEE IF PERCOLATION EXCEEDS LOWER ZONE DEFICIENCY. 
CHECK=LZTWC+LZFPC+LZFSC+PERC-LZTWM-LZFPM-LZFSM 




C SPERC IS THE SIX HOUR SUMMATION OF PERC 
C COMPUTE INTERFLOW AND KEEP TRACK OF SIX HOUR SUM. 




C DISTRIBE PERCOLATED WATER INTO THE LOWER ZONES 
C TENSION WATER MUST BE FILLED FIRST EXCEPT FOR THE PFREE AREA. 
VPERC=PERC 
PERC=PERC•!!.0-PFREEJ 
IFC(PERC+LZTWCl.GT.LZTWMl GO TO 243 
LZTWC=LZTHC+PERC 
PERC=0.0 
GO TO 24'+ 
243 PERC=PERC+LZTWC-LZTWM 
LZTWC=LZTWM 
C DISTRIBUTE PERCOLATION IN EXCESS OF TENS I ON 
C REQUIREM~NTS AMONG THE FREE WATER STORAGES. 
244 PERC=PERC+VPERC•PFREE 
IFCPERC.EQ.O.Ol GO TO 245 
HPL=LZFPM!fLZFPM+LZFSMl 
C HRL 15 THE RELATIVE SIZE OF THE PRIMARY STORAGE 
C AS COMPARED WITH TOTAL LOWER ZONE FREE WATER STORAGE. 
RATLP=LZFPCILZFPM 
RATLS=LZFSCtLZFSM 
C RATLP AND RATLS ARE CONTENT TO CAPACITY RATIOS. OR 
C IN OTHER WORDS. THE RELATIVE FULLNESS OF EACH STORAGE 
PERCP=PERC•l(HPL*2.Q•(l.O-RATLPll/C(J .O-RATLPl+Cl .0-RATLSlll 
PERCS=PERC-PERCP 
C PERCP AND PEP.CS ~RE THE AMOUNT OF THE EXCESS 



































































C DISTRIBUTE PAV BETWEEN UZFWC AND SURFACE RUNOFF. 
i:.'45 IFIPAV.EQ.O.Ol GO TO 249 
C CHECK IF PAV EXCEEDS UZFWM 
IFl!PAV+UZFWC>.GT.UZFWMI GO TO 248 
C NO SURFACE RUNOFF 
UZFWC=UZFWC+PAV 
GO TO 249 





C ADSUR IS THE AMOUNT OF SURFACE RUNOFF WHICH COMES 
C FROM THAT PORTlON OF ADIMP WHICH IS NOT 
C CURRENTLY GENERATING DIRECT RUNOFF. ADDROIPINC 
C IS THE FRACTION OF ADIMP CURRENTLY GENERATING 
C DIRECT RUNOFF. 
SSUR=SSUR+ADSUR*ADIMP 
i:.'49 ADIMC=ADIMC+PINC-ADDRO-ADSUR" 
240 CONT I NUE 
C END OF INCREMENTAL DO LOOP. 
c··········~·····~··~··············••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C COMPUTE SUMS AND ADJUST RUNOFF AMOUNTS BY THE AREA OVER 
C WHICH THEY ARE GENERATED. 
EUSED=El+E2+E3 
C EUSED IS THE ET FROM PAREA WHICH IS 1.0-AO!MP-PCTIM 
SIF=SIF*PAREA 
C SEPARATE CHANNEL COMPONENT OF BASEFLOW 
C FROM THE NON-CHANNEL COMPONENT 
TBF=SBF~PAREA 
C TBF 15 TOTAL BASEFLOW 
BFCC=TBF*Cl.O/Cl.O+SIDEll 
C BFCC IS BASEFLOl,J, CHANNEL COMPO"ENT 
BFNCC=TBF-BFCC 
C BFNCC IS BASEFLOW,NON-CHANNEL COMPONENT 






C COMPUTE TOTAL CHANNEL INFLOW FOR THE SIX-HOUR PERIOD. 
TCI=ROIMP+SDRO+SSUR+SIF+BFCC 
C COMPUTE E4-ET FROM STREAM SURFACES AND RIPARIAN VEGETATION. 
E4=EDMND§WATSF+IEDMND-EUSED>*SARRA 
C SUBTRACT Elt FROM CHANNEL ltJFLOW 
TCl=TCl-E4 
IFITCl.GE.O.Ol GO TO 250 
E4~E4+TCI 
TCl=O.O 
C ~OMPUTE TOTAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION-TET 
l..O 
l..O 
342 250 EUSEO=EUSEO•PAREA 
343 TET=EUSED+E5+E4 
344 SETT=SETT+TET 
345 RO! iRG. iOA, IP5l=TCI 
346 S?.OT=SROT+TCI 
347 C PRINT SIX-HOUR ACCOUNTl"IG VALUES IF" RECUESTEO. 
348 IF< !PRINT .EO. l: PRiNT 903, IDA, IP6,UZTWC,UZn.!C,LZTWC,LZF"SC.LZFPC,AO 
349 I I~C. SPERC ,ROI t-~P. so;;o. SSUR. s IF .B~·cc. TC I ,EOMND. TET .PX6 
350 903 FORMATCIH ,2!3,6F7.l,7FB.2.3F8.ll 
351 IFC ! IDA.Ea. 102> .AND. I !PS.EC. !P2l I GO TO 270 
352 iP6=IPG+l 
353 IFC!PS.LE.41 GO TO 205 
354 IP6=! 
355 IDA=IDA+I 
356 GO TO 205 
357 C END OF SIX HOUR AND D.b.Y LOOP 
358 c•••···~···········•ft•·~····•1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••···· 
359 270 IF!lRG.NE.NGAGESl GO TO 271 
360 IF!! !PRINT .EO. I l .AND. c !COUNT .LT .81 l ICOUNT= ICOUNT+I 
351 271 IPR!Nl=O 
362 C CCXPUTE MONTH~Y WATER BALANCE FOR AREAL SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUNTING. 
363 BAL!!RGJ=!UZTWC+UZFWC+LZTWC+LZFPC+LZFSC-UZTWCl-UZFWCI-LZTWCl-LZFPC 
364 11-LZFSCl>•PAREA+IADIMC-ADIMCIJ•ADIMP+SROT+SRECHT+SETT-SPRT 
365 SL! IRG, I J =SRCT 
366 SL! IRG .2l =S !i":PVT 
367 SL<IRG,3l=SRODT 
369 SL! I RG. 4 l =SROST 
369 SL! !RG,5l=SINTFT 
370 SLCIRG.6l=SG!~FT 
371 SLIIRG,7l=SRECHT 
372 SL! !RG.81=SPRT 
373 SL! IRG.9J=SPET 
374 SLCiRG,IOl=SETT 
375 VL r !RG, I l =UZTWC 
376 VLC !RG,2> =UZFWC 
377 VLC !RG.3l=LZn..ic 
378 VLllRG,5l=LZFPC 
379 VLCIRG,4l=LZFSC 
380 VLC !R3.6l =AD!MC 
381 RETURN 
382 rn:i 





I SUBROUTINE CHANEL CLDAl,LP61.LOA2,LP62> 
2 C SUBROUTINE VARIABLES 
3 INTEGER ZT 
4 REAL LOCAL 
5 LOGICAL MIODK,IOONE ,SMDPOS 
6 DIMENSION LOCALC42>,TRANS142>,TLAGC42l 
7 C GENERAL PROGRAM VARIABLES 
B INTEGER ROUTE. TRO.SNOW,SNOWA, YRIN, YRI ,SGIN. TPTS,STORE, YEAR,PLTSHR, 
9 ISAVEFW. TSAVE ,COMPAR,PTEST ,PLOT ,CTEST, SIXIN.OBSER,STDA.STPS, 
10 2YR2.USGSID,STAT.PEG . 
II REAL INFRO 
12 COKMON!G!MONTH.MO!N,LAST ,ROUTE ,NGAGES, TRO,SNOW, SNOWAC 12>, YRIN, 
13 INPEGS.YRl.NPTS.SGlN131,TPTS.STOR~.BASINl20>,YEAR,SSFC3,l2l, 
14 2SOFl3,!2l,PLT6HR,SAVEFW.DUMMYl4,311,TSAVE,CCMPAR<31,PTEST,PLOTC3l, 
15 3LINEP, !NFROl20l .PLOTMXC 31 ,CTEST .FSFLOWl31 ,USGSI013l ,PEG15l ,STAT, 
16 4YR2.AREAC6>.S!XlN13l.OBSER13l,STDAC2,IOl,STP612,l01,lYEARl131,IPT, 
17 5METRICC31 
IB C HAIN AND CHANEL VARIABLES 
19 INTEGER VARK,VARL.RINT.Z,GAGEAR 
20 REAL KSl,KS2.KlNCRE,KS2V.LlNCRE,LOC4Ll,INFLOL,LAG 
21 COMMONtCHANIFWP4 I C3J ,KS! C3l ,KS213l, VARK!3l, VARL 131, 
22 1RiNT!3>.ZC3l,NUPIN!31,KINCREC3,IOl,KS2Vt3,lll,LINCREC3,IOl,LAG 
23 2£3,IOl,TDELAYl3,30l,GAGEARt3,30l,IFLOPTC3,3!,UPLAGC3,3l,CFSM131, 
24 3PREVTI C3l ,LOCALI 13,421, TLAGl 13,42>, TRANS! C3,42l ,MAXLl31, TLAGLI <3>, 
25 4!NFLOLl3, l01,0TFLOK13, I 1 I ,l-lKPTSC31 ,NLPTSl31,PREVl2C3l .SSOUT131 
26 C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 
27 COMMONISDIPX15.3l,41,TA!5.3l.4l.PEC3.3!1,R015.31,41,0F~6C3.3l,4l, 
28 ISFW6C3,3l ,41 .UFW6C3,3! ,4> .OFW24C3,31 I 
29 c 
30 C ••••••••NOTE•••••• •••••NOTE•• •••••••••NOTE•••••••••NOTE••••••••·•• 
31 C THE TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM IS THE SIX-HOUR TIME-DELAY HISTOGRAM 
32 C AND GIVES AVERAGE INFLOW FOR THE PERIOD. 
33 C PREVIOUS OUTFLOW , AVERAGE INFLOWS FOR THE PERIOD AND THE PROPER K 


















••••••••NOTE•••••••••••NOTE••• 4 •••••••NOTE•••••••••NOTE•••••••••• 
CALLING SEQUENCE -LDAl.LP61 GIVE FIRST DAY. PERIOD FOR WHICH 
FLOW IS TO BE SIMULATED 
LDA2, LP62 G!VE LAST DAY, PERIOD FOR WHICH 
. FLOW IS TO BE SIMULATED . 
RINTT=RINT I !PT I 
CLOSS=SSOUTllPT> 
ZT=ZI IPTI 
MAXL T=MAXL C IPTl 
MAXCO=MAXLT+2 
NUPINT=NUPINl!PTl 
IF IVARKllPT>.NE.01 GO TO 110 








llO PREVF=PREVll llPTl 
PREVLF ~' :'EVl2C IPTl 
TLAGL=TLAGLI IIPTl 




























































DO 1'+2 l=l .MAXCO 
LOCAL lll=LOCALI IIPT.ll 
TRANS r I >=TRANS! C !PT. I l 
142 TLAG CI l =TLAG! ! IPT. I l 
LDA=LDAI 
LP6=LP61 
LPER=l c ••••••••••••• 
C BEGIN ROUTE 
c 
C ••FIRST GET LOCAL.ADD TO LAGGED LOCAL FLOW FROM PREVIOUS 
165 DO 10 l=l.ZT 
LIRG=GAGEAR CIPT.ll 
10 LOCAt_ Cll=LOCAL Cil+RO:LIRG,LOA,LP61•TDELAYl!PT,ll•CFSMl!PTl 
TRANS!!J=TRANS!ll+LOCAL!ll 
C ••NOW LAG UPSTREAM INFLOWS 
IF CNUPIN ClPTl.EQ.Ol GO TO 30 
DO 17 IN=l,NUP!NT 
C NUPIN=NUM3ER CF UPSTREAM INFLOWS 
!FPT=IFLOPT ilPT,INl 
C IFPT=FLOWPOINT NUMBER OF THE l!NITH UPSTREAM INFLOW 
IF C!FPT.GT.NPTSI GO TO 30!5 
IF COBSERc JFPTl .EQ.Ol GO TO 1015 
GO TO 2015 
1015 UPFLO=SFW6CIFPT.LDA,LP6l 
GO TO 12 
2015 UPFLO=OFW6CIFPT.LDA.LP6l 




C J IS THE EARLIEST SIX HOUR PERIOD IN WHICH THE PRESENT 






C ••DONE UPSTREAM INFLOW LAG. NOW VARIABLE IF ANY. 
30 IF CVARLIIPTl.NE.Ol GO TO 31 
TLAGl!l=TRANS!ll 
GO TO 50 
31 IDONE=.FALSE. 
DO 45 l=l .10 
IF ITRANSCl!.GT.INFLOLC!PT.Ill GO TO 40 
IDONE = . TRUE . 
VOLINC=TRA.NS! I 1-INFLOLI !PT, l l+LlNCREC lPT. I I 
GO TO 41 
40 VCLlNC=LlNCRE!IPT.ll 
41 FLAGV=LAGC!PT.ll 
C FLAGV !S T~E ADDED LAG TO BE APPLIED TO THE 
C VOLUME INCREMENT VOL INC 
411 J=CFLAGV+6.0llt6.0 
C J IS THE EARLIEST SIX HOUR PERIOD IN WHICH VOLINC WILL CONTRIBUTE 
43 RINTJ=6•J 
FRTOJ=rRINTJ-FLAGV>t6.0 





























































C ELEMENT OF THE VARIABLY LAGGED HYDROGRAPH 
TLAG CJ+l l=TLAGCJ+l l+VOLINC•C I .O-FRT~·.J1 
'+'+ TLAGCJl=TLAGCJl+VOLINC•FRTOJ 
IFCIDONE> GO TO 50 
45 CONTINUE 
C ••NOW HAVE LAGGED FLOW <VARIABLY OR CONSTANT>. NOW APPLY K. 
50 IF!VARKllPTl.EQ.O.AND.NUPINCIPTl.EO.O> GO TO 53 
IFCVARKCIPTl.EQ.Ol GO TO 5'+ 
DO 52 KVL=2, I I 






















IF!NUP!N! lPTl .EQ.Ol GO TO 55 





PREVLF=LOCAL C I l 
C Sl.!BTRACT CONSTANT CHANNEL LOSS 
5Hl6£ !PT ,LDA.LP6>=SFW6C !PT .LDA.LP6l+LOCALC I l 
55 TLACL=TLAGC!l 
!F CSFW61!PT.LOA,LP6l.LT.O.OlSFW611PT,LDA.LP6l=0.0 
TLAGL=TLAG! I l 
HXLM=MAXC0-1 







C END ROUTE 
c **•**•••* 
c 
IF !LOA.EO.LDA2> GO TO 185 































































GO TO 187 
185 IF £LP6.EQ.LP62l GO TO 190 
186 LP6=LP5+1 
187 LPER=LPER+l 
GO TO 165 
c ••4•••·····································~~···~···· 
C ••FOLLOWING 300 SERIES CODING PUTS BEST KNOWN VALUES INTO 
C ••OBSERVED SIX HOUR FLOW ARRAY.£0BSERCIPT1=11 





320 IF CSI XINC IPTJ .EO. 01 GO TO 326 
IF !O!'"W6CIPT.LDA,LP6l.U.O.Ol GO TO 326 
IF fMIDOKl GO TO 360 
IF£SMDP0Sl GO TO 322 
OFW6CIPT,LDAMID.LP6M!Dl=OFW241!PT,LDAMl01 
GO TO 323 
322 OFW6flPT.LDAMID.LP6MJDl=RAT•SFW6£1PT.LDAHID,LP6MIOl 
323 MIDOK=. TRUE. 
GO TO 360 
326 IF CCOMPARCIPTl.EQ.11 GO TO 340 
338 OFW6CIPT,LDA.LP61=SFW6CIPT,LDA,LP61 
GO TO 360 
340 IF COFW24C!PT,LDAl.LT.O.Ol GO TO 338 
IF CLP6.EQ.ll GO TO 348 
IF !LSD.EO.LDAI GO TO 355 
348 SMDPOS=.TRUE. 
IF CLOA.EQ.LDAI l GO TO 349 · 
LDM=LDA-1 
SMDF=SFW61 !PT .LDM.4 l 
GO TO 350 
3't9 Si1DF=FWP4 
350 SMDF=,CSMDF+2'.0* CSFW6C !PT .LDA. I l+SFW6C !PT .LDA,2l +SFW6C !PT ,LDA,311 + 
I SFW6CIPT.LDA.4llt8.0 
RATP=RAT 
IF CSMDF.GT.0.00051 GO TO 351 
SMDPOS= .FALSE. 
RAT=-1. 
GO TO 352 
351 RAT=OFW24 C IPT .LDAllSMOF 
352 LSD=LDA 
IF!MlDOKl GO TO 355 
fFCRATP.GE.O.l GO TO 1352 
OFW6CIPT.LDAMID.LP6MID>=OFW24C!PJ.LDAMID> 
GO TO 354 
1352 IF !SMDPOSl GO TO 353 
OFW6CJPT,LDAMID.LP6Ml0l=OFW24CIPT,LDAM!DI 
GO TO 354 
353 OFW6! l PT ,LOAMI D ,LP6M!Dl =SFW6 C IPT, LOAM lD. LP6M IO>• CRAT+RATP l 12. 0 
354 MIDOK=.TRUE. 
355 IFCLP6.NE.4l GO TO 358 







229 GO TO 360 
230 358 IFtSMDPOSl GO TO 359 
231 OFW6£IPT.LDA.LP6l=OFW24t[PT,LOAl 
232 GO TO 360 
233 359 OFH611PT.LDA.LP6l=RAT•SFH6llPT,LDA.LP6l 
234 360 IF !LDA.EQ.LDA2l GO TO 362 
235 IF fLP6.NE.41 GO TO 366 
236 LOA=LDA+l 
237 LP6=1 
239 GO TO 320 
239 362 IF !LP6.EQ.LP62l GO TO 2190 
240 366 LP6=LP6+l 
24! GO TO 320 
2'+2 c ••• * .............................................. * • •- ••••••••••••• * •••••• 
243 2190 PREV!ICIPTl=PREVF 
244 PREVI21!PTl=PREVLF 
245 TLAGLI llPTl=TLAGL 
246 DO 191 I=l ,MAXCO 
247 TP.ANSlllPT.ll=TRANSCll 
248 TLAGI ! IPT, l l=TLAGC I l 
249 191 LOCAlifIPT.ll=LOCALCll 
250 199 RETURN 
251 END 






























































C OUTPUT SUMMARY FOR NON-FORECAST MODE--LAND PHASE 











C SOIL MOISTURE ACCOUJ\!TING VARIABLES. 
COMMONISOILIBAL!5l ,PLC5, 181, VLC5,6l. SLC5, I 0 l .E !5, 12, 31 l 
C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONtBDIPXC5,3! .4l, TA!5,31.4l ,PE13,31 l ,ROC5,3l ,4l .OFW6!3,31,4l, 
lSFW6C3,3l,4l,UFW5!3,31,4l,OFW24C3,31l 
COMMON/OUT!ISTOUT,ARM0!5,12,22l 
IF CSTORE.EO.Ol GO TO 100 
DO 101 IRG=l,NGAGES 
DO 102 IDA=l .31 
DO I 02 I P5= l . 4 
I 02 DUMMY! !P6. !DA l =ROC IRG. IDA, IP6l 
WRITE CTROl DUMMY 
101 CONTINUE 
100 IF !lSTOUT.EQ.Ol GO TO 107 
C STORE LAND STORAGES AND FLOW COMPONENTS FOR END OF YEAR PRINTOUT 
DO 105 IRG=l.NGAGES 
ARMOC IRG,MONTH, I l=SLC IRG, I l 
ARMO!IRG,MONTH,2l=Slt!RG.2l 




ARMO! IRG,MONTH, 7J=SL ! IRG. 71 
ARMO! IRG .MONTH. Bl =SL< !RG.81 
ARMO! IRG .MONTH. 9l =SL£ IRG. 91 
AR~OrlRG,MONTH,!Ol=SLC!RG,iOl 
ARMOl IRG.MONTH. l5l=VL! IRG, l l 




C SLZM IS TOTAL LOWER ZONE CAPACITY. 
SLZM=PL! IRG. 11 l +PU I RG. 121 +PLC IRG. 13> 
C SLZC IS TOTAL LOWER ZONE CONTENTS. 
SLZC=VL!lRG.3l+VLCIRG.4l+VL<lRG,5l 
DEFR=I.0-CSLZCISLZMJ 
ARMO c I RG. MOl'1TH. 20 l =DEFR 








































































C OUTPUT SU~MARY FOR NON-FORECAST MODE--CHANNEL 
C CHANOT VARiA9LES 
REAL 110CHAR£ 121 ,Dl5,31 I 









4YR2,AREA!61 .SIXIN!31 .C8SERC31,STDA!2, IO> ,STP612, IOI, !YEAR.I C3l, IPT, 
5METRICl31 
C MAIN AND CHANEL VARIABLES 
INTEGER VARK,VARL.RINT,Z.GAGEAR 
REAL KS I • KS2. Kl NCRE. KS2V, LI NCRE. LOCAL I • I NFLOL. LAG 
COl".MONICHANIFWP4 I I 31,KS!I31.KS2l3l, VARKI 31. VARL C 3), 




C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 
co:-:MON18DIPX!5,31,4l, TA!5.31.4l .PEC3,3l l .ROC5,31,l!l ,OFW6C3.3l ,4l, 
ISFWS! 3. 31 .4 l .UFl·l513.31 ,4 l .OFW24 c 3. 31 l 
C DAILY PLOT DATA AR~AYS 
COMMONtPDtDPXC3.12.31>.SFW2413,l2,3ll,WYFW24C3,12,3ll 




C COMPUTE MEAN DAILY SIMULATED FLOW 
SUM=O.O 
nu =FWP4 I (!PT l 
DO 122 !DA=l.LAST 




SFW24 c !PT ,MO!·HH, IDA> =TEMPOR 
122 SUM=SU:-1+ TE~;c.oR 
SSFCIPT.MCNTHl=SUM 
FWP4 I I IPTI =FWI 
C COMPUTE MONTHLY SUM OF OBSERVED FLOW 
IF CCOMPAR(JPT>.EQ.01 GO TO 125 
SUM=O.O 
DO 126 IDA=l.LAST 
WYFW24 ! l PT. ~CNTH. IDA l =OFW24 c I PT, IDA l 
126 SUM=SUM+QF;·J24 ! I PT. !DA I 
SOF CI PT .MO~HH l =SUM 
125 CONT I NUE 
C PLOT SIX HOUR S!MUL.ATED VERSUS OBSERVED FLOW 
IF £PLT6HR.EQ.Ol GO TO !40 
IF CSiXIN!lPTl.EQ.01 GO TO 140 




57 IF CSTDACl,!Cl.EQ.01 GO TO 140 
58 IDl=STDA!l,lfl 
59 IPl=STP6l I, !Cl 
60 ID2=STDAC2, ICI 
61 IP2=STP612, ICl 
62 CALL FLOWOT C IOI. IP!. ID2. IP21 
63 130 CONT I NUE 
64 140 CONTINUE 
65 C CO~PUTE PRECIP.ANDIOR MELT FOR LOCAL AREA 
66 C ABOVE FLOW-POINT 
67 IF fROUTE . EQ. l l GO TO 150 
69 IF CPTEST.EQ.01 GO TO 150 
69 IF ! !PT.GT. I l GO TO 152 
70 DO 151 IRG=l,NGAGES 
71 AK!=PXADJ! IRGl 
72 IF c (SNOW.Ea. I l. AND. C SNOWA (MONTH I .EO. l l l AK!= I. 0 
73 DO 151 !DA=! .LAST 
74 DC IRG, IDAl =O. 0 
75 00 151 I PS= I • 4 
76 DC IRG. IDA l =DC IRG. !DAI +PXC IRG. IDA. IP6 l •AKI 
77 151 CONTINUE 
79 152 IF CPLOTCIPTl.EQ.Ol GO TO 150 
79 IZ=Z! !PT> 
BO DO 153 IE=l. IZ 
Bl IRG=GAGEAR< !PT. IE! 
82 X=TOELAYC !PT, !El 
83 DO 153 IDA=l.LAST 
84 DPX! !PT .MONTH, !DAI =DPX ! !PT ,MONTH. !DAI +DC IRG, !DAI •X 
85 I 53 CONT I NUE 

































































C SIX HOUR FLOH PLOT 
INTEGER DA.DAl.P61.0A2,P62 
DIMENSION SCALEClll,ORD<IOll,FSC248l,FAC2481,MOCHARCl21,UNITSC2l 







2SOF! 3, 12l .PLT6HR. SAVEFW,OUMMY14 .31 I, TSAVE ,COMPAR!3l ,PTEST .PLOT! 31, 
3LINEP. INFROC20> .PLOTMXC3l ,CTEST ,FSFLCWC3l ,USGSIDC31 ,PEGC5l ,STAT, 
4YR2,A~EAC6l,SIXINC3l.CBSER13l,STDA!2,l0l,STP6C2,101,IYEARIC31,IPT, 
5METRIC!3l 
C BASIC DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONIBDtPX!5.3l,41,TAl5,31.4l,PEC3,31l,ROl5,31,4l,OFH613,31,4l, 
1Sn.l5<3.31.4l ,UFW6C3,31,4l ,OFW24C3.31 l 
C TIME SERIES IDENT!FICATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 
CO~MONITSID/AID15,3l .ANAMEC5,5l ,PEID!3,3l ,FPNAMEC6,51 
DATA MOCHAR/3HJAN.3HFEB.3HMAR,3HAPR,3HMAY,4HJUNE,4HJULY,3HAUG, 
l4HSEPT,3HOCT,3HNOV,3HOEC/ 
DATA DOT .BLANK.ASTER.PLUS/ lH., IH , !H•. IH+/ 
DATA UNITS/3HFT.,3H M./ 






DO 100 IP=IPt,iP2 
DA=< JP-! l 14+1 
16=1P-IDA-Jl•4 
IF llU.EQ.01 GO TO 101 
FSCIPl=SFW6CIPT,QA,!61 
FAC IPI =OFW6C I-' I ,!JA _ 161 
GO TO 102 
101 FSI !Pl=35.314""?•c~i/",( !PT ,OA, 161 
FA! IP l ,,35. 314-i . l-l6C l PT ,DA, 161 
102 IF CSIX!NCIPTl.EQ.OlFA<IPl=-0.01 
IF IFSC IP> .GT .FMAXl FMAX=FSC IPI 
IF <FA! !Pl .GT .FMAXI FMAX=FAC !Pl 
100 CONTINUE 
DO 106 l=l ,5 
X=!0.0 .. 1 
IF l<FMAX/Xl.LE.10.01 GO TO 107 
GO TO 106 
107 N=CFMAX!Xl+l.0 
PMAX=N•X 
GO TO 109 
l 06 CONT I Nt.:E 
I 09 DO I I 0 I = I • I l 
DEC=!-! 
110 SCALEfll=DEC•O.l•PMAX 
PRINT 90! ,SCALE 





59 DO 121 I =I • I 01 • I 0 
60 ORD< l l =DOT 
61 IF 11.EQ.IOIJ GO TO 121 
62 DO 122 J=l ,9 
63 ORD! l+Jl=BLANK 
64 122 CONT l NUE 
65 121 CONTINUE 
66 IF C!P.NE.IP21 GO TO 125 
67 DO 123 1=1.10! 
68 123 ORDfll=DOT 
69 125 LS=fFS<IPl/PMAXl•!00.0+1.5 
70 LA=ffAC iPl/PMAXl*l00.0+1.5 
71 IF !FAC IP> .GE.O.Ol ORDILAl=PLUS 
72 ORDILSl=ASTER 
73 IF t IU.EQ.Ol GO TO 119 
74 PRINT 903,0A, 16,0RD.FSC IP> .FA! !Pl 
75 GO TO 120 
76 119 PRINT 902,DA. !6,0RD,FSt !Pl .FAC IP> 
77 120 CONT I NUE 
78 C FLOWOT FORMAT STATEMENTS 
79 900 FORMAT C!Hl,ISHSIX HOUR FLOW PLOT,5X,5A4,5X.A4,3H.19,12.5X.24H•=Sl 
80 IMULATED +=OBSERVED,5X.15HUN!TS ARE CUB!C,IX,A3,5HISEC.> 
81 901 FORMAT !IH ,4HTIME,F5.l,F9.l,9Fl0.l,IX,9HSIMULATED.2X.8HOBSERVED> 
82 902 FORMAT CIH ,12,IH-,[l.lX,lOIAI ,2X,2Fl0.ll 
































































C OUTPUT SUMMARY 
C SUMARY VARIABLE 
REAL MOCHAR! 12> .SCMC 121,OCMC12> ,DCM< 12> 
DIMENSION SUM<l3l 











C DAILY PLOT DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONIPDIDPX!3,12,311,SFW2413,l2,311,WYFW24!3,12,31l 





C MONTHLY SUMMARY TABLES 
IF tlSTCUT.E0.01 GO TO 140 








DO 132 1=1.13 
132 SU:ifll=O.O 
DO 133 MO=I0, 12 




DO 135 MO=I ,9 




PR I NT 906, I SUM! I l , I = 1 , 1 0 l 
PRINT 919 
PRINT 907 
IF ISNOW.E0.11 PRINT 908 
PRINT 909 
IF ISNGW.EQ.ll PRINT 910 
DO 137 KO=l0.12 
PRINT 911.~0CHARCMOl,IARMOllRG.MO,ll.1=15.221 
1 F I SNOW. EQ. I l PR I NT 912, < ARMO c I RG, MO, I l , I = I 1 , 14 I 
137 CCNi I ~'1.JE 





























































IF !SNOW.EQ.ll PRINT 912,!ARMOCIRG,MO,il,l=ll,141 
138 CONTINUE 
IF !SNO~l.EQ. I I PRINT 913. CSUM! I l, I= 11, 131 
PRINT 929 
131 CONTINUE 
DO 139 IRG=l,NGAGES 
DO I 39 MO= I , 12 
DO 139 1=1.22 
139 ARMO!IRG,MO,ll=O.O 
140 CONTINUE 
C WATER YEAR SIMULATED FLOW SUMMARY TABLES 
LEAPYR=O 
IF !!YEAR-4•!YEAR/41l.EQ.Ol LEAPYR=I 
IF !MDFTBL.EQ.Ol GO TO 149 
DO 141 IPT=l.NPTS 
PRINT 915,CFPNAMECIPT,ll,l=l,5> 
IYR=YEAR 
IF !MONTH.GT.9! IYR=IYR+l 





IF !LEAPYR.EQ.ll N=29 
DO 142 IDA=l.N 
PRINT 920, IDA. CSFW24< !PT ,MO. iDAl ,MO=IO, 12>, ISFW241 IPT .MO. !DAI, 
IMO=l .9l . 
IFC <IDA-5* I IDA15l l .EO. Ol PRINT 921 
142 CONTINUE 
N:N+I 
DO 143 IDA=N,30 . 
















IF ICOMPAR!IPTl.EC.Ol GO TO 141 
WYFLOW-=-0.00i 
DO 145 MO=l .12 
TEMPOR=SOF!IPT,MOI 
IF !TEMPOR.LT.O.Ol GO TO 146 
OCMIMO>=TEMPORICCNV 
WYFLOW=WYFLOW+TEMPOR 































































145 CONT I NUE 
PRINT 927, ISOF! IPT .MOl ,MOz:I0, 121. CSOFC iPT ,MO> ,MO=l ,91 .WYFLO:.l 
WYOCt-:=WYFLOWCONV 
PRINT 925.COCMIMO>.MO=I0.121,tOCMCMOl,MO=l.9>.WYOCM 
DO 120 MO=l,12 
IF IOCMCMOl .LT .O.Ol GO TO 121 
DCMCMO>=SCM!MOl-OCM<MOI 




PRINT 926, IDCMCMOl .HO=I0.12>. COCMCMOl ,MQ:l ,91 ,WYFLOW 
I'+ I CONTINUE 
C PLOTTING OF SIMULATED VERSUS OBSERVED MEAN DAILY FLOW -- BY WATER YEAR 
149 IF IPTEST.EQ.Ol GO TO 160 
LP!=O 
DO 151 IPT=l .NPTS 
IF CPLOTC!PTl.EQ.Ol GO TO 151 
IF CLPt.EQ.ll GO TO 153 
IF £MDFT8L.EO.ll GO TO 156 
PRINT 928 
IF CL!NEP.GT.Ol CALL LPLOT 
IF !LINEP.EQ.tl GO TO 150 
IF !LINEP.EQ.Ol r.o TO 157 
DO 158 1=1.4 
158 PRINT 92! 
157 CALL DAILY 
150 LPl=I 
GO TO 151 
156 LN=3 
IF CCOMPAR!NPTSJ .EQ.OlLN=LN+5 
DO 15't l=l ,LN 
154 PRINT 921 
LPl=l 
153 DO 155 I=l,'t 
!55 PRINT 921 
IF (LrnEP.GT.Ol CALL LPLOT 
IF (LINEP.EQ.ll GO TO 151 
IF !l!NEP.EQ.Ol GO TO 152 
DO 159 l=l .'t 
159 PRINT 921 
152 CALL DAILY 
15! CON1iNUE 
160 IF £5TAT.EQ.OI GO TO 170 
DO 175 IPT=l,NPTS 




C SUMARY FORMAT STATEMENTS 
900 FORMAT £!Hl,40X.24H:8EAL WATER YEAR SUMMARY.SX.l3HUNITS ARE MM.I 
901 FORMAT CIH0.30X,l!HAREA NU~BER.l3.SX,5A4,5X,!3H~ATER YEAR 19,12> 
903 FCR;-';AT CIHO.SOX.32HSOIL ~;OISiURE ACCOUMING VOLU:~ES> 
90't FORMAT CIH .lOX.SH~ONTH.2X.8HTOTAL-R0,3X,7HlM?V-RO.lX,9HDIRECT-RO, 




171 905 FORMAT < 1 H • I OX. A4. IX. 7FI 0. I • F 13. I • 2F I 0. I l 
172 906 FORMAT llHO.IOX,5HTOTAL,7F!0.1.F!3.l,2FIO.ll 
173 907 FORMAT <IH0,25X,3SHSOIL MOISTURE VARIABLES AT END OF MONTHl 
174 908 FORMA i f I H+. I OOX. l 2HSNC~ SUMMARY I 
175 909 FORMAT !IHO. 7X.5HMONTH,5X,5HUZTWC,3X,5HUZFWC,3X.5HLZTWC,3X, 
176 15HLZFSC,3X,5HLZFPC.2X.6HLZDEFR,3X,5HA~lMC,3X,7HBALANCE> 
177 910 FORi1A T ( I H+. aox. 2X. 8HS:~QWF ALL. 6X. 41--:RA IN. 2X. 9HRA l N+MELT. 2X. 
178 17i-i3..\LANCE l 
179 911 t0K:1AT I IH , 8X,A4,2X.5F8.0.F8.2,F8.0,FI0.21 
180 912 FORMAT !IH+,80X.3FIO.l,F!0.2l 
181 913 FORMAT !!HO. 7X,5HTOTAL.68X,3FIO.ll 
182 914 FORMAT flH0.72X.8H3t5EFLO~ll 
183 915 FORMAT I IHI .25X.24'1;-:ATER YEAR SUMMARY FOR--.5A41 
184 916 FORMAT l!H0.37X,l3H~:.HER YEAR 19.121 
195 917 FORMAT !!H0.38H'lEAN DAILY SIMULATED DISCHARGE SUM~ARY,5X, 
186 13!HUNiTS ARE CUBIC l''.ETERSIS:'.:C DAYSI 
187 918 FORMAT tlH0,3X,3!-:DAY,5X.3HOCT,6X,3HNOV.5X,3HDEC,6X.3HJAN,6X.3HFE8, 
IBB l4X.5HMARCH,4X.5HAPRIL,6X,3HMAY,5X,4HJUN~.5X,4HJULY.3X,6HAUGUST,5X, 
I 89 24HSEPT, 7X .6HANNUAL I 
190 919 FORMAT llHOI 
191 920 FORMAT I IH .15.12F9.31 
192 921 FORMAT I IH I 
193 922 FORMAT I IH , l5,4F9. 3. 9X. 7F9. 31 
194 923 FORMAT £1H .15.F9.3.9X,2F9.3,9X,F9.3.9X,F9.3,9X,2F9.31 
195 924 FORMAT llH0,5HTOTAL.12F9.2.FIO.l.5H CMSOl 
196 925 FOP.MAT CIH ,5X.12F9.l,Fi0.0,5H MM! 
197 926 FCRMAT llH0.5HDIFF.,12F9.l.FI0.0.5H MMl 
198 927 FORMAT (IH0.5H08SV .• 12F9.2,Fl0.l,5H CMSD> 
199 928 FOR~-IAT I IHI I 
200 929 FORMAT llH0.15X.55HLZDEFR IS THE LOWER ZONE SOIL MOISTURE OEFICIEN 
































































C SUBROUTiNE STASUM IS A STATISTICAL SU2ROUTlr-;::: F"OR GIVEN f':EAN DAILY FL0:-1 DATA. 
c THE DATA M;JS T BE OVER A corH I NUO'JS ~ER i CD. BUT MA y BEG i N OR E~~D O~• ANY DA iE 
C OF A t:AiER YEAR. Tl-!E F"OLLO:,.!iNG O?TIO~S ARE AVAlLt.8LE •.••• 
C IOPT=I F?.;NT C~LY MULTl'iEA~ SUXi~ARY, PUNCH MEAN OAILIC.:S IN STANDARD FCRMAT 
c I O?T =2 PR I NT C~L y M•_'l T I "fEAR sur1:~ARY 
C IOPT=3 P~iNT YEAR SL•;1:-1.:.RY A;\;0 MUL i IYEAR SU~i~h:1Y 
c IOPT='+ PRINT YEAR St;M:-tAR'J AND MULTIYEAR sur-:~~RY, PUNCH M.D. IN STD f'OR~AT 
C THE f'OLLCWING MUST BE DEFINED IN CALLING PROGRAM BEFORE ENTERING THIS 
C SUSROUT !NE. .•• 
C IOPT ISEE ASOVEI 
· C YRl=!ST YEAR OF GIVEN DATA 
C YR2=LAST YEAR CF GIVEN DATA 
c YEAR=YEAR or DATA BEING CALLED 
C IPT=FLCWPOINT NU1~9ER 
C SPEC!IPTl=ABOVE B~NK OR OTHER FLOW VALUE ABOVE WHICH STATISTICAL VALUES 
C WILL BE CO~PUTED 
C USGSIDI IPTl=U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY STREAM GAGE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
c FPNAl1EI IPT ,7l=NAt-'.E or rLOi-!POINT 
C WYFW2'+11PT,MO.IDAl=09SERVED MEAN DAILIES FOR YEAR 
C SFW2'+1IPT,XO.IDAl=Sl~ULAi~D MEAN DAiLIES FOR YEAR 
C THIS SUSRCUTINE COMPUTES STA"iiSTICAL VALUES f"OR EACH MO~TH.TOTAL YEAR.EACH 
C FLOW INTERVl.L lf'LCW INiERVALS APE COMPUTED FROM SPECI IPTJ I .ABOVE SPECI IPTI. 
c ANO A "1UL TIYEAR sur-:MARY WHICH INCLUDES ALL THE ABOVE. COLUM~ HEADINGS ON 
C OUTPUT AqE SUFFICIENT EXPLANATION OF STATISTICAL VALUES FOU~D. 
INTEGER YEAR,YRl,YR2.Tl,T2,USGSID131 
DIMENSIO··I Al 351. ID [ 12>. roe 121 .X'IALl9l. YVALl91 .XLLI l c I. SPEC I 31. 
ILL! 101 ,XLUI I Ol .LUI I 01.sc2131. TN! 3> ,OMl I 31.SMII31 .SKl ( 3.12.91. 
2SK213,I0.7>.ISIM131>,N815l,LBC52l,IYEARl131,NCC31 
C DAILY PLOT DATA AP.RAYS 
co:-:xC!·l!PCID?XI 3. 12. 31l. SFW2'+ ( 3 .12. 31) ,WYFW2'+ ( 3. 12. 311 
C TIME SERIES iDENTIFICATIONS AN;) DESCRIPTIONS. 
CQl",MCNliS ID: AID:5. 31,ANAl':E15, 51 ,PE IOI 3, 31 .FPNAt-'.E <6.51 
EQUl'IALEt:!:E IXVALl l l ,XOI, I XVALl 21 ,XSI, DCVALl 3 l ,XQSI, I XVALI'+ l .X02l, 
I IXVJl.Ll5l .XS2l, !XVALC5l ,XNJ, IXVALl71,XMAXI, !XVALIBl ,XOMI I. CXVAL C9l, 
2XSM i l • I YVALI I l , YO I • I YVALl 21 , YS l • I YVAL I 3 l • YOS I • I YVALl 4 I , Y02 I • I Y\' ALI 
351 • YS2 l • ! YVALI 61 • YN I , I YVAL! i I , YMA:O<J • I YVALC 8 l , YOU l • ! YV AL 19 l • YSM I l 
CATA !'J 1 3l .28.3l .3G.3l ,30.3l ,31,30,31 • .30,3! t 
DATA iDtlO,l!.12.1.2.3.4.5,6.7.8.91 
DA i A Al 3HJAN, 3HUAR, 3HY , 3Hi'T8, 3HRUA. 31-iRY , 3HMAR. 3'H:::l-f • 3H • 3Ht,PR 
l,3HIL .3H .3HMAY.3H ,3H ,3HJUN.3H[ .3H .3HJUL.3HY .3H 
2,3HAUG.3'L!UST.3H ,3HSEP,3HTEM,3H8ER.3HOCT.3'-108E.3HR ,3H\JV.3HU-:8 
3.3HER ,3HDEC,3HEM8.3HCR I 
DATA N8t25.16,12,9.71 
COMMENT ••• TESi FOR FIRST YEAR 
If' II l'f[ARl I IPTI .NE. YRI I .AND. I IYEA?.11 IPTl .NE. (YRl .. I 11 l GO TO It 
GO TO I 
COMMENT ••• ZERO PREL li11NARIES-MUL T iYEAR MONTH At.;O INTERVAL 
4 IYEARlll?Tl=YEAR 





S021 !PT l=O. 




























































DO 2 J=l,9 
2 SKlllPT,l,J>=O. 
DO 3 1=1.10 
DO 3 J=l,7 
3 SK2flPT,l,J>=O. 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR LEAP YEAR 
I IFIYEAR-4•<YEAR/4l> 12.11,12 
11 I012l=29 




C•••••••••START OF MONTH AND YEAR SECTION OF SUBROUTINE STASUM•••••••••••••••••C 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR PRINT OPTION 
13 lFllOPT.LT.31 GO TO 60 
IDYR2=1900+YEAR 
IF IMONTH.GT.91 IDYR2=1DYR2+1 
PRINT 1000,IFPNAMEllPT,ll,l=l.51,IOYR2 
PRINT 1100 
COMMENT ... ZERO PRELIMINARIES-YEAR 
5 DO 10 ll=l,9 
I 0 YVAL! I I l =O. 
YS02=0. 
MYR=I 
COMMENT ... START OF MONTH LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 1 00 I =I • 12 • 




COMMENT ... ZERO PRELIMINARIES-MONTH 
DO 20 11=1,9 
20 XVAL! l I l = 0 . 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR MISSING DATA 
TEMP=O. • 
NM=O 
DO 25 !DA= I .N 
IF !WYFW241lPT,MO,lDAl.LT.O.Ol NM=NM+l 
25 TEMP=WYFl-124! IPT ,MO, IDAl+TEMP 
C i10NTH NOT INCLUDED IF MORE THAN 25 MISSING DAYS 
IF !NM.LT .25! GO TO 26 
28 PRINT ll03,CA1Jl,J=Tl,T2l 
IF <TEMP.GT.-0.001> GO TO 100 
GO TO 41 
COMMENT ... START OF DAY LOCP••~•• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
25 MYR=O 
DO 30 !DA= I , 1\1 
COMMENT ... FREL l 1': l NAR !ES-MONTH 
08S=WYFW2'tflPT,MO,lDAl 











































































COMMENT ... PRELIMINARIES-YEAR 
YN=YN+I. 
vs;-11 =YSMI +YN•S IM 
YOMI=YOMl+YN•OBS 
YS02=YS02+l•T 
COMMENT ... PRELIMINARIES-MULTIYEAR END 
TNllPTl=TNl!PTl+I. 
OMl<IPTl=OMl!IPTl+TNCIPTl•OSS 

















COMMENT ... END OF DAY LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMENT ... P~ELIM!NARIES-YEAR AND MULTIYEAR MONTH 
DO 35 J=l .5 
YVAL<Jl=YVALCJl+XVALCJl 
35 SKI<IPT.MO,Jl=SKl<IPT,MO,Jl+XVALIJl 
IFCABS<XMAXl .GT .ABS!YMAXl I YMAX=XMAX 
SKIClPT.M0.61=SKICIPT,M0.6l+XN 
IFCABSIXMAXl.GT.A8SCSKIC!Pi.M0,7lll SKltlPT.M0.7l=XMAX 
SKI I !PT ,t-:0,8>-=SK I c lPT ,MO ,Bl +XOMI 
SKl!IPT.M0.91=SKICIPT,M0,9l+XSMI 


























37 PRINT l!Ol,CA!Jl.0=Tl,T2l,XSIMM.XOBSM,XBIAS.XPBIAS.XMIVAL,XMAX. 
IXSTER.XPSTER,XR.XAO.XAI 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR STANDARD FORMAT PUNCH OPTION 







































































COMMENT •.. STANOARD FORMAT PUNCHES 
50 LYR=YEAR-1 
IFIMO.LT.IOl LYR=YEAR 
IF CMONTH.GT.9> LYR=YEAR 








00 53 K=lDAY,lDAY 
IFCISIM<Kl-MXl 53,54,54 
53 CONTINUE 
GO TO 55 
54 CONTINUE 
55 LF=J+l 
DO 56 K=l .52 
56 LB!Kl=O 
DO 58 l=IDAY,LOAY 



































COMMENT ... END OF MONTH LOOP••••••••••+•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF IMYR.E0.01 GO TO 90 
c ENTIRE YEAR or MISSING DATA 
PRINT 1104 
GO TO 350 
90 502CIPTl=S02<1PTl+YS02 

























































































GO TO IOI 
COMMENT ... NON PRINT PART OF MONTH ANO YEAR SECTION OF STASUM•••••••••••••••• 





DO 61 IDA= I .N 
IF CWYFW24(JPT.MO,IDAl.LT.O.Ol NM=NM+l 
61 TEMP=WYFW24(1PT,M0,10Al+TEMP 
C MONTH NOT INCLUDED IF MORE THAN 25 MISSING DAYS 
IF !NM.LT.26l GO TO 62 
IF ITEM?.GT.-0.00ll GO TO 80 
GO TO 63 
62 DO 70 IDA=l.N 
OBS=:.JYFt-i24 C !PT .MO, lDAl 













TN! !PTl=TN! !PTl+I. 




COMMENT ... TEST FOR STANDARD FORMAT PUNCH OPTION 
63 !FllOPT.GT.ll GO TO 80 
CQMMENT ... STANDARD FORMAT PUNCHES 
71 LYR=YEAR-1 
IF!MO.LT. lOl LYR=YEAR 
IF fMONTH.GT.9! LYR=YEAR 

















••• ... ... ... 
••• 
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DO 75 J= I ,5 • •• 
MX=MX•IO ••• 
LDAY=IDAY+NBCJI ••• 
!FrLOAY.Gi.Nl LDAY=N ••• 
DO 74 K=IDAY,LDAY ••• 
IFCIS!MCKl-MXl 74,75,75 ••• 
74 com1NuE 
G'J TO 76 • • • 
75 CO!,( T I l"~VE • • • 
76 LF=J+I ••• 
DO 77 K=l ,52 ••• 
77 L81Kl =O • • • 
DO 79 L=IOAY,LDAY ••• 
00 78 M=l.LF ••• 
MM=LF+l-M ••• 
NN=M+LF•CL-!OAYl ••• 
L9(t,Nl=lSiMClltl0 .. !MH-l I ••• 
78 IS iM! LI= IS !Mill -LBCNr~l ·IO•• !MM-1 l • • • 
79 CONTINUE ••• 
Il=LF•tLCAY-lOAY+ll ••• 
PUNCH 16CO.NCC IPTl ,LF ,USGS!D! !PT>, !DAY .MO,LYR, !LB!Kl ,KsJ, l l l 
NC( lPTl=NC! IPTl+I 
lDAY=LOAY+I ••• 
lF!LCAY-Nl 73,80,80 ••• 









c·········START OF INTERVAL AND ABOVE SPEC SECTI~N OF SUBROUTINE STASUM········c 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
COMMENT ... INTERVAL DETERMINATION 















1 SPEC =SPEC r I PT l 




























































IF!IOPT.LT.3> GO to 300 
PRINT 1200 
COMMENT ... ZERO PRELIMINARIES-ABOVE SPEC 
DO 130 J=I, 7 
130 YVAL!Jl=O. 
COMMENT ... START OF INTERVAL LOOP•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 200 INT=l.10 
C0Ml-'£NT ... ZERO PrtELIMINARIES-iNTERVAL • 
DO 21 0 J= I , 1 • 
210 XVAL!Jl=O. • 
COMMENT ... START CF MONTH LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 230 1=1.12 •• 
MO: !De I l • • 
N:fQIMOl •• 
COMMENT ... START OF DAY LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 230 ICA:l,N ••• 
COMMENT ... PRELIMINARIES-!NTERVAL ••• 
09S:WYFW241 IPT ,MO, IOAl ••• 
COMMENT ... TEST TO PLACE IN INTERVAL ••• 
IFC03S-XLLCINill 23C,2i5,215 ••• 
215 IFIOBS-XLUCINTll 216.216,230 ••• 










COMMENT ... END OF CAY LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••• 
COMMENT ... END or MCNTH LOOP················································· 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR MISSING DATA 
IFCXN> 240.250.240 
250 IF! INT-IOI 252.251,252 • 
251 PRINT 1204.LLC 101 • 
GO TO 200 • 
252 PRINT 1203.LLC INT l .LUC INTI 
GO TO 200 
CO~MENi ... PRELIM!NARIES-MULTIYEAR INTERVAL 
240 DO 255 J~!.6 
255 SK2CIPT,!NT,Jl=SK2CIPT,INT,Jl+XVALCJI 
IFIA8SCXMAXl.GT.AGSCSK2!IPT,INT,7lll SK2CIPT,INT,7l=XMAX • 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR INTER'iAL ABOVE SPEC 
IF!lNT-61 235.242.242 • 
COMMENT ... PREL!MlNARiES-A90VE SP!O:C 
242 DO 241 J=l,6 
241 YVALCJl=YVALCJl+XVALCJl 
iFCA3Sl>:MAXl.GT.A9SCYMAXll YMAX=XMAX 
COMMENT ... CALCULATIONS-lNTERVAL • 
235 XCBSM=XCIXN 

































































COMMENT ... TEST F"OR ONLY ONE PO I NT I·~ DATA SET 











IF<ASSIXAll.LT.0.011 GO TO 259 
1rcxN.GT.2.11 GO TO 233 
XSTER=O. 








COMMENT ... TEST FOR LAST INTERVAL 
237 IF"!INT.NE.IOl GO TO 260 
PRiNT 1202,LL<IOl,IN,XOBSM,XSIMM,XBIAS.XPBIAS,XMAX,XSTER.XPSTER, 
IXR,XAO.XAI 
GO TO 200 

















COMMENT ... END OF INTERVAL LOOP•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR MISSING DATA 
IF!YN.NE.0.1 GO TO 270 
PRINT_ 1204,ISPEC . 
GO TO 360 






271 IFIYOBSMI 272.273,272 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR ONLY ONE POINT IN DATA SET 











IF<A9S!YAJl.LT.O.Oll GO TO 289 






































































290 PRINT 1202,ISPEC,.JN,YOBSM,YSl~J1.YBIAS,YPBIAS,YMAX,YSTER,YPS7ER,YR, 
IYAO,YAI 
GO TO 360 
COMMENT ... NON PRINT PART or INTERVAL AND ABOVE SPEC SECTION or STASUM······· 
300 DO 350 INT=l,10 
DO 310 J=I.7 
310 XVAUJ>=O. 
DO 320 1=1.12 
MO=IDC I> 
N=lQIMOl 
DO 320 !DA= 1 .N 
OBS=WYrW21tllPT.MO.IDAl 
IF!OBS-XLL<INTll 320,315,315 
315 Ir!OBS-XLU<INT>l 316,316.320 
316 SIM=SFWi?4llPT,MO,lOAI 
T=Sl:-1-0BS 









335 DO 340 J=l .6 
3lf0 SK2!IPT.INT,Jl=SK2tlPT,INT,Jl+XVAL!Jl 























••• ... ... 
c·································•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMENT ..• TEST TO ENTER MULT!YEAR SECTION 











































































IF C MONTH. GT . 9 l IDYR2= IDYR2+ l 
PRINT 1500.CFPNAME!IPT.l>.l=l,51,IDYRl,IDYR2 
PRINT 11 CO 
COMMENT ... ZERO PRELIMINARIES-MULTIYEAR END 
DO 410 J=l.7 
ltlO YVALIJJ=O. 
10!21=29 
COMMENT ••. START OF MONTH LOOP•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 415 l=l, 12 • 
MO=IOC I l • 
T2=3•MO • 
Tl=T2-2 • 
COMMENT ..• PRELIMINARIES-MULTIYEAR MONTH •. 
DO 412 J=l ,9 • 
412 XVALCJl=SKl<IPT,MO,JI • 
COMMENT •.. CALCULATIONS-MULTIYEAR MONTH • 













GO TO 419 
414 PRINT 1103.IAIJJ,J=Tl,T21 
GO TO 413 
418 XPBIAS=llOO.•XBIASl/XOBSM 
XMIVAL=XSMltXS - XOMltXO 
XAO=iXO•XS2-XS•XOSl!CXN•XS2-XS•XSl 
xA1=1xN•xos-xs•xo >1<xN•xs2-xs•xs1 








'+IS PRINT ll01.IACJl.J=Tl.T2>.XSIMM,XOSSM.XBIAS,XPBIAS.XMIVAL,XMAX, 
!XSTER.XPSTER.XR.XAO.XAI 
COMMENT ... PRELIMINARIES-MULTIYEAR END 
413 DO 420 J=l.6 
420 YVAL(Jl=YVALCJJ~XVAL!Jl 











COMMENT ... END OF MONiH LOOP•••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 









































































GO TO 424 
423 YPBIAS=llOO.•YBIASl/YOBSM 
YMlVAL=SMlllPTllYS - OMICIPTllYO 
YAO=!YO~YS2-YS•YOSl/IYN•YS2-YS•YSl 
YAl=!YN•YOS-YS•YO l/CYN•YS2-YS•YSl 
ff!ABSIYAI l .L:·.0.01 l GO TO 425 
YSTER=SQRTCIY02-YAO•YO-YAl•YOSl/YNl 
YPSTER=!IOO.•YSTERJ/YOBSM 
YR=! YN•YOS-Y•)•YSJ /SQRT C !YN•YS2-YS•YSl • CYN•Y02-YO•YOl l 









COMMENT ... ZERO PREL!MINARIES-MULTIYEAR ABOVE SPEC 
DO 430 J=l,7 
430 YVALCJl=O. 
COM~oENT ... START OF INTERVAL LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 440 INT=l, 10 • 
COMMENT ... PRELIMINARIES-MULTIYEAR INTERVAL • 
DO 470 J=: , 7 • 
470 XVALtJl=SK2CIPT,INT.Jl 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR MISSING DATA 
IFIXNl 472,471,472 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR LAST INTERVAL 
471 IFt!NT.NE.101 GO TO 474 
PRINT 1204,LL!lOl 
GO TO 440 
474 PRINT 1203,LLllNTl.LU!INTl 
GO TO 440 






475 IF!XOBSMl 476,477,476 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR ONLY ONE POINT IN DATA SET 





















































































IF<ABSlXAll.LT.O.Oll GO TO 464 
IF!XN.GT.2.ll GO TO 467 
XSTER=O. 








COMMENT ... TEST FOR LAST INTERVAL 
466 lF!INT.NE.IOl GO TO 450 
PRINT 1202.LL!!Ol.iN,XOBSM,XS!MM,XB!AS.XPBIAS.XMAX,XSTER,XPSTER, 
IXR,XAO,XAl 
GO TO 460 
450 PRINT 1201,LL!INTl,LUllNTl,IN,XOBSM.XSIMM.XBIAS,XPBIAS.XMAX,XSTER, 
IXPSTER.XR,XAO.XAI 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR INTERVAL ABOVE SPEC 
IF!INT-6! 440.460,460 
COMMENT ... PRELIMINARIES-MULTIYEAR ABOVE SPEC 





















COMMENT ... END OF INTERVAL LOOP••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMENT ... TEST FOR MISSING DATA 
!FIYN.NE.O.l GO TO 490 
PRINT 1204,ISPEC 
RETURN 






491 IF!YOBSM> 492.493,492 
COMMENT ... IEST FOR ONLY ONE POINT IN DATA SET 















684 lFlYN.GT.2.ll GO TO 498 
685 YSTER=O. 
686 GO TO 499 
687 498 YSTER=SCRT!CY02-YAO•YO-YA!•YOSl/YNI 
688 499 YPSTER=C!OO.•YSTERl/YOBSM 
669 YR= (YN• YOS-YO•YS> /SQRT I c YN•YS2-YS•YSl • <YN•Y02-YO•YOI l 
690 GO TO 495 
691 500 YSTER=O.O 
692 YPSTER=O.O 
693 YR=! .O 





699 c c 
700 c···········END OF MULTIYEAR S~CTION OF SUBRCUTINE STASGM······················c 
701 c c 
702 cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
703 
70'+ COMMENT ... START OF FORl'"iATS 
705 1000 FORMATflHl.40X.20HSTATISTICAL SUMMARY ///IH .20X,13HFLOW POINT= , 
706 15A4.5X.12HWATER YEAR= .!5111 
707 1100 FORMAT!IH ,34X.4H81AS.13X.IGH1ST MOMENT,22X.7HPERCENT.l5X,13HBEST 
708 !FIT LINE! l2X,IC9HSIMULATED OBSERVED CS!~1 MEAN PERCENT CSlMl-
709 21ST MAXIMUM STANDARD STANDARD CORREL. OBS= A + 8 •SIM I 
710 32X, 5HMONTH.8X ,4HMEAN.6X .4HMEAN. ::IX. 31H-OSS MEAN l 81 AS MOMENT COB 
711 4Sl,3X.5HERROR,5X,5HERROR.5X,5HERROR,5X,5HCOEFF,6X,IHA.IOX,IH9 /IH 
712 5,l20CIH.lt l 
713 1101 FCRMATflH ,3A3.IX.11F!0.3l 
714 1102 FORMATCIH .120CIH.l/llH WATER YEAR.llF!0.3/IH ,120C!H. Ill/Ill 
715 1103 FCRMATC!H .3A3.IX.14H MISSING DATA I 
716 1104 FORMAT! IH .120C !H. l/l IX.33H:NT!RE YEAR MISSING ORSERVEC DATA! 
717 1200 FORMAT!IH ,!6X.6HWJMBER.61X,7HPERCENT.15X,13HBEST FIT Ll1'El7X, 36H 
718 I FLOW OF CASES OBSERVED SlMULATED. l IX,G7HPP~CENf MAXIMUM STA 
719 2NDARO STANDARD CORREL. OBS =- A + B •S!M15X.26H INTERVAL 085 
720 3ERVED MEAN , 5X, 4Ht~EAN. 6X, 4HB I AS. 5X, 4HB I AS, 6X, 3 f 5HERROR. 5X l • 5HCO 
721 4EFF.6X,!HA.11X.IHBllH .120CIH.l/I 
722 1201 FORMAT!IH .l6.2H -, 16,!6.!Gcl3.3l 
723 1202 FCPMA"i"19H ABOVE • I5, 16. IOFI0.3/ !H .12oc IH.1 l 
724 1203 FOR~ATCIH ,16,2H -,16,' NO G95ERVED FLOW IN THIS INTERVAL'! 
725 1204 FORMAT c 9H ABOVE • 15. ' NO OBSERVED FLOL.J IN TH IS I NT ERV AL. I I H , 
726 I 120C IH. l I 
727 1300 FORMATC3!H ••NOTE ... SUM OF 1SiM-OBSl••2 =,F20.0.39H ..... ROOT MEAN 
728 !OF SUM OF !SIM-OBS1••2 =.FI0.3,5H .. . ••111111 
729 1500 FORMATCIHl.35X.30HMULT!YE:AR STATISTICAL SUMMARY /t/lH .20X,l2HFLOW 
730 !POINT = .5A4,5X. l2HWATER YEARS • l4,4H TO , 14//l 
73i 1600 FORMAT !l4,ll,IH2.IX, l8,7H0240324.3!2.52111 
































































C MEAN DAILY FLOW FOR PRINTER OUTPUTCSEMl-LOG PLOTl 
REAL MOCHAP.! 12l 
DIMENSION LASTDAl2,l2l,SCALEC2,5l,OROC10ll.LCC2,6l 
C GENERAL PROGRAM VARIABLES 
INTEGER ROUTE,TRO.SNOW.SNOWA,YRIN,YRl,SGIN,TPTS,STORE.YEAR.PLT6HR, 









C DAILY PLOT DATA ARRAYS 
COMMONIPDIDPXC3,12.31l.SFW24!3,l2,3ll,WYFW24!3,12.31> 
C TIME SERIES IDENTIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 






DATA DOT .BLANK,ASTER,PLUS/ lH .• IH , IH•, lH+/ 
DATA SCALE/ .001, .01 •. 01,. I •• I, I .O, l .0, 10., IO., 100.I 
QC=l .O 
lD=l"ETR!C £!PT l +I 
IU=METRiC! IPTl 
IF f!U.GT.O> GO TO 801 
VERT=AREA!IPTl•26.BBBB9•0.3861022 
CC=35.3147 






DO 816 l=l.100 
ORD! I >=BLANK 
816 CONTINUE 
DO 817 l=l.101,10 
ORD< I l =DOT 
817 CONTINUE 
LEAPYR=l 
IF l!YEAR-4•!YEARl4ll.EQ.Ol LEAPYR=2 
DO 810 MONUM=l .12 
MO=MONUl1+9 
IF tMO.GT.12> MO=M0-12 
M~G=M0-2•1MOt2> 
!F !~OG.GT.Ol GO TO 812 
I F t MO . NE . I 0 l GO TO 81 I 
lYR=YEAR 
IF :MONTH.GT .91 IYR=!YR+I 





57 GO TO Bl I 
58 809 PRINT 904,CFPNAMEllPT,Jl,J=t.5>.IYR 
59 011 PRINT 901.MOCHARlMONUMl,MOCHARCMONUM+ll,CSCALEClD.ll,l=!,51 
60 812 LDAY=LASTDA£LEAPYR,MOI 
61 DO 815 IDA=l ,LD<\Y 
62 AF=WYFW24CIPT,MO,IDAl•QC 
63 AF=AF/VERT 
64 IF IAF.LT.0.01 AF=-0.0COOI 
65 SF=SFW241IPT.MO,IDAl•QC 
66 SF=SFtVERT 
67 DX=DPXI !PT .MO, !DAI 
68 IF I IU.EQ.OlDX=DX/25.4 
69 AL=O.O 
70 SL=O.O 
71 IF IAF.GT.O.Ol AL=ALOGIAFl+CYL4 
72 IF ISF.GT.0.01 SL=ALOGISFl+CYL4 
73 LA=IALIPMAXl•i00.0+1.5 
74 LS=lSLtPMAXl*I00.0+1.5 
75 IF ILA.GT.1011 LA=IOI 
76 lF ILS.GT.!Oll LS=!Ol 
77 IF lLA.LT.11 LA=! 
79 IF ILS.LT.11 LS=! 
79 AORD=ORD!LAI 
00 SORD=ORD IL S l 
Bl IFIAF.GE.O.Ol ORDILAl=PLUS 
92 ORDrLSl=ASTER 
83 IF I IU.EO.Ol GO TO 818 
84 PRINT 902,lOA,ORD.SF.AF.OX 
95 GO TO 819 
86 818 PRINT 905,IDA.ORD,SF,AF,DX 
87 619 ORDILAl=AORO 
88 CROCLSl=SORO 
89 815 CONTINUE 
90 IF IMOG.EQ.01 GO TO 8i0 
91 M06=MONUMt2 
92 LSK!P=LC1LEAPYR,M05l 
93 IF !LSKIP.EO.Ol GO TO 810 
94 DO 814 J=l,LSKIP 
95 814 PRINT 903 
96 81 0 CONT INUE 
97 C FORMAT STATEMENTS 
98 900 FORMAT llH ,37HSEMl-LOG MEAN DAILY FLOW PLOTC!NCHESl,5X,5A4,7X, 
99 113U.WATER YEAR 19,!2.5X.25H•=SlMuLATED +=OBSE~VEOl 
100 901 FORi-IAT ! IH ,A3. !H-.A3.9X,Fi0.3,4 c IOX,FI0.3l ,4X,4HSIM. ,3X,4HOBS .• 
JOI IIX.SHRAIN+MELTJ 
102 902 FORMAT I !H , 12. IX. IOl/d .2X,2F8. 3,F6. 11 
103 903 FORMAT CIH l 
104 904 FORMAT !IH .33HSEMl-LOG MEAN DA!LY FLOW PLCTIMMl.5X,5A4,7X, 
105 113HWATER YEAR l9,l2,5X,24H•=SlMULATED +=OBSERVED> 
IDS 905 FORMAT llH .12.IX,IOIAl,2X.2F8.4,F6.2l 
107 RETURN 
108 END 




























































C MEAN DAILY FLOW FOR PRINTER OUTPUT 
REAL MOC~AR! 121 
DIMENSION LASTDAC2, l21 ,SCALEC IOI .ORDC 101 l ,LCC2,61 ,t;N!TSC21 
C GENERAL PROGRAM VARIABLES 
INTEGER ROUTE,TRO,SNOW.SNOWA,YRIN,YRl,5GiN,TPTS,STORE.YC:AR,PLT6HR. 









C DAILY P~OT DATA ARRAYS 
COMMCN/PDIDPXf3,l2.3ll,SFW2413,i2.31J,WYFW24C3,l2,311 
C TIME SERIES IDENTIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS. 












DO 816 l=l,100 
ORD ( I l =BLANK 
816 CONTlt-tUE 
co 817 l=l.101.10 
ORDr I >=DOT 
8 l7 CONT l NUE 
LEAPYR=t 
IF CCYEAR-4*CYEARl41l.EO.Ol LEAPYR=2 
PMAX=PLOTMXCIPTI 
DO 810 MONUM~l.12 
MO=MONUM+9 
IF !MO.GT.12> MO=M0-12 
MOG=M0-2•!MOl2l 
IF IMOG.GT.Ol GO TO 812 
IF !MO.NE.IOI GO TO 811 
IYR=YEAR 
IF !MONTH.GT.91 IYR=IYR+l 
PRINT 900. (FPNAMEC IPT .Jl .J=l ,5l, !YR,UN!TSC IDl 
811 DO 8!3 J=l,10 
DEC=J 
813 SCALE!Jl-OEC•O.l•PMAX 
PR I NT 9lJ I . MOC HAR t MONUM l . r-:OCHAR l M0:-.1:.JM+ l l • SCALE 
812 LDAY=LASTOArLEAPYR,MOl 






59 DX=DPX! !PT .MO. !CA: 
59 IF CIU.EQ. OJDX=DX/25.4 
60 LA=!AFIPMAXl*IOO.O+l.5 
61 LS=CSFIPMAXl*I00.0+1.5 
62 IF tLA.GT.!Oll LA=!OI 
63 IF !LS.GT.IOI! LS=!Ol 
64 AORD=ORDtLAI 
65 SORD=GRDtLSl 
66 IF !AF.GE.O.O>OROCLA>=PLUS 
67 ORDCLSl=ASTER 
69 IF ! IU.Gi. Ol GO TO 918 
69 PRINT 902.IDA,ORD.SF,AF,OX 
70 GO TO 819 
71 BIB PRINT 904,IDA.ORD.SF,AF.DX 
72 819 OROILAl=AORD 
13 ORD(LSl=SORD 
74 815 :ONTINU~ 
75 IF £MOG.EQ.Ol GO TO BIO 
76 M06=MONUM/2 
77 LSKIP=LC(LEAPYR .M061 
79· IF !LSKIP.EQ.Ol GO TO 810 
79 DO 914 J=l.LSKIP 
BO 814 PRINT 903 
81 BIO CONTINUE 
82 C FORM.<\T STATEMENTS 
83 900 FORMAT !!H .20HMEAN DAILY FLOW PLOT,4X.5A4,4X.13HWATER YEAR 19.12 •. 
84 15X.24H•=SIMULATED +=OBSERVE0.4X,6HUNITS-,A4l 
85 901 FORMAT C!H ,A3.IH-,A3,F9.l,9F10.l,4X.4HS!M.,3X,4HOSS.,IX, 
85 I 9HRA IN'" MELT l 
87 902 FORMAT llH .12,IX,!O!Al,2X.2F8.1.F6.2l 
88 903 FORMAT l!H l 
89 904 FORMAT llH .12,!X.IO!Al,2X,2F8.3,F6.ll 
90 RETURN 
91 END 





I C ••• DUMMY SNOW SUBROUTINES 
2 c ••• 
3 SUBROUTINE SNOW 
4 ENTRY SNOWPM!A.BI 
5 RETURN 
6 ENTRY SNOWIN!A,8,C,01 
7 RETURN 
B ENTRY PACKll,J,K,l,M,Nl 
9 RETURN 
10 ENTRY SNOWOTlf ,J,K,ll 







SAMPLE LISTING FROM WATERSHED BASIC DATA SET 
234 
This sample output is from the basic data set used to calibrate 
the Elk River at Fayetteville watershed. Data type is separated by 
235 
the term 11 station. 11 Station 1 lists TA MBP, Station 2 downstream, zone 
MZP, and Station 3 upstream, MZP. All areal means are for six-hour 
periods, with days separated by / . Station 4 lists PE, and station 5, 
mean daily flow. 
-eox .FA YETTFE I CHS. R'JN AT FAYETTEVILLE, TN. JUTPUT FEICH. 
MM MM NN NN WW WW ssssssss Ffff'fFFFFFFF TTTTTTTTTTTT 
MMM MMM NNN NN WW WW ssssssssss FFFFFFFFFFFF TTTTTTTTTTTT 
MM1111 MMMM NNNN NN WW WW SS SS FF TT 
MMMMM MMMMM NNNNN NN WW WW '3SS SS FF TT 
MM MMMMMM MM NN NNN NN WW WW SSS FF TT 
MM MMMM MM NN NNN NN WW WW WW SSS FFFF•FFF TT 
MM MM 1111 NN NNN NN WH HWWW WW SSS FFFFFF>F TT 
MM MM NN NNN NN WW WWWWWW WW SSS FF TT 
MM MM NN NNNNN WW WWW WWW WW SS SS Fl=" TT 
MM MM NN NNNN wwww wwww SS SS .- r TT 
MM MM NN NNN WWW WWW ssssssssss FF TT 
MM MM NN NN WW HW ssssssss FF TT 
0000 555555555555 555555555555 555555555555 0000 11 
00000000 555555555555 555555555555 555555555555 00000000 I II 
000 000 55 55 55 000 000 I 111 
000 000 55 55 55 oco 000 11 
00 00 J5 55 55 00 00 11 
00 00 5555555555 5555555555 5555555555 DO DO 11 
00 00 55555555555 55555555555 55555555555 00 00 11 
00 00 55 55 55 DO DO 11 
000 000 55 55 55 DOO 000 11 
000 000 55 55 55 55 55 55 ODD ODO 11 
00000000 5555555555 5555555555 5555555555 OOOOOOOD 111111 
0000 55555555 55555555 55555555 OODD 111111 
FFFFFffffFTf AAAAAAAA yy yy EEEEE.EEEEEEE TTTTTTTTTHT TTTTTTTTTTTT 
FFFTFFFFFP·T AAAAAAAAAA yyy yyy EEEEFEEEEEEE TTTTTTTTTTTT TTTiTTTTTTTT 
ff AA AA yyy yyy EE TT TT 
FF AA AA yyy yyy EE TT TT 
FF AA AA YYY'fYY EE TT TT 
FF ff ff ff AAAAAAAAAAAA yyyy EEEEEEEE iT TT 
FFFFFFFF AAAAAAAAAAAA yy EEEEEEEE TT TT 
ff AA AA yy EE TT TT 
ff AA AA yy EE TT TT 
FF AA AA yy EE TT TT 
FT AA AA yy EEEEEEEEEEEE TT TT 
FF AA AA yy EEEEEE.EEEEEE TT TT 
FFFFFFffFTff EEEEEEEEEEEE 111111 cccccccc HH HH ssssssss 
FFFFFFFFTFFF EEEEEEEEEEEE 111111 cccccccccc HH HH ssssssssss 
FF EE I! cc cc HH HH SS SS 
FT EE 11 cc cc HH HH SSS SS 
FF EE 11 cc HH HH SSS 
ff ff ff ff EEEEEEEE 11 cc HHH!-!HnHHHHHH SSS 
FFFFFFff EEEEEEEE 11 cc HHHHHHHHHHHH SSS 
ff CE 11 cc HH HH SSS 
FF EE I I cc cc HH HH SS SS 
ff EE 11 cc cc d!; HH SS SS N w FF EEEEEEEEEEEE 111111 cccccccccc HH HH ssssssssss °' FF E~.::EEEEEEEEE I l 1111 cccccccc HH HH ssssssss 
ELK ABV FAYETTEVILLE. TENN. RBl55 
DAY STATION 1 MONTH 1 YEAR 1964 
I .75 .00 .oo .GO! .OD .DO .oo .00/ .OD .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .co .00/ 
5 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .46 .33 .<?01 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .co .70/ 
9 .22 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .OD .001 .OD .DO .DO .00/ .09 .14 .00 . 131 
13 .oo .00 . 01 .001 .00 .oo .03 .001 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .OD .001 
17 .00 .oo .00 . (.10/ .00 .GD .00 .001 .OD .oo .00 .36/ .03 .00 .00 .00/ 
2! .oc .oo .30 .00/ .00 .00 .oo • OCJ/ .00 .oo .OD .00/ .26 .87 . "+3 .17/ 
25 .00 .00 .oo .DOI .DO .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .DOI .oo .oo .co .DOI 
29 .00 .oo .00 .001 .oo . 00 ~ .. .001 .oo .12 .03 .091 ..... 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 1 YEAR 1964 
I .62 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo .00/ .oo .OD .00 .00/ .oo .oo .00 .001 
5 .1)0 .oo .00 .001 .00 . lt7 .33 .24/ .OD .OD .OD .001 .00 .00 .00 .62/ 
9 • tB .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 . I 0 .12 .oo . I 01 
13 .00 .00 .01 .DOI .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .OJ/ .oo .00 .oo .001 
17 .OD .DO .00 .00/ .oo .oo .00 . 0(1/ .00 .00 .00 .34/ .02 .oo .oo .001 
21 ·.Do .M .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .23 .81 .41 .021 
25 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 
29 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo . 001 .00 .07 .02 .05/ 
DAY STATION 3 MONTH 1 YEAR 1964 
I .07 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .OD .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 
5 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .00 .45 .32 . 15/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .oo • 77/ 
9 .25 .oo .00 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .00/ .08 .17 .00 .15/ 
13 .oo .00 .02 .001 .oo .oo .05 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 
17 .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .38/ .03 .oo .oo .001 
21 .00 .oo .00 .00/ .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .29 .91 .44 .30/ 
25 .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .OG .oo .oo. .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
29 .oo .00 .00 .001 .OD .00 .00 .001 .oo .15 .04 .12/ 
DAY STATION 4 MONTH I YEAR 1964 
I .035 .062 .057 .046 .023 .009 .025 .012 .025 .041 
I I .034 .005 .031 .020 .025 .022 .028 .041 .063 .075 
21 .091 .054 .050 .015 .073 .074 .043 .036 .040 .049 .027 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH I YEAR 1964 
I 390.000 444.000 352.000 86't.OOO 1030.000 1580.000 3320.000 2760.000 4650.000 4190.000 
II 2790.000 2000.000 1870.000 1510.000 1190.000 1190.000 1100.C:OO 958.000 904.000 662.000 
21 1100. 000 1000.000 963·.000 2040.0CCJ 5340.000 4660.000 3480.000 2700.000 1700.000 1410.000 1330.000 
DAY STATION· I MONTH 2 YEAR 1964 
I .04 .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .DOI .DO .00 .oo .001 
5 .OD .00 .19 . 18/ .11 .00 .00 .001 .00 .OD .02 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
9 .00 .oo .DO .001 .00 .oo .05 .001 .DO .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .DO .001 
13 .25 .63 .10 .001 .oo .00 .DI .001 .43 .83 .18 .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 
17 .oo .00 .00 . 111 .36 .G9 .oo .02/ .15 .DO .04 .001 .OD .08 .00 .001 
21 .00 .oo .03 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .OD .oc .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .001 
25 .00 • 15 .00 .001 .00 .00 .r10 .001 .oo .oo .DO .001 .25 . 31 .OD .ODI 
29 .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .UD .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 2 YEAR 1964 
I .02 .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .JOI .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 
5 .oo .oo . 19 . 17/ .11 .00 .00 .OD! .oo .OD .01 .OD! .OD .OD .oo .001 
9 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .04 .001 .00 .00 .OD .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
13 .25 .57 .09 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .40 .83 .18 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 
17 .OD .00 .00 . I Ot .35 .08 .00 • Oc'I . I I .oo .03 .ODt .00 .02 .00 .001 
21 .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .oo .0(1/ .00 . '?Q .00 .001 .00 .00 .OD .001 
25 .00 .09 .00 .001 .OD .DO .DO .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .27 .33 .oo . OD: N 29 .00 .00 .00 .001 .DO .00 .00 • Q(I/ .00 .00 .DO .001 w 
DAY STATION 3 MONTH 2 YEAR 1964 '-J 
I .06 .oo .DO .001 .DO .00 .oo . 0(1/ .00 .oo .00 .00' .00 .00 .oo .001 
5 .oo .00 .20 • 19/ . 12 .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 . 0'+ .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ 
9 .00 .oo .oo .00/ .00 .00 .05 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .001 
13 .26 .69 • 12 .001 .oo .00 .02 .00/ . '+'+ .82 .18 .00/ .oo .00 .oo .001 
17 .oo .00 .oo . I I/ .37 . 10 .00 .03/ .18 .oo .05 .001 .00 .13 .00 .001 
21 .oo .oo .06 .OD! .00 .oo .00 .OCI .OD .00 .00 .001 .00 .OD .oo .OD/ 
25 .00 .20 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00.' .DO .DO .OD .001 .23 .30 .OD .OD! 
29 .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .oc .oo .00 .001 
DAY STATION 4 MONTH 2 YEAR 196'+ 
1 .052 .054 .071 .060 .032 .053 .062 .057 .058 .0'+9 
11 • 0'+9 .073 .017 .033 .043 .042 .039 .019 .030 .034 
21 .031 .033 .0'+8 .D52 .057 .02'+ .045 .059 .063 .999 .999 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH 2 YEAR 1964 
I 1320.000 1260.000 1200.000 1120.000 932.000 1250.000 1260.000 1150. 000 1040.000 990.000 
l 1 950.000 900.000 12't0.000 1830.000 '+630.000 7950.000 6430. CJO 5650.000 4660.000 3720.000 
21 2960.000 2370.000 2070.000 1800.0CO 1580.000 1310.000 1300.000 1'+20.000 1720.000 .000 .000 
DAY S!ATION 1 MONTH 3 YEAR 1954 
I .oo .02 .oo .001 .00 .97 . 0'+ .12/ .00 .00 .00 .001 . 0'+ .00 .57 .00/ 
5 .00 .oo .44 .001 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .02 .00/ 
9 .00 .oo .08 .65/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 
1.3 .00 .00 .00 .02/ .12 .43 1.03 .99/ .48 .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 
17 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .24 .09/ .00 .00 .03 .62/ 
21 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .oo .00/ 
25 .90 .25 .09 7!. .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .03 .001 
29 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .uo .00/ .oo .00 .00 .001 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 3 YEAR 1954 
l .oo .01 .00 .00/ .oo 1.03 .04 .03/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .08 .QI . 81 .001 
5 .00 .00 . 12 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .oo . 0 I .00/ 
9 .00 .oo . 13 .52/ .00 .oo .oo .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .oo .oo .00/ 
13 .00 .00 .00 .031 .18 .59 1.37 .85/ .39 .00 .oo .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ 
l7 .00 .00 .oo .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .22 .04/ .oo .00 .06 .'531 
21 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .oo . 01 / 
25 .89 .2'+ .09 .59/ .oo .00 .00 .001 00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .03 .00/ 
29 .OU .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .co .oo .00 .001 
DAY STATION 3 MONTH 3 YEAR 1964 
l .oo .03 .oo .001 .oo .90 .04 .20/ .00 .00 .00 .00' • GI .00 .37 .00/ 
5 .00 .oo .72 .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .oo .00 .00/ .00 .00 .04 .001 
9 .oo .oo. .04 .751 .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .001 
13 .00 .00 .00 . 011 .07 .29 .73 l. 11 I .55 .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 
17 .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .25 . 131 .oo .00 .02 .68/ 
21 .00 .co .00 .OCI .00 .oo .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ 
25 .90 .26 .09 .82/ .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .02 .DOI 
29 .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo . 001 ' .00 .oo .00 .OQI 
DAY STATION 4 MONTH 3 YEAR 1964 
I .093 .060 .073 .J52 .109 . 124 .083 .081 .049 .069 
I 1 .097 .Off/ . 132 .098 .111 .099 • IOI .106 .098 . iOS 
21 .075 .062 .090 .120 .048 .073 .097 .091 .099 .081 . 116 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH 3 YEAR 196'+ 
I 1800.001 2920.000 5290.000 'tS00.000 7630.000 7760.000 4960.000 3760.000 2740.00Q 3220.COO 
l I 30%.000 2410.000 2380.000 4820.000 17500.000 19800.000 15400.000 8550.000 3730.000 3230.000 
21 3480.000 356(1.000 3190.000 2400.000 3990.0QO 7870.000 7980.000 5500.000 3550.000 2520.000 2290.000 
DAY STATION I MONTH 4 YEAR 1954 
I .00 .02 .02 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .48/ I. 11 .14 .00 .001 
5 .00 • (IQ .00 .86/ .OG .oo .00 . 14/ .58 .50 .00 .001 .00 .00 . 0 I .00/ 
9 .00 .oo .uo • Oti.' .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .oo .00 .001 .01 .00 .05 . 0'+ I N 
13 .32 1. 09 .f:' .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 w co 
17 .00 .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .OCI .00 .oo .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 
21 .oo .oo .00 .001 .02 .07 .00 .001 .oo .12 I. 04 .00/ .00 .00 .61 . 18/ 
25 .DI .OD .oo .00/ .lf7 .04 .OD .40/ 1.24 .oo .00 .DOI .oo .oo .• Olf .001 
29 .oo .oo .02 .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 4 YEAR 1964 
I .DD • Olf .03 .DOI .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .oo .561 1.24 .15 .oo .001 
5 .oo .00 .oo .881 .oo .oo .oo • 13/ .50 .lf2 .oo .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 
9 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .02 .oo .08 .04/ 
13 .32 1.02 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .oo .00/ .00 .oo .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .00/ 
17 .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .oo .00/ 
21 .oo .00 .oo .001 .03 .10 .oo .001 .00 .15 1. 15 .00/ .oo .oo .33 .271 
25 .02 .00 .oo .00/ .36 .06 .oo .391 1.11 .oo .oo .00/ .oo .00 .Ol .001 
29 .oo .oo .oo .00/ .OD .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 ,QQ/ 
DAY STATION 3 MONTH '+ YEAR 1961.f 
I .00 .oo .01 .00/ .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .01 .421 I.OD .13 .oo .001 
5 .oo .oo .oo .85/ .oo .00 .00 .161 .65 .56 .OD .001 .oo .oo .01 .001 
9 .oo .OD .00 .001 .oo .OD .oo .001 .00 .oo .oo .001 .oo .oo .03 .Q"t/ 
13 .32 l. ilf .oo .00/ .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .oo .oo .oo .00/ 
17 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .OD .00 .00 .001 .OD .oo .00 .QQ/ .oo .OD .OD .00/ 
21 .oo .oo .oo .00/ .01 .06 .oo .001 .00 .10 .96 .001 .oo .oo .85 • IOI 
25 .Ot .00 .oo .DOI .56 . 0'+ .oo .41/ 1.33 .DO .oo .001 .oo .00 .07 ,QQ/ 
29 .oo .00 .03 .00/ .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .oo .00/ 
DAY STATION 4 MONTH 4 YEAR 1964 
I • 13'+ .175 .150 .091 • ll 1 .1'+0 .116 .122 .099 .115 
Ii .145 • tlB .114 . 11 '+ .127 .173 .169 .147 .138 .162 
21 .147 • 121 . !OD .093 .102 .118 .171 .167 .1'+7 .118 .999 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH 4 YEAR 1964 
I 1800.000 1920.000 1&40.000 9000.000 8350.000 7760.000 7930.000 9'+40.000 8400.000 4430.000 
II 2770.000 2640.000 471.lO.OOO 6750.000 6090.000 3420.000 2670.000 2090.000 1910.000 1830.000 
21 1780.000 1550.000 16"10.000 3510.000 5640.000 4630.000 8890.0CO 11"100.000 9900.000 4780.000 .ooo 
DAY STATION I MCNTH 5 YEAR 196L; 
I .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .64 1.23 .331 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .oo .001 
5 .oo .oo .oo .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 .00 .001 
9 . c;o .00 .oo .00/ .oo .06 .00 .001 .oo .11 .oo .00/ .17 .04 .00 .04/ 
13 . II .oo .OD .00/ .00 .00 .oo .00/ .DO .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .001 
17 .00 .00 .oo .00/ .JO .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .OE.t .001 
21 .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .00 .DO .02 .001 .oo .oo .00 .00/ 
25 .00 .00 .oo .00/ .00 .DO .oo .05/ .21 .00 .29 .00/ .03 .00 .57 .00/ 
29 .oo .oo .09 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .14 .09/ 
DAY STATION 2 MC.NTH 5 YEAR 1964 
l .00 .00 .oo .00/ .oo .75 1.26 .17/ .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ 
5 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ 
9 .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo • 11 .01 .00/ .oo .O"t .00 .00/ .18 .05 .00 .05/ 
13 .13 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .oo .00/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .00/ 
17 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo .DOI .oa .00 .oo .00/ .oo .oo .02 .00/ 
21 .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .oo .01 .00/ .oo .oo .00 .001 
25 .oo .00 .00 .DOI . on .00 .oo . 04/ .17 .00 .23 .00/ .03 .oo .61 .00/ 
29 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 .18 .091 
DAY STATION 3 MONiH 5 YEAR 1964 
I .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .57 1.20 .451 .oo .00 .oo .00/ • (IQ .oo .00 .00/ 
5 .oo .00 • DO .00/ • IJO .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .co .00/ 
9 .oo .oo .00 .00/ .oo .OJ .oo .00/ .00 . 17 .00 .001 .16 .O"t .00 .02/ 
13 .lO .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .00 .oo .00 .00/ 
17 .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ .DO .oo .07 .001 
21 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .02 .001 .oo .oo .00 .001 N 25 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 .00 .06/ .25 .00 • .:i3 .00/ .0'+ .00 .54 .00/ w 
29 .oo .oo .16 .DOI .oo .oo .00 .DOI .oo .00 .12 .09/ l..O 
DAY STATION 4 MONTH 5 YEAR 1964 
I .173 . ! 31f .152 .172 .196 .204 .201 .203 .153 .144 
l 
" ~; 'J, 
11 . 163 .162 . 168 . 155 .143 .163 .I~ .162 .169 . 18! 
21 .171 .187 .195 .175 .163 . 183 .207 . 159 .155 .146 .120 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH 5 YEAR 1961+ 
I <?780.000 3820.000 9010.000 8600.000 L.960.000 3060.000 2280.000 1950.000 1760.000 1560.000 
11 ·:500. 000 1600.000 1520.000 1550.000 1320.000 1250.000 12"'>0.000 1160.000 lCl0.000 886.000 
21 842.000 796.000 693.000 662.000 634.000 598.000 ci03.000 688.000 1220.000 1020.000 896.000 
DAY STATION I MONTH 6 YEAR 196'+ 
1 .31 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .oo .00 .OU/ .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
5 .00 .oo .00 .16/ .47 .01 .oo . \JOI .00 .oo .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ 
9 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .OG .001 .00 .OB • -;5 .Lt5/ 
13 .oo .00 .02 .031 .oo .00 .oo .04/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .00/ 
17 .00 .00 .03 .06/ .00 .oo .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 .0.01 .oo .oo .oo .001 
21 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .04 .02/ .oo .00 .00 .001 
25 .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .oo .oo .00/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
29 .oo .oo .00 .00/ .00 .oo .00 .051 .00 .00 .ro .001 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 6 YEAR 1964 
I .28 .oo .oo .001 .00 .00 .OG . 00/ .00 .00 .oo .001 00 .00 .00 .001 
5 .oo .oo .oo .09/ .28 .oo .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .00/ 
9 .oo .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .oo .00/ .oo .16 1.08 .511 
13 .oo .oo .03 .03/ .oo .00 .oo .03/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .oo· .001 
17 .oo .00 .06 .09/ .oo .oo .00 .001 .DO .00 .00 .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
21 .00 .00 .oo .00/ .00 .OD .DO .001 .00 .00 .06 .03/ .00 .00 .oo .00/ 
25 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .oo .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ 
29 .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .031 .oo .c.v .00 .001 
DAY STATION 3 MONTH 6 YEAR 196'+ 
I .31f .oo .00 .00/ .00 .oo .OD .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ 
5 .00 .00 .oo .21 I .62 .01 .oo .001 .00 .co .oo .00/ .00 .oo .00 .001 
9 .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .oo .oo .00/ .00 .00 . Lt6 .39/ 
13 • (IQ .00 .02 .03/ .oo .00 .oo .05/ .00 .OD .00 .001 .oo .00 .oo .00/ 
17 • (IQ .oo .01 .03/ .oo .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 00 .oo .00/ 
21 .oo .oo .oo .00/ ,f .oo ':Oo .00 .00/ .oo .oo .01 . 0 I/ .oo .oo .oo .00/ 
25 .uo .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .oo .00/ .DO .DO .00 .001 
29 .oo .oo .00 .00/ .oo .oo .00 .06/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ 
tJAY STATION 4 MONTH 6 YEAR 1961+ 
I .158 .160 .166 .167 . 190 .180 .190 .230 .220 .22'+ 
11 .212 .214 .215 .230 .218 .169 .172 .229 .23e .244 
21 .208 .207 .220 .223 .22! .204 .212 .222 .155 .173 .999 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH 6 YEAR 1964 
l 738.000 516.000 567.000 540.000 524.000 536.000 608.000 634.000 594.000 Lt68.000 
11 412.000 372.000 1120.000 954.000 994.000 954.000 752.000 1+88.000 432.000 404.000 
21 388.000 376.000 380.000 388.000 348.000 336.000 328.000 301.J 000 276.000 268.000 .000 
DAY STATION I MONTH 7 YEAR 1964 
I .02 .20 .05 .001 .00 .00 .00 .211 .00 .oo .0) .00/ . 10 .oe· .00 .001 
5 .00 .00 .DO .00/ .00 .00 .oc • lJQ/ .00 .oo .o~ .001 .64 .00 • Q(' .00/ 
9 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .34 .001 .00 .oo .Cl .331 1.59 . :e .16 .DOI 
13 .oo .00 .IJI .00/ .oo .00 .00 .GO/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .00 .oo/ 
17 .00 .oo .00 .00/ .oo .00 .02 .00/ .00 .Ol .01 . 111 .32 .oo .oo .001 
21 .00 .01 .01 .02/ .oo .00 .00 .001 .00 .Ou .19 .001 .00 . 0'+ .93 .DOI 
25 .oo .00 1.05 .00/ .00 .00 .22 .DOI .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 .00/ 
29 .00 .00 .03 .001 .00 .00 .16 • 111 .oo .00 .01 .001 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 7 YEAR !964 
I .02 .13 .06 .001 .OG .00 .00 . 34 / .co .00 .DD .I.JOI .19 .13 .00 .00/ 
5 .00 .oo .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 .00/ .oo .oo .oo .001 .03 .00 .00 .001 
9 .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .44 .001 .oo .00 .01 .33/ 1.65 .17 .15 .00/ 
13 .00 .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .OD .DOI .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .oo .OD! N 17 .oo .oo .oo .00/ .oo .oo .03 .001 .oo .02 .01 .031 • IQ .00 .00 . 001 ~ 
21 .00 .02 .02 .04/ .oo .oo .00 .001 .oo .00 .01 .00/ .00 . 10 1.25 .001 0 
25 .00 .00 1.21 .001 .00 .00 .33 .DO/ .oo .oo .oo .00/ .oo .00 .00 .00/ 
29 .OD .00 .05 .001 .OD .OD .03 • !01 .oo .C.:., . 01 .001 
DAV STATION 3 MONTH 7 VEAR 196'+ 
I .02 .26 .05 .00/ .00 .00 .oo . ! 0/ .oo .00 .oo .001 .03 .03 .oo .00/ 
5 .00 .00 .oo .OCi .O:J .00 .00 .001 .M .00 .oo .001 1.17 .00 .00 .001 
9 .OD .oo .OD .00/ .OD .OD .24 .001 .00 .oo .01 .33/ 1.55 .18 .17 .00/ 
13 .00 .00 .01 .00/ .f'lO .00 .oo .00/ .DO .DO .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .DOI 
17 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .00 .oo .DI .00/ .00 .00 .oo . 17/ .50 .oo .00 .001 
21 .oo .oo .QI .Oii .00 .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 . 31+ .001 .oo .00 .62 .001 
25 .oo .OD .89 .00/ .OD .00 .12 . 00/ .co .00 .oo .DOI .oo .00 .00 .001 
29 .00 .OD .02 .001 .00 .co .26 . :21 .oo .oo .oo .001 
DAV STAT IOI'< Lt MONTH 7 YEAR 1961+ 
1 .178 .182 .175 . I 9 I .195 .208 .221 .199 • 18'+ .191 
I 1 . 11+9 .175 .176 . 171+ .176 . 184 . 182 .188 .206 .191 
21 . 190 .196 . 183 .193 .189 .198 .193 .20 I . I Bi+ .176 .195 
DAY STATION 5 MONTH 7 YEAR 1961+ 
I 288.000 312.000 ?56.000 376.000 372.000 348.000 352.000 376.000 320.000 320.000 
1 I 356.000 1470.000 2000.000 1160. 000 882.0CO 6~i2. 000 500.000 i.+20.000 388.000 380.000 
21 597.000 652.000 585.000 532.00(' 516.000 6~>2. 000 576.000 576.000 536.000 521+.000 711.000 
DAY STATION I MONTH 8 YEAR 1961+ 
I .00 .00 .oo .oo, .OD .DO .OD .001 .00 .OD .OD .DOI . 13 .DO . 12 .00/ 
5 .00 .00 .26 .001 .00 .uo .oo .00/ .oo .00 .oo .001 .OD .00 . 34 .001 
9 .00 . 'JO .09 .DOI .DO .00 .01 • Cl I I .00 .00 .oo .00/ .oo .00 . Oi+ .001 
13 .00 .01.1 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo . 00 I .20 .95 .33 .24/ .52 .61 .01 .001 
17 .OD .OD .01 .001 .DO .OD .OD .001 .00 . O(I .OD .00/ .oo .00 .00 .001 
21 .00 .00 . Oi+ .001 .00 .00 .17 .091 .01 .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .OD! 
25 .oo .00 .25 . 11 I .05 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .oo .001 
29 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .00 .00 .oo .00/ 
DAY STATION 2 MONTH 8 VEAR 1961+ 
I .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo • (li)/ .00 .00 .oo .00/ .06 .00 .24 .00/ 
5 .00 .DO .37 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .oo .21 .00/ 
9 .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .oc . 0 I I .00 .00 .00 .00/ .00 .00 .00 .00/ 
13 .00 .00 .OD .DOI .00 .OD .oo .001 .19 .87 .33 .23/ .50 .53 .01 .001 
17 .00 .DO .00 .001 .00 .DO .00 .001 .oo .'.JO .oo .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 
21 .00 .oo .04 .001 .00 .00 .23 .12/ .OJ .00 .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .001 
25 .00 .00 .31 . I I I . o•+ .OD .no .001 .oo .00 .OD .00/ .DO .00 .OD .DOI 
29 .oo .00 .oo .00/ .00 .00 .oo .DOI .OD .00 .oo .00/ 
DAY STATION 3 MONTH 8 YEAR 1964 
I .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .ao .001 .oo .00 .oo .001 . 18 .00 .02 .001 
5 .00 .00 .17 .001 .co .DO .DO .001 .oo .oo .DO .001 .oo .oo . i+5 .001 
9 .OD .00 . 17 . 001 .OD .DO .DI .Oii .co .DO .oo .001 .OD .OD .07 . CJ/ 
13 .00 .OD .OD .DOI .00 .00 .oo .COi .22 J. 01 .34 .25/ .53 .67 .0' .00/ 
17 .oo . 00 .02 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 . .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 
21 .00 .OD .05 .001 .00 .00 . 12 . (:6/ .00 .00 .00 .001 .00 .00 .00 .001 
25 .00 .00 .21 . 11 I .05 .oc .oo .001 .00 .oo .00 .001 .OD .oo .00 .001 
29 .oo .00 .00 .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .00 . no . on. .001 
DAY STATION 4 MONTH 8 YEAR 1964 
1 .185 .186 .201 .211 .200 .177 .175 .180 . 181 .182 
11 .183 .164 .150 . 160 .143 .125 • 140 .148 .152 . 170 
21 . 191 .158 . i60 .167 .172 .152 .168 .186 .172 .173 .160 
DAY STA Tl CN 5 MONTH 8 YEAR 1961+ 
I 41+8.0CO 4{)0.000 392.000 i+00.000 400.000 400.000 388.000 380.GJO 492.000 476.000 
11 448.000 460.000 448.000 428.000 558.000 14~10.000 165(1.000 1220.000 1660.000 981.000 
21 702.000 594.000 567.000 562.0GO 540.000 5c.o.ooo 440.000 396.000 376.000 360.000 348. 000 
DAY STAT to:~ I MONTH 9 YEAR 19E1t N 
I .00 .00 .oo .001 .00 .oo .oo . GO I .oo .oo .00 .001 .00 .OD .00 .00/ -l==> 
5 .oo .00 .oo .001 .00 .00 .oo .001 .oo .oo .oo .001 .oo .00 .00 .. 00/ 
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